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1
Introduction

1.1. Radiotherapy
Cancer is one of the major causes of concern of the 21st century. The term gives
name to the group of diseases in which cells multiply out of control, with the
potential to spread in the body [1]. Eventually, the cells may reach critical organs
and impede their normal biological function [2]. With almost 20 million cases
worldwide in 2020† , the World Health Organization positions cancer as the first
cause of premature death in most developed countries [3]. This figure is expected
to steadily grow up to 30 million in 2040 [3]. As a treatment, cancer patients will
potentially be subject to three main procedures, used alone or in combination:
surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy. Of note, it is estimated that more than
a 50% of cancer patients will receive radiotherapy, either as curative or palliative
care, during the course of their treatment [4, 5].

Radiotherapy uses ionizing radiation to kill cancerous cells [6]. When cells are
irradiated, damage will be induced in the DNA, which will eventually result in cell
death. The main objective of radiotherapy is to induce the death of all cancerous
cells in the macroscopic tumor, as well as the microscopic spreads in the tumor
surroundings. Unfortunately, ionizing radiation is not selective to cancerous cells,
but it also damages healthy cells. Normal biological functions can be impaired
if the cells of surrounding healthy organs are damaged [7]. Thus, in order for
the treatment to succeed, radiotherapy must conform the ionizing radiation to
the tumor, while minimizing the damage to surrounding critical organs. This is
the aim of external beam radiotherapy (EBRT), where megavoltage X-ray
photons or charged particles are generated outside the body and aimed at the
tumor [8].

During EBRT, the radiation technologists will determine the optimal treatment
strategy for a patient. For this purpose, the tumor and its surroundings are im-
aged, normally using computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging

†The reader may find a more recent database by the Global Cancer Observatory (GLOBOCAN) at
the time of reading this thesis.
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(MRI) [9]. The tumor and organs at risk are then delineated, and computerized
algorithms that combine the patient anatomy and the EBRT machine specifica-
tions will be used to create an optimal treatment plan [10]. The total dose of a
treatment plan is generally in the range of 20-80 Gy‡ split into several fractions
(2 Gy per fraction is the clinical standard). One main constraint during the op-
timization of the treatment plan is the minimization of the dose to surrounding
critical organs. To that aim, multiple beam angles will be used. Indeed, modern
radiotherapy treatments make use of continuous rotating gantries, also called vol-
umetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT). Furthermore, different radiation types
and/or energies might be chosen depending on the tumor characteristics [8].

The type of radiation influences how the dose is transferred to the tumor. In
this thesis we will mainly focus on two radiation beams; megavoltage photons
and protons. Megavoltage photons, on the one hand, are the most widespread
option for deep tumors. Photons continuously transfer their energy to electrons
that will deposit the dose. The maximum dose will be deposited a few millimeters
after the beam enters the patient. Thereafter, the deposited dose will decrease
with depth until the beam exist the patient’s body (Fig. 1.1A, blue line) [11].
This means that some residual dose will be always deposited in front of and
behind the tumor. Protons, on the other hand, are emerging as an improved
option for sparing of healthy tissues [12]. Protons are charged particles, with the
main advantage that they completely stop within the patient, depositing most
of their dose in what is known as the Bragg peak [13] (Fig. 1.1A, red line). The
proton range, this is the Bragg peak’s depth, can be increased by increasing the
kinetic energy of the protons. This principle can be used to better conform the
deposited dose to the tumor [14].

The dose deposition of photons, compared to protons, is thus sub-optimal; it
will result into more residual dose to the surrounding healthy tissue. This is illus-
trated by the example of a prostate tumor in Figure 1.1B–C: the residual dose
to the organs at risk is much higher when a photon beam is used, rather than a
proton beam. However, proton beams have a substantial higher cost compared to
megavoltage photon beams [15] and a lower availability of proton therapy slots
[12], so both therapies will continue to coexist in the medium-term future.

1.1.1. Radiotherapy dosimetry
In order to minimize the dose to healthy organs during the treatment, high dose
conformity is desired, which generally means sharp dose gradients near the tumor
[17]. However, sharp gradients are a double-edged sword: small deviations from the
treatment plan will lead to large underdosage of the tumor, or overdosage of the
organs at risk. This phenomenon is even more critical in proton therapy, where

‡Gray (Gy) is the international system unit used for absorbed dose, and represents the energy deposited
per unit of mass.
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of dose deposition between photons and protons. A Absorbed dose
in tissue as a function of depth. The proton range (here 𝑟80, the position of which an 80% of the
maximum dose is deposited [14]) defines the position of the Bragg peak. B-C (Image reprinted, with
permission, from [16] ©2017, Wiley) Treatment planning of a prostate tumor using B a megavoltage
photon beam and C a proton beam. The delineated region in the center corresponds to the tumor,
while the rest of the delineated regions correspond to the organs at risks.

deviations will also affect the position of the steep dose gradients of the Bragg
peak in the direction of the beam. Indeed, accurate positioning of the Bragg peak
is considered one of the main challenges for the widespread use of proton therapy
[18].

Safety margins are thus adopted to mitigate uncertainties, which may arise dur-
ing multiple stages of the therapy: uncertainties in the calculations of the dose dis-
tribution, errors during the calibration of the beam, mispositioning of the patient,
patient motion during the treatment, anatomical changes in the tumor between
fractions, etc. [19]. While some of the deviation sources can be mitigated by pe-
riodic control of the machinery (quality assurance [20]), verifying that the dose
deposition matches with the treatment plan should ideally be performed through
in vivo dosimetry. Moreover, a real-time verification of the intrafraction dose could
reduce the overall treatment time: one of the reasons to use low doses per fraction
is to mitigate the deviations induced by random errors [21]. Intrafraction dosime-
try would allow to safely increase the dose per fraction by detecting and correction
for any deviation. This would benefit not only the patient, but also the treatment
centers that could treat a larger number of patients in the same amount of time
[22].

In vivo dosimetry techniques aim to provide an independent measurement of
the dose deposition within the patient’s body, ideally in real time during the treat-
ment. There are different techniques under evaluation for the different radiation
types. In conventional radiotherapy, photons go through the patient body, and
are then measured by electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs) positioned oppo-
site to the beam gantry [23]. The result is a 2D measurement of the attenuated
beam, which, in combination with the anatomical images of the treatment plan
and complex algorithms, can be used to reconstruct 3D dose maps [24]. This is
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not possible however in typical proton therapy treatments, where the protons
completely stop within the patient’s body. For this therapy, the main alternatives
under clinical evaluation are: (i) positron emission tomography [25], which locates
positron emitters that are produced during the collision of protons with atoms nu-
clei, (ii) prompt gamma imaging [26], which locates the gamma emitters produced
during the nuclear collisions, and (iii) ionoacoustics [27], which detects, by means
of ultrasound sensors, the acoustic waves produced during the thermo-elastic ex-
pansion and contraction of the irradiated tissue using pulsed beams. Yet, owing to
their individual limitations, none of the forementioned techniques has been widely
adopted in the clinic as a gold standard [28, 29].

1.2. Ultrasound imaging
Ultrasound imaging (US) is one of the three main clinical imaging techniques,
along with computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Compared to their counterparts, ultrasound imaging devices are inexpensive and
portable, enabling clinicians to provide in-situ evaluations of the patient [30]. The
technique exploits acoustic echoes to produce physiological images [31]. First,
acoustic waves are generated by means of piezoelectric material. The acoustic
waves will then travel through the body, producing echoes at each interface they
encounter. These echoes, detected by the same piezoelectric material, carry the
information of their origin in their time of flight. If several piezoelectric elements
are used, the time of flight to each one of the elements can then be used to recon-
struct 2D or 3D images. Medical ultrasound imaging uses a wide range of acoustic
frequencies (1–50 MHz) depending on its specific application; higher frequencies
provide a higher resolution at the expense of a shallower imaging depth [32].

1.2.1. Microbubbles as Ultrasound Contrast Agents
During conventional ultrasound imaging, blood pools provide very weak acoustic
scattering. A solution to this limitation was accidentally found during ultrasound
evaluation of patients who were injected with a medical dye [33]. The agitation
of the dye prior to its injection produced bubbles, which proved to be excellent
sound scatterers. This finding opened the door to the engineering of Ultrasound
Contrast Agents (UCAs), along with Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound imaging
(CEUS) [34]. UCAs have been in clinical use for several decades now [33, 35, 36],
improving the imaging of physiological features.

Clinically approved UCAs consist of micron-sized bubbles, which use a heavy
gas and a coating layer to increase the persistence time in the vasculature [36].
Microbubbles (MBs) are great scatterers for two reasons [37]. First, a large
impedance mismatch in the gas-liquid interface results in what is called passive
scattering. Second, MBs under an acoustic field act as a mass-spring system with
a resonant behavior, which results into what is called active scattering. Inciden-
tally, bubbles with a similar size to a red blood cell (1–10 µm in diameter) have

4
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A B C

Figure 1.2: Ultrasound imaging of a liver. A Conventional B-mode image of the liver. The
arrows point two echogenic masses. B Contrast enhanced US image of the liver after injection of MBs
(t = 0 s). The image is empty as the linear echoes from the tissue are removed, and the MBs have
not arrived to the region yet. C Contrast enhanced US image of the liver at t = 18 s. MBs have filled
the two echogenic masses and their feeding arteries, which are now clearly visible. (Images courtesy
of Prof. S. Wilson at University of Calgary.)

a resonance frequency in the band used for clinical imaging. The exact dynam-
ics of their oscillations depend on the surrounding liquid, gas core, and coating,
and can be predicted by detailed physical models [38]. When oscillating near reso-
nance, UCAs can produce superharmonics (oscillations at multiples of the driving
frequency), subharmonics (oscillations at fractions below the driving frequency),
and even ultra-harmonics (oscillations at fractions above the driving frequency).
This unique behavior facilitates discrimination between the MBs and surrounding
tissue, which mostly provides a linear response to ultrasound [39] (see Fig. 1.2).

1.2.2. Superheated nanodroplets as Ultrasound Contrast Agents
Currently under preclinical evaluation, superheated nanodroplets§ (NDs) were
introduced in the ultrasound imaging context [40–42] due to their potential to
extravasate from the leaky vasculature in tumors [43], while having a longer per-
sistence time than bubbles of the same size [44]. Liquids confined in small droplets
lack gas nucleation sites, allowing the liquid phase to remain in a meta-stable state
at temperatures above their boiling point (i.e. superheated state) [45, 46]. Thus,
liquids with a boiling point below physiological temperature can form droplets
that, once injected in the vascular system, will remain in a superheated state. The
phase change from liquid to gas can then be triggered upon energy deposition (e.g.
acoustical [47], optical [48], etc.). During this process, a strong and characteristic
acoustic wave is emitted [49], and a bubble with a radius up to 10x larger than
the initial droplet is formed [50]. This mechanism can be used to achieve contrast
on demand: in their liquid phase, droplets have a similar impedance to tissue and
produce weak echoes. However, when their phase transition is triggered, they turn
into echogenic bubbles that are easily visible in acoustic images [51, 52]. Further-

§The prefix nano is used here, in agreement with the conventional use in the CEUS field, for a particle
diameter in the range of hundreds of nanometers.
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more, the acoustic wave emitted during vaporization can be used to locate the
vaporization spot [53, 54].

1.2.3. Ultrasound imaging and Radiotherapy
Ultrasound imaging is often used during radiotherapy, primarily for the evaluation
of anatomical motion in prostate cancer [55]. Furthermore, several other uses of
US in the context of radiotherapy are under research, such as patient positioning
with respect to the radiotherapy beam [56], characterization of tumor response to
the treatment [57], or dosimetry via acoustic detection of tissue expansion (ionoa-
coustics) [27]. The options increase when UCAs are used. Targeting of the agent
to the tumor tissue can help with a better delineation for treatment planning [58].
Furthermore, mechanical action of the agents can be combined with radiotherapy
to enhance the effect of radiation [59]. Other promising techniques are oxygen
delivery to the hypoxic region of the tumor [60], or evaluation of the perfusion
in the tumor after irradiation [61]. Thus, ultrasound imaging has the potential
to improve the workflow in radiotherapy [62], especially when the combination of
various of the forementioned techniques is considered.

1.3. Ultrasound-contrast-agents-based dosimetry
In vivo dosimetry is critical to reduce the safety margins adopted in radiotherapy
and minimize the treatment’s toxicity [7]. Currently, none of the available dosi-
metric options has been widely adopted as clinical routine [28, 29]. Ultrasound-
Contrast-Agents-based dosimetry is a candidate to overcome the limitations of
the current techniques, providing a real-time, direct measurement of the absorbed
dose. In this regard, UCAs can be thought of as millions of microscopic sensors,
which after intravenous injection, will be distributed by the vascular system into
the tumor and its surroundings. Once there, an acoustic read-out would allow
for an in-situ measurement of the dose distribution. In this thesis, two different
techniques that use UCAs for dosimetry will be studied: one involving MBs, and
one involving superheated NDs.

The first proof-of-concept of the dosimetric capabilities of gaseous UCAs was
presented in 2014 [63]. The acoustic response of a pre-clinical formulation of MB
UCAs showed a change in their sound absorption after a cumulative dose of ion-
izing photons. It was then hypothesized that the change could be detected with
an acoustic imaging system in a clinical scenario to provide a measurement of
the dose in the tumor region, opening the door to MB-based dosimetry. However,
being the study a proof of concept, it covered neither the physical mechanism
leading to the change in the acoustic response, nor the effect of the dose in the
echoes from the MBs. Further investigation of these properties is critical to engi-
neer both the optimal MB formulation, and the optimal ultrasound sequence to
perform in vivo dosimetry.
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[m]10-710-410-1

Figure 1.3: Charged particles detection with superheated liquids. A Tracks in a bubble cham-
ber (image reprinted, with permission, from [64] ©1958, American Physical Society), B superheated
drop detector before (left) and after (right) irradiation (image reprinted, with permission, from [65]
©2001, Elsevier), and C ultrasound image of superheated NDs vaporized in a proton beam (Courtesy
of Dr. S.V. Heymans).

The potential of superheated NDs for dosimetry was derived from a long-standing
technique. Superheated liquids were used to detect high energy particles in a de-
vice known as the Bubble chamber, which granted Glaser a Nobel prize after its
invention in 1952 [66]. Relatively large chambers filled with superheated liquids
showed a track of bubbles along the path of charged particles crossing the cham-
ber (Fig. 1.3A), given that the degree of superheat of the liquid (i.e., the excess
of temperature above its boiling point) was high enough. The bubble chamber
concept was later downscaled at least three orders of magnitude, dispersing the
superheated liquid in an emulsion of superheated drops of hundreds of microns
in a gel matrix (Fig. 1.3B). The concept, known as superheated drop detector
and first introduced by Apfel in 1979 [67], is widely used for radiation detection
instruments.

Following the spirit of the superheated droplet detectors, another three order of
magnitude downscaling would allow the superheated droplets to become injectable,
pursuing in vivo dosimetry. Although the concept was envisioned and patented by
Apfel in 1998 [68], it was not pursued until recently, when Carlier et al. reported
in 2020 for the first time the vaporization of superheated NDs in a proton beam
(Fig. 1.3C) [69]. This proof-of-concept study opened the door to a new technique
for proton range verification.

The mechanism behind the vaporization of superheated liquids by charged parti-
cles (and ionizing photons) was proposed by Seitz [70]. Charged particles, during
the deposition of their energy to the superheated liquid, will trigger the phase
change of tiny regions, which are known as gas embryos. If the gas embryos hap-
pen to be larger than a critical size, these will grow to form stable bubbles. A
semi-empirical equation to predict the necessary degree of superheat so that a
given charged particle can form stable bubbles was later proposed [65]:
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⟨
𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑥⟩𝐿eff

≥
𝑊tot
𝐿eff

(1.1)

where the left term represents the linear energy transfer of a charged particle
averaged over an effective length 𝐿eff, and the right term represents the energy
density necessary to nucleate a gas embryo of a critical size over 𝐿eff. The effective
length is assumed to be comparable to the size of the critical embryo itself [71], in
the order of tens of nanometers. Importantly, the right hand side of the equation
decreases with the degree of superheat. Thus, depending on the temperature of
the liquid, the droplets will be sensitive to different kind of charged particles. Pro-
tons and ionizing photons normally deposit their energy through interaction with
shell electrons [72, 73], providing a low linear energy transfer (∼80 keV/µm and
∼25 keV/µm respectively). However, more rarely, they can also undergo nuclear
reactions, producing secondary particles among which there are heavy particles
with higher linear energy transfers (up to 500 keV/µm in a clinical proton beam).
Superheated NDs behave in agreement Equation 1.1, like in the bubble chamber,
showing sensitivity to different charged particles for different degrees of superheat
[74].

1.4. This thesis
The aim of this thesis is to study the potential of UCA-based dosimetry, and its
feasibility for clinical translation. On the one hand, since both technologies are
readily available for the public, MBs are studied in combination with conventional
megavoltage photon beams. On the other hand, superheated droplets are studied
as a promising solution for the critical challenge of Bragg peak positioning in
proton therapy. US was the tool used to monitor the UCAs response to radiation
in well-controlled in vitro environments. Different acoustic sequences are proposed
to optimize the dosimetric sensitivity and precision, owing to the particular UCA
acoustic response.

This thesis is divided in two sections according to the phase of the UCA core:
section 1 covers the use of gaseous agents (bubbles, Chapter 2), and section 2
covers the use of liquid agents (superheated droplets, Chapters 3-7).

In Chapter 2 we investigate in detail the effect of ionizing radiation on two
clinically approved MB formulations. Three different measurements (e.g. size dis-
tribution, acoustic attenuation, and acoustic scattering) are used to compare the
radiation effects on the two agents. Furthermore, the acoustic response in the
superharmonic band was also studied.

In Chapters 3 & 4 we introduce new schemes to detect and localize single
ND vaporizations during irradiation with online US. First, in Chapter 3, we
use active ultrasound transmissions to find the bubbles formed in the time be-
tween subsequent frames. This approach provides a precision above the classical
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diffraction limit. Second, in Chapter 4, we perform a passive localization of the
vaporizations using the acoustic wave that is produced during vaporization. Fi-
nally, we compare the theoretical precision limits of the two detection methods,
as well as the experimental range verification accuracy.

In Chapter 5 we develop a technique to make droplets sensitive to charged par-
ticles at a degree of superheat at which they are normally unsensitive. We hypoth-
esize that, since acoustic waves cyclically decrease the pressure inside the droplet
core during expansion, the degree of superheat also decreases instantaneously. We
investigate whether acoustic waves can be used to make mildly-superheated NDs
sensitive to primary protons at body temperature.

In Chapter 6 we introduce and validate experimentally a model that predicts
the number of vaporizations expected for a given number of protons, droplet size,
and droplet concentration. We use this information to predict the theoretical pre-
cision of this technique for dosimetry, focusing on clinically relevant number of
protons and concentrations.

In Chapter 7 we move from in vitro phantoms to an in vivo animal model. In
this preliminary single-case study, we assessed the viability of superheated ND va-
porization upon proton beam irradiation in physiological conditions. Furthermore,
we studied the detectability of proton range shifts from the spatial distribution of
vaporizations.

Finally, in Chapter 8, we discuss the implications of the results obtained in
regard to the future of radiotherapy dosimetry with ultrasound contrast agents.
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2
Effect of a radiotherapeutic

megavoltage beam on clinical
microbubbles

Collateral damage to healthy surrounding tissue during conventional radiother-
apy increases when deviations from the treatment plan occur. Ultrasound contrast
agents (UCAs) are a possible candidate for radiation dose monitoring. This study
investigated the size distribution and acoustic response of two commercial formu-
lations, SonoVue/LumasonTM and Definity/LuminityTM, as a function of dose
on clinical megavoltage photon beam exposure (24 Gy). SonoVue samples exhib-
ited a decrease in concentration of bubbles smaller than 7 µm, together with an
increase in acoustic attenuation and a decrease in acoustic scattering. Definity
samples did not exhibit a significant response to radiation, suggesting that the ef-
fect of megavoltage photons depends on the UCA formulation. For SonoVue, the
influence of the megavoltage photon beam was especially apparent at the second
harmonic frequency, and can be captured using pulse inversion and amplitude mod-
ulation (3.5-dB decrease for the maximum dose), which could eventually be used
for dosimetry in a well-controlled environment.

Published as G. Collado-Lara, S. V. Heymans, J. Godart, E. D’Agostino, J. D’hooge, K. Van Den
Abeele, H. J. Vos, and N. de Jong, Effect of a radiotherapeutic megavoltage beam on ultrasound
contrast agents, Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology (2021) doi: 10.1016/j.ultrasmedbio.2021.02.021
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2.1. Introduction
Cancer is one of the main causes of death worldwide [75]. It is estimated that
more than 50% of cancer patients require either palliative or curative radiotherapy
as part of their treatment [76]. During radiotherapy, the beam is targeted to
the tumor, but surrounding healthy tissues are also affected, potentially causing
undesired biological effects [77]. Thus, control of the absorbed energy (i.e. dose
level), as well as its spatial distribution is essential for maximizing treatment
efficiency. Clinical scans of the tumor area (e.g. magnetic resonance or computed
tomography) are used to determine the treatment plan, that is, the total dose
to the tumor, its spatial distribution and the amount of fractions, as well as the
appropriate beam parameters [78]. Nonetheless, deviations from the treatment
plan can occur mainly because of variations in the position of the patient and
the tumor (e.g. breathing, tumor size variation over the course of treatment) [79],
compromising treatment efficiency. To correct for these deviations, it is crucial to
monitor the absorbed dose in the tumor and the surrounding tissue.

Several dosimetric techniques are employed in clinical practice, such as radiochromic
films, thermoluminescence detectors and electronic portal imaging devices. Never-
theless, none of these techniques has emerged as a gold standard because of their
respective limitations [79]. Ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) together with ul-
trasound imaging were proposed as a new method to determine the delivered dose
[63]. The UCAs used for clinical imaging are suspensions of microbubbles coated
with a viscoelastic layer that produce strong echoes, compared with tissue, when
they are imaged using ultrasound [33]. When a difference in the acoustics of UCA
populations was measured after radiotherapeutic irradiation [63], it was hypothe-
sized that this difference could be detected by means of an acoustic imaging device
and subsequently related to the radiation dose delivered. This novel approach po-
tentially offers a unique solution to measure, in real time and in situ, the absolute
spatial dose distribution.

Understanding the effect of ionizing radiation on UCAs becomes critical for ex-
ploiting their use as dosimeters. On one hand, the acoustic response of a coated
microbubble is determined by its radial dynamics, which have been accurately
modeled in the literature [38]. In these models, the behavior of a bubble is deter-
mined by its size, the thermodynamic properties of its gas core, the viscoelastic
properties of its coating and the physical properties of the surrounding liquid.
On the other hand, ionizing radiation leads to the formation of free radicals that
can modify the physical properties of a system. Experiments characterizing their
interaction become crucial as estimating the final influence on microbubble proper-
ties is challenging. In previous experiments [63], the acoustic attenuation of UCA
populations was reported to decrease after irradiation with a megavoltage beam.
However, several questions remain. It is not known whether ionizing radiation
might induce a transient effect in the acoustic response that could only captured
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2. MEGAVOLTAGE PHOTONS &MICROBUBBLES

only during radiation, or if it could influence other relevant properties, such as
size distribution, concentration and scattering. Moreover, the measured change in
acoustic attenuation was unique for each UCA formulation, but it remains unclear
whether this was owing to a different initial size distribution among the agents
or if the interaction of radiation with the UCA may depend on its formulation.
In this in vitro study, we characterized the influence of a megavoltage beam on
the size distribution of two commercial UCAs and the evolution of their acoustic
attenuation and scattering during irradiation. Furthermore, we studied the po-
tential for dosimetry of the agent that had the largest response to radiation in
combination with a non-linear imaging pulse sequence.

2.2. Materials andmethods
2.2.1. Megavoltage photon irradiation and acoustic measurements
A water tank, made of poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) and holding three
single-element transducers (Fig. 2.1), was used to characterize the acoustic re-
sponse of the UCA samples [80, 81]. Transducer 1 (2.25 MHz, 90% 6 dB relative
bandwidth, 3-in focus, V305, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and transducer 2 (3.5 MHz,
100% 6 dB relative bandwidth, 3-in focus, V381, Olympus) were used to measure
the attenuation of the sample, while transducer 3 (5 MHz, 90% 6 dB relative
bandwidth, 3-in focus, V307, Olympus) registered the waves scattered from the
microbubbles at 90°. The acoustic foci were co-aligned at the center of the water
tank where an UCA sample container was located. We used an arbitrary wave-
form generator (Tabor ww2571a, Tabor Electronics, Nesher, Israel) for driving
transducer 1. The signals from transducer 3 were amplified 58 dB (Miteq AU1519,
Hauppauge, USA) and filtered with an inline 11-MHz low-pass filter (BLP-10.7,
Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY, USA). Subsequently, the signals of transducers 2
and 3 were recorded with a digital oscilloscope (PicoScope 5443 D, Pico Technol-
ogy, Cambridgeshire, UK) at 125 MHz sampling frequency and 15-bit resolution
using 1600 samples per trace. For the sake of clarity, in subsequent paragraphs,
we refer to the time within traces as fast time and to the time between traces as
slow time.

The UCAs were dispersed in a container (5 × 5 × 6 cm, PMMA) that allowed si-
multaneous irradiation and acoustic measurements (Fig. 2.1). The container was
enclosed and submerged in water to ensure a uniform dose within the sample. Con-
stant ambient pressure was maintained in the container through a relief tube. The
container had three acoustic windows (polyester, 20 µm thickness), which mini-
mized acoustic diffraction. A pin alignment system was used to ensure the small
container was always at the same position with respect to the acoustic transducers
and megavoltage beam. Furthermore, a magnetic stirrer kept the bubble cloud in
suspension during the measurements.

A clinical linear accelerator (Versa HD, Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) was used
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Figure 2.1: Setup used for the simultaneous irradiation and acoustic measurements of the UCAs
samples. A Vertical view, including the electronic devices. B Lateral view.

to irradiate the sample. The machine was calibrated according to the Dutch stan-
dard protocol [82], ensuring an uncertainty below 1%. A linear accelerator output
measurement was performed before the experiments, and the delivered dose was
corrected for this daily output variation. The entire UCA container was irradi-
ated from above, that is, 0° gantry angle, using a 6 MV photon beam. The beam
isocenter was aligned with the geometric center of the sample container, keeping a
source-to-surface distance of 90 cm and a 10-cm water column above the isocenter.
In this configuration, at the isocenter 1 MU (monitor unit) corresponded to 1 cGy,
with a 0.05 cGy/cm gradient in the vertical direction. In the horizontal plane, the
dose deposition was uniform within a 10 × 10 cm2 area that fully covered the
sample container and avoided damage to the transducers. The continuous mixing
ensured a uniform average dose over the whole sample of 29.8 Gy, delivered dur-
ing the 6-min duration of each irradiation. However, although the samples were
exposed to 29.8 Gy, because of small timing differences between the radiated and
control samples, we report only on the first 24 Gy in the acoustic measurements.
Details will be explained below.

We investigated the microbubble acoustic response in the samples with a repeti-
tive sequence of three different pulses (Fig. 2.2a). The first two pulses were single-
cycle sinusoids of 25 and 50 kPa with inverted phase, followed by a 10-cycle sinu-
soid pulse of 50 kPa, with the first and last two cycles apodized using a cosine
window. The single-cycle pulses covered a wider range of frequencies, while the
longer pulse provided a better spectral separation between the fundamental and
harmonic content [83]. Broadband pulses were chosen over narrowband pulses to
reduce the number of insonations, minimizing lipid shedding [84] and acoustically
driven deflation [85]. Furthermore, the first two pulses allowed the use of pulse
inversion amplitude modulation (PIAM) [86], a technique widely used in contrast-
enhanced ultrasound, which eliminates the linear content of the acoustic response
and reveals its non-linearities. Because PIAM requires that both pulses measure
the same group of bubbles, and these were in continuous motion, the time between
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Figure 2.2: Sequence. A Acoustic pulses used sequentially for the characterization of the acoustic
response. B Acoustic sequence repetition scheme. C Acoustic measurements and irradiation timeline.

the first two pulses was kept short (300 µs). The time between the second and
third pulses was 33 ms, and the whole sequence period was 66.7 ms. All pulses had
a center frequency of 2.25 MHz, and their peak negative pressure was calibrated
using a 0.2 mm needle hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, UK). The
acoustic sequence was constantly repeated 2 s before and 360 s during irradiation
(Fig. 2.2c).

2.2.2. Ultrasound contrast agent activation and handling
One vial each of SonoVue and Definity was activated according to the manufac-
turer’s guidelines. Briefly, for SonoVue, 5 mL of saline NaCl (0.9%) solution were
injected into the vial, followed by 20 s of vigorous manual shaking. For Definity,
the vial was shaken for 45 s using an amalgamator after it reached room tempera-
ture (VialMix, Lantheus, North Billerica, MA, USA). Subsequently, an initial size
distribution measurement was taken using a Coulter counter (Multisizer 3, 50 µm
aperture tube, Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). The irradiation took place in
a second location within the same building. Here, a reference measurement of the
acoustic pulses was acquired with the photon beam on and without microbubbles
to calculate attenuation. Then, the acoustic response of fresh samples diluted in
electrolyte (Isoton II, Beckman Coulter) was measured according to the 362 s
sequence discussed above. Finally, the samples were transported back to the first
location for a post-irradiation size distribution measurement. After each irradia-
tion we performed a negative control measurement in which the acoustic response
and size distribution of a fresh sample were recorded using the same handling and
acoustic scheme, yet without radiation. The dilution factor in this set of measure-
ments was 1500× for SonoVue and 11,000× for Definity, chosen as a good trade-off
for sensitivity in both the acoustic and size distribution measurements. For each
formulation, two samples were irradiated and two samples were used as negative
control. All measurements were performed at room temperature within 4 h from
vial activation.
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2.2.3. Data analysis
Both the total attenuation coefficient and its frequency dependency were derived
from the traces recorded with transducer 2, after they were zero-phase digitally
filtered in fast time with an eighth-order Butterworth bandpass filter from 0.5 to
10 MHz, using

𝛼(𝑡) =
−10
𝑑

log
|𝑠𝑡,samp|2

|𝑠ref |2
,and (2.1a)

𝛼𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑓 ) =
−10
𝑑

log
|𝑆𝑡,samp|2

|𝑆ref |2
, (2.1b)

where 𝑑 is the length of the sample container, |𝑠ref | and |𝑠𝑡,samp| are the signal
energy of the reference and the sample at a (slow) time 𝑡 respectively, and |𝑆ref |
and |𝑆𝑡,samp| are the amplitudes of their power spectra as a function of frequency
𝑓 .

The scattering spectrum was calculated from the signals recorded with trans-
ducer 3. First, the traces were cropped using a 20% cosine window with the same
duration as the original pulse and zero-phase digitally filtered using the same filter
as for attenuation. Second, the single-cycle pulses were used to construct PIAM
traces in the time domain: the signal scattered from the 25 kPa wave was dou-
bled and added to the signal scattered from the 50 kPa wave after we corrected
for small time shifts between the two signals, on the order of 50 ns. These time
shifts originated from the motion of the bubbles in the focal area during the time
between the two acoustic waves. Third, the discrete Fourier transform of each was
calculated for both the 10-cycle and PIAM signals. Because the focal volume of
the transducer is small compared with the sample volume, the spectral density of
each trace is governed by a limited subpopulation of bubbles, which changes over
time because of the fluid motion. Thus, as a fourth and final step, it was necessary
to average the spectral content of several traces to obtain a statistically relevant
spectrum of the whole sample [87]. For this, we built a slow time curve per dis-
crete frequency by sequencing the values of each trace. The sampling rate of these
curves corresponded to the sequence repetition rate (15 Hz). Then, the influence
of individual subpopulations was removed from each curve using a SavitzkyGolay
filter [88] of first order with 499 samples. We used this method as it produced
smoother curves than moving-averaging using the same number of traces. Finally,
the scattering spectra were reconstructed from the filtered curves.

The size distribution and concentration measurements were imported and ana-
lyzed using MATLAB (The Math-Works, Natick, MA, USA). The size distribu-
tions were smoothed using a spline fit to compensate for the irregularities in the
curves caused by the discretization process. The total number of bubbles and the
gas content of the sample were calculated as an integral over the complete size
range of the device. In all subsequent figures, we display the standard deviation
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between the samples as a shaded region.

2.2.4. Data analysis: Applied corrections
The handling time of the irradiated samples was longer (closure of the bunker and
beam arming) than that of the control samples. Because the acoustic response var-
ied greatly with time, even without radiation, the time between sample dilutions
became critical. Hence, the start time of the control was delayed to correct for this
time difference. To determine the exact (slow) time delay 𝑡 between the samples,
we found the attenuation spectrum from the controls that minimized the sum
of absolute differences with the initial attenuation spectrum from the irradiated
samples. Thus, 𝑡 was calculated as the time that minimizes the function 𝐹(𝑡)

𝐹(𝑡) =
𝑓u
∑
𝑓l

||||

𝛼𝑓 ,samp,irradiated(𝑡 = 0, 𝑓 )

∑𝑓u
𝑓l
𝛼𝑓 ,samp,irradiated(𝑡 = 0, 𝑓 )

−
𝛼𝑓 ,samp,control(𝑡, 𝑓 )

∑𝑓u
𝑓l
𝛼𝑓 ,samp,control(𝑡, 𝑓 )

||||
, (2.2)

where and are the lower and upper frequency limits, which were set to 1.0 and
3.5 MHz, respectively (110% bandwidth). The time delays found for the different
samples varied between 53 and 86 s. This correction results in a shorter effective
duration of the control acoustic measurements. Thus, although the samples were
exposed to 30 Gy, we restricted the comparison between irradiated and control
samples to the interval in which two control values are still available, that is, up
to 24 Gy.

Minor differences in the initial acoustic attenuation and scattering were found
among samples, likely caused by inevitable imprecision in the pipetting process
resulting in slight deviations in the sample concentration. Because the attenuation
in decibels is proportional to the concentration [89], we corrected for this deviation
(2.3% for SonoVue and 4.5% for Definity) using

𝛼corr(𝑡, 𝑖) =
∑4

𝑗=1𝛼(𝑡 = 0, 𝑗)
4𝛼(𝑡 = 0, 𝑖)

𝛼(𝑡, 𝑖), (2.3)

where the sample index, and 4 is the total number of samples. On the other
hand, scattering in decibels scales logarithmically with the concentration [90];
thus, for normalization we subtracted the maximum value of the initial trace for
each sample. The higher variability among Definity samples was attributed to its
higher concentration in the vial, which decreased the absolute precision of the
pipetting process.

2.3. Results
2.3.1. Concentration and size distribution
The concentrations of bubbles ranging from 1 to 15 µm in diameter are illustrated
in Figure 2.3 for the initial, control and irradiated samples of both UCA formula-
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Figure 2.3: Concentration of microbubbles as a function of bubble size in the initial samples
and in the irradiated and control samples after the acoustic measurements, for A SonoVue and B
Definity. The shaded areas represent the standard deviations among samples.

tions. Below, we use blue curves and green curves for SonoVue and red and orange
for Definity . Compared with the initial samples, the concentration of microbub-
bles decreased in all cases. We attribute this decrease to diffusion processes during
the handling, transport and acoustic measurements. Yet, we could isolate the ef-
fects of radiation by comparing the irradiated (30 Gy) against the control sample.
For SonoVue (Fig. 2.3A), the irradiated samples had a lower concentration of bub-
bles <7 µm and a larger concentration of bubbles >11.5 µm. This resulted in a
lower gas volume fraction (2.09 × 10-4 mL/mL) compared with the control samples
(2.53 × 10-4 mL/mL). Both types of samples had a marked local minimum in the
bubble concentration around a given diameter. In the control samples, the mini-
mum was located at 4.5 µm, which corresponds to the resonant size of SonoVue
bubbles to a low-pressure 2.25-MHz acoustic signal [87], whereas in the irradiated
samples, the minimum was centered at 3 µm. For Definity, the gas volume fraction
of the irradiated samples was also lower than that in the control samples (6.99
×105 mL/mL, compared with 8.02 ×105 mL/mL). Nevertheless, the difference in
number of bubbles was only 9.4% (compared with 85.7% for SonoVue), which lies
in the range method variance reported in literature [91]. Even though for SonoVue,
the relative percentage of microbubbles >10 µm was low (0.57% for the samples
before irradiation, which is in agreement with Hyvelin et al. [92], 1.02% for the
irradiated samples and 0.41% for the control samples), the standard deviation
of the measurements was much lower than the difference between irradiated and
control samples. This means that the difference in concentration of microbubbles
>10 µm is statistically relevant. For Definity, the resolution was compromised for
microbubbles >9 µm (Fig. 2.3B).

2.3.2. Attenuation
The attenuation of the three different acoustic pulses evolved similarly over time.
Thus, for simplicity, only the curve corresponding to the 25 kPa broadband pulses
is provided in Figure 2.4. Initially, attenuation decreased constantly over time for
all samples. This can be attributed to gas diffusion from the microbubbles into the
liquid. The attenuation decrease rates (Table 2.1) were one order of magnitude
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Agent SonoVue Definity
Irradiated 0.38 dB/min 0.06 dB/min
Control 0.33 dB/min 0.06 dB/min

Table 2.1: Rate of decrease of attenuation coefficient over the first 150 s (12.5 Gy)

larger for SonoVue than for Definity, likely because of the larger solubility in water
of the SF6 gas in SonoVue (31 mg/L) than the C3F8 gas in Definity (5.7 mg/L).
To determine the influence of radiation, we once again compared the irradiated
samples against the control samples. For SonoVue (Fig. 2.4A), the decrease in
rate in the irradiated samples was 15% faster than in the control. The attenuation
of the irradiated samples decreased until 234 s (20 Gy), when it started increas-
ing again. This behavior was not observed for the control samples, which had a
sustained decrease during the whole measurement. Thus, the attenuation of the
irradiated samples was 0.15 dB/cm higher after 24 Gy (Fig. 2.4A.3). For Definity
(Fig. 2.4B), the final attenuation in the irradiated samples was 0.03 dB/cm higher
than in the control samples (Fig. 2.4B.3); the relevance of such a difference can
be neglected compared with the standard deviation among samples. Regarding
the instantaneous effect of the radiotherapeutic beam in the acoustic response, no
immediate change was observed in the attenuation coefficient when the photon
beam was turned on (Fig. 2.4A.1,B.1).

The frequency content of the attenuation can be related to the physical prop-
erties of the microbubbles in the samples [93]. In Figure 2.5 are the attenuation
spectra of both agents before and after a 24 Gy dose was delivered. As expected,
the curves exhibit a different initial response for the two agents because of their
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Figure 2.5: Attenuation spectra of A SonoVue (top) and B Definity calculated from the 25 kPa
broadband pulses, at both the start and end of acoustic measurements.

own properties [87, 94]. The attenuation decreased for both agents irrespective
of irradiation exposure, which corresponds to the decrease over time observed in
Figure 2.4A.1 and 2.4B.1. Yet, for SonoVue (Fig. 2.5A), the attenuation in the
irradiated samples was distinctly lower at lower frequencies and noticeably higher
at higher frequencies, compared with that for the control samples, with a maxi-
mum difference of 0.7 dB/cm at 3.5 MHz. For Definity (Fig. 2.5B), the differences
between the curves determined from the irradiated and control samples were mi-
nor, with a maximum difference of 0.08 dB/cm at 1 MHz. The tiny shaded areas
highlight the reproducibility of the acoustic measurements among samples.

2.3.3. Scattering
The spectral content of the scattered signals from the narrowband pulses is il-
lustrated in Figure 2.6, normalized to the maximum energy of the initial trace.
The figures reveal the scattering at the beginning and end of the acoustic mea-
surements from the irradiated and control samples, analogously to the previous
section. We observed a general increase in the energy scattered by SonoVue (Fig.
2.6A) compared with the initial values, in both the irradiated and the control
samples. At the end of the acoustic sequence, the spectra of the irradiated sam-
ples exhibited a lower energy compared with those of the control samples, with a
difference of 5.1 dB at the second harmonic frequency and only 1.0 dB at the fun-
damental. For Definity (Fig. 2.6B), the energy difference was 0.2 dB at the second
harmonic and 0.4 dB at the fundamental, which remains negligible compared with
the intersample standard deviation (shown as shaded regions). No subharmonic
content was found in the scattering spectra of both agents.

2.3.4. Towards dosimetry
In the previous subsections we described a distinct influence of radiation in the
acoustic response of SonoVue. The difference in scattered energy between irradi-
ated and non-irradiated bubbles could be exploited by ultrasound imaging systems
to map the absorbed dose. The maximum difference between irradiated and con-
trol samples was detected in the second harmonic, as illustrated in Figure 2.6A.
However, narrowband pulses are not well suited for imaging, given their poor axial
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pulses, at both the start and end of acoustic measurements.
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Figure 2.7: Pulse inversion amplitude modulation (PIAM) A Spectra of SonoVue samples at
both the start and end of acoustic measurements. B Difference (irradiated minus control) at the second
harmonic frequency band of the PIAM spectra as a function of the delivered dose.

resolution; thus, we studied the feasibility of PIAM [86, 95]. The frequency spec-
tra of the scattered signals resulting from PIAM (normalized to the maximum
energy of the initial trace) are provided in Figure 2.7A, both at the beginning
of the measurements and after 24 Gy. Some non-linear content was observed in
the fundamental frequency band, as expected from PIAM [39]. Similar to the nar-
rowband pulses (Fig. 2.6A), the power in the whole spectrum increased compared
with that in the initial trace, and the major influence of radiation appears in the
second harmonic band. The difference between the irradiated and control bubbles
at the second harmonic (from 4 to 5 MHz) as a function of the delivered dose
is illustrated in Figure 2.7B. This difference was non-linear with absorbed dose,
as it first decreased until 2 Gy, then increased until 14 Gy, and finally decreased
again until the end of the measurement. The absolute difference was >1 dB only
for doses >17 Gy. At this point, the absolute difference quickly increased up to a
maximum value of 3.5 dB at 24 Gy.

2.4. Discussion
In this study, we measured the influence of megavoltage photons on the acoustic
response and size distribution of two commercial UCAs. No instantaneous change
in the acoustic behavior of the agents was detected when the radiation beam was
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turned on (Fig. 2.4A.2,2.4B.2); rather, differences with control samples that built
up with the delivered dose were observed. The influence on acoustic attenuation
(Figs. 2.4 and 2.5) and scattering (Fig. 2.6) was distinct for SonoVue, but negligible
for Definity. Both the trend observed in the change in attenuation of SonoVue
(i.e., decrease 20 Gy, followed by an increase at higher doses) and the fact that
the two agents responded differently to radiation agree with a previous study
by Verboven et al. [63] , who reported that radiation had different influence on
the acoustic attenuation of three UCAs (SonoVue, Micromarker and Targestar-
P). Furthermore, our results revealed that the changes in the acoustics were in
line with the size distribution measurements (Fig. 2.3), where radiation led to a
decrease in the concentration of SonoVue samples, while not significantly affecting
Definity. This indicates for the first time that radiation can have different effects
on microbubbles with the same initial size but different formulations.

The influence of radiation on UCAs was inferred by comparing irradiated with
controlled samples using two independent methods: acoustic measurements and
size distribution measurements. This was necessary because normal gas diffusion
[96] in the diluted suspension resulted in a time dependence of the sample proper-
ties. The precision of each method was then governed by the repeatability among
samples, which depends not only on system accuracy, but also on many other fac-
tors (e.g., pipetting precision, correct timing, ambient properties). Bias resulting
from the time between vial activation and acoustic measurements was avoided by
alternating the measurements of irradiated and control samples. In our analysis,
we used the standard deviation among samples as the threshold for considering
any difference to be relevant. We observed a low standard deviation among both
control and irradiated samples, which denotes, on the one hand, the good repeata-
bility of both methods and, on the other hand, a low variability in the influence
of radiation in the measured properties. It is important to note that the difference
in experimental timing between the irradiated and control measurements in this
study did not lead to notable limitations. Because the timing between sample dis-
persion and initiation of the acoustic measurements was not precisely controlled,
the starting time of the control measurements had to be delayed in data process-
ing. The adjustment leads mainly to a control measurement that effectively lasts
for a shorter time than the irradiation measurement (286 s). Despite this, we were
able to capture the effect of the beam by comparison with control measurements
for doses up to 24 Gy.

The 2.25 MHz center frequency used in these acoustic measurements matches
the frequency range used for imaging deeper organs and tumors in the body, which
is one of the specific targets for megavoltage photon therapy. While this frequency
is close to the resonance of SonoVue samples [87], it is much lower than the 10 MHz
resonance reported for Definity [94]. Nevertheless, this choice did not compromise
the detection of the influence of radiation, as, in both cases, a subpopulation of
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the agents was responsive to the acoustic waves.
Although it was previously hypothesized that the change in attenuation was

owing solely to a decrease in concentration [63], our results suggest more com-
plex behavior. The size distribution measurements of the SonoVue samples (Fig.
2.3A) revealed a decrease in the number of the bubbles <7 µm and an increase in
those >12 µm because of radiation. Because the final gas concentration was lower,
some of the small bubbles seem to have transferred the gas to larger bubbles (Ost-
wald Ripening), while others just dissolved, suggesting a more permeable coating.
When assuming constant properties of the microbubble coating, one can expect a
decrease in attenuation related to the decrease in total gas volume [87], and a shift
toward lower frequencies owing to the decrease of small bubbles. Contrarily, the
final attenuation in the irradiated samples was higher (Fig. 2.5A), decreasing for
lower frequencies and increasing for higher ones. It is also of relevance to mention
a local minimum in the size distribution (Fig. 2.3A), which moved from 4.5 µm in
the control samples to 3 µm in the irradiated ones. The minimum in the control
samples matches the resonant size of SonoVue bubbles at 2.25 MHz [87] for acous-
tic pressures <10 kPa. Although higher acoustic pressures, such as those used in
these measurements (i.e., 25 and 50 kPa), can lower the resonance frequency of the
UCAs [81], a fraction of the microbubbles out of the acoustic focus perceive lower
acoustic pressures. Therefore, we could hypothesize that this local minimum could
be caused by acoustically driven diffusion of resonant bubbles [85]. According to
this hypothesis, the minimum in the irradiated samples, closer to the resonant size
of a free bubble (2.5 µm according to Minnaert [97]), would suggest the coating is
becoming less stiff. All these findings point out that in addition to the decrease in
microbubble concentration, a further modification of the coating properties might
have caused the modification in acoustic behavior.

The mechanism by which radiation leads to the measured influence on microbub-
bles is not clear, but we can hypothesize on the basis of these results and previous
literature. During irradiation, energy deposition leads to a temperature increase,
which could modify microbubble properties [98]. However, using the absorbed dose
and the specific heat capacity of water , the maximum expected temperature in-
crease is 6 mK, which is three orders of magnitude too low to have an influence
on the acoustic response of microbubbles [99, 100]. Another possibility could be
a chemical modification of the components, for which we consulted the literature
on the influence of radiation on the gas and coating of the two agents (listed in
Table 2.2). With respect to the gaseous cores, the influence of radiation on perflu-
orocarbons (e.g., C3F8, Definity) [101] is 1000 times lower than its influence on
SF6 (SonoVue) [102], which could partly explain the difference observed between
the two agents. Concerning the coating, both agents are covered mainly with phos-
pholipids. Conventionally, phospholipids are described by abbreviations of their
names (see Table 2.2), where the first two letters refer to the tail composition
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and the last two refer to the head group. With respect to the tail, it has been
reported that acyl chains saturated with single bonds, as those present in both
SonoVue and Definity, are unlikely to degrade under radiation at the doses used
[103]. With respect to the polar heads, SonoVue contains phosphocholine (PC) and
phosphatidylglycerol (PG), and Definity contains PC, phosphatidic acid (PA) and
pegylated phosphoethanolamine (PE). At equal radiation doses, PG degrades one
order of magnitude faster than PC and PE, resulting mainly in PA [104–106]. Ad-
ditionally, it has been found that pegylated phospholipids (such as those present
in Definity) can protect other lipids from radiation damage [107]. To the authors
knowledge, the influence of ionizing radiation on PA has not been quantified in
the literature; however, because it is one of the main products of degradation of
PG, it is expected to be a more stable group than its precursor. In summary, the
presence of both SF6 and DPPG in SonoVue could be the source of the larger
influence of radiation. These components are reported to be more unstable than
the gas and phospholipids in Definity, which are further stabilized by the presence
of pegylated PE. Although one could argue that the gas is the only component
leading to the difference between the two agents, we discard this hypothesis as
previous experiments [63] have found that perfluorocarbon-based agents can also
be sensitive to radiation.

Agent SonoVue† Definity‡

Coating Phospholipid Molar ratio Phospholipid Molar ratio
1,2-Distearoyl-
sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine,
DSPC

1 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-
sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine,
DPPC

9

1,2-Dipalmitoyl-
sn-glycero-3-
phospho-rac-
glycerol sodium,
DPPG

1 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-
sn-glycero-3-
phosphate sodium,
DPPA

1

1,2-Dipalmitoyl-
sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-
N-
[methoxy(polyethylene
glycol) 5000],
DPPE-PEG5 K

1

Gas Sulfur hexafluo-
ride, SF6

Octafluoropropane,
C3F8

Table 2.2: Ultrasound contrast agent chemical compositions according to the manufacturer

The change in scattering of SonoVue caused by radiation could be exploited in
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medical ultrasound imaging devices. Tailored pulseecho schemes could be applied
to compare irradiated with non-irradiated areas for dose quantification. Because
the largest radiation influence was found for the second harmonic emissions (Fig.
2.6A), it appears reasonable to use contrast-specific imaging sequences that iso-
late the non-linear acoustic response and potentially discriminate irradiated from
non-irradiated microbubbles. In this study we employed PIAM as an example.
Looking up to the standard dose used per fraction in the clinic, which is 2 Gy,
Figure 2.7B illustrates that a decrease in the scattering of SonoVue samples could
be observed, albeit on the order of only 0.5 dB. Such a small difference can be
measured in a well-controlled in vitro environment, but diverse sources of vari-
ability arising in vivo [108] reduce the feasibility of measuring these doses during
radiotherapy. The difference in scattering appeared persistently above 1 dB only
for radiation doses >17 Gy. Although such high doses are not used in conventional
clinical routine, other therapy schemes such as hypofractionation or single-fraction
treatments [109, 110] commonly use larger single doses of up to 30 Gy, where the
current SonoVue commercial formulation might be usable. Importantly, these re-
sults assume that the time history of both irradiated and non-irradiated microbub-
bles is the same. This holds for an in vitro measurement, where we can disregard
the otherwise dominant time effects subtracting the control sample response. Tu-
mor vasculatures commonly present areas with different gas concentrations, which
affect microbubble stability on the time scale used in the present study [111]. Fur-
thermore, although in these experiments the microbubbles were confined to the
irradiation volume, in practice they might receive a lower cumulative dose as they
enter or leave the megavoltage beam during the treatment because of perfusion.
Although this effect may be negligible for short irradiation times corresponding
to 2 Gy doses, it could have an important role for larger doses. Thus, when the
residence time of the bubbles in the tumor area is effectively shorter than the
irradiation, a correction factor should be used to retrieve the dose delivered to
the tumor from that absorbed by the microbubbles. These limitations could be
overcome by the design of a new UCA formulation specifically engineered for ra-
diosensitivity, which exhibits larger changes in response to radiation rather than
changes caused by time-related effects, and includes targeting if extended resi-
dence time in the tumor area is desirable. Some of the components that might
be promising for this purpose are polymerizable phospholipids [112], unsaturated
phospholipids [113] or nanoparticles that enhance locally the radiation effect [114].

Radiation sensing by means of ultrasound has several advantages, as it is a non-
invasive technique and ultrasound systems are easily accessible in hospitals. So
far, its use has been found to be promising mainly for proton therapy (i.e., ionoa-
coustics [27] and superheated nanodroplet vaporization [69]. A larger number of
patients would benefit from the development of a similar technique for conven-
tional radiotherapy. In addition, current research lines investigate different ways
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to use ultrasound to enhance the efficiency of radiotherapy, such as tumor localiza-
tion for improved alignment [115] or motion tracking during therapy for real-time
corrections in dose delivery [116]. Some of these studies also exploit UCAs, in-
cluding oxygen delivery to hypoxic vasculature [117], enhancement of radiation
response with acoustical stimulation [59] or detection of early response to radia-
tion [61]. Although the use of UCAs for radiation dosimetry is already promising
by itself, value could be added if used in combination with the mentioned tech-
niques, for example, by performing simultaneous tracking of tumor motion and
monitoring of dose distribution, or by employing the dosimetric microbubbles to
stimulate and enhance the response to radiation.

2.5. Conclusions
Dosimetry with commercial UCAs was found to be possible, but only under very
well controlled conditions. We observed changes in size distribution and acoustic
response of SonoVue for doses <24 Gy, whereas the influence in Definity samples
was negligible, revealing a dependence on the agent formulation. The decrease
in acoustic scattering of SonoVue was more pronounced at the second harmonic
frequency. Although this decrease was of 3.5 dB for 24 Gy, it was <1 dB for a
standard clinical dose of 2 Gy, which might be too low to be acoustically detected
in a clinical scenario. Thus, the design of a new ultrasound contrast agent with
a phospholipid coating or gas core more reactive than that of the commercial
formulations would be necessary in a practical clinical setting.
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3
Distribution of nanodroplet

vaporizations in a proton beam
measured with real-time ultrasound

imaging
The potential of proton therapy to improve the conformity of the delivered dose
to the tumor volume is currently limited by range uncertainties. Injectable super-
heated nanodroplets have recently been proposed for ultrasound-based in vivo range
verification, as these vaporize into echogenic microbubbles on proton irradiation.
In previous studies, offline ultrasound images of phantoms with dispersed nan-
odroplets were acquired after irradiation, relating the induced vaporization profiles
to the proton range. However, the aforementioned method did not enable the count-
ing of individual vaporization events, and offline imaging cannot provide real-time
feedback. In this study, we overcame these limitations using high-frame-rate ul-
trasound imaging with a linear array during proton irradiation of phantoms with
dispersed perfluorobutane nanodroplets at 37°C and 50°C. Differential image anal-
ysis of subsequent frames allowed us to count individual vaporization events and
to localize them with a resolution beyond the ultrasound diffraction limit, enabling
spatial and temporal quantification of the interaction between ionizing radiation
and nanodroplets. Vaporization maps were found to accurately correlate with the
stopping distribution of protons (at 50°C) or secondary particles (at both tempera-
tures). Furthermore, a linear relationship between the vaporization count and the
number of incoming protons was observed. These results indicate the potential of
real-time high-frame-rate contrast-enhanced ultrasound imaging for proton range
verification and dosimetry.
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3.1. Introduction
Proton therapy is emerging as an advanced radiation therapy modality for tu-
mors in critical locations [118]. Because protons deposit most of their dose in a
narrow (few millimeters wide) peak at the end of their range, called the Bragg
peak, followed by a sharp distal dose fall-off, the spatial dose distribution can be
better conformed to the tumor volume than in conventional radiotherapy, thereby
improving healthy tissue sparing [119]. In practice, however, the physical benefits
of protons cannot be fully exploited because deviations from the planned dose
distribution may arise from different sources of range uncertainty, including treat-
ment planning, setup errors and patient and organ motion [18, 29]. Therefore,
substantial safety margins are included in the treatment plan [18, 120], reducing
the potential improvement compared with conventional radiotherapy. The bene-
fits of proton therapy could be maximized if deviations during the treatment were
detected and corrected through real-time spatial verification, especially in moving
targets [121–123]. Although several in vivo range verification techniques are being
investigated [25, 26, 124–127], none of them has been widely adopted in clinical
practice.

The detection of charged particles, among which are protons, can be achieved in
superheated liquids [65, 128, 129], which can remain in a metastable liquid phase
above their boiling point owing to the removal of heterogeneous nucleation sites
[67]. The only mechanism remaining for vaporization is homogeneous nucleation,
occurring when a gas embryo grows larger than a critical size [45]. Consequently,
a charged particle can induce vaporization of the superheated liquid if it deposits
a sufficient amount of energy to nucleate such a critical embryo within a length
comparable to the embryo size [65]. Accordingly, the condition for vaporization
of superheated liquids depends on the density of energy deposited by the charged
particle per unit length, namely, its linear energy transfer (LET). Furthermore,
the energy necessary to nucleate a critical embryo decreases with the temperature
excess above the liquid boiling point, that is, the degree of superheat [65].

Superheated nanodroplets have been introduced as a novel injectable ultrasound
contrast agent capable of turning into echogenic microbubbles on controlled en-
ergy deposition, for example, acoustic or thermal [130–134]. It was only recently
reported that the phase-change mechanism holds for superheated encapsulated
nanodroplets irradiated by protons [69, 74]. The combination of the longstanding
knowledge of radiation-induced nucleation with the recent developments in produc-
ing stable, injectable nanodroplets opens the door to ultrasound-based detection
and monitoring of ionizing radiation in vivo.

Previous studies of nanodroplet vaporization using a passively scattered proton
beam have demonstrated a sub-millimeter reproducibility of the shift between the
proton range and vaporization profiles derived from the ultrasound gray value
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or attenuation coefficient [69, 74]. However, offline ultrasound imaging does not
enable real-time verification and, potentially, compensation of deviations during
treatment delivery. Moreover, those studies revealed the presence of acoustic shad-
owing and image saturation, which led to a complex relation between ultrasound
contrast and proton fluence [135], limiting the performance for dosimetry and
range verification. Indeed, obtaining a sufficient response for accurate range ver-
ification and dosimetry in vivo will require high bubble concentrations, which
precludes individual bubble counting on offline ultrasound images. Moreover, real-
time verification during proton therapy would allow the beam to be stopped during
the treatment in case of deviation. Online imaging would be performed with the
patient in the treatment position, and could be more robust to potential errors
induced by nanodroplets and microbubble biological washout, compared with of-
fline, post-irradiation imaging. Therefore, in this study, we transition to real-time
high-frame-rate ultrasound imaging during irradiation in a proton beam to detect
individual vaporization events and localize them with an accuracy beyond the ul-
trasound diffraction limit. This allowed temporal and spatial quantification of the
interaction between charged particles and superheated nanodroplets.

3.2. Materials andmethods
3.2.1. Nanodroplet and phantom synthesis
Nanodroplets with a perfluorobutane core (boiling point 2°C) and a crosslinked
polymeric shell made of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) were prepared according to the
protocol described by Heymans et al. [74]. Briefly, gaseous perfluorobutane was
injected in an empty vial and liquefied by immersion in liquid nitrogen. After
addition of an aqueous telechelic PVA solution (2% w/v PVA, 0.2% w/v sodium
metaperiodate), the vial was sonicated in an ice-cold water bath for 15 min. The
resulting nanodroplets were then washed by a two-step centrifugation. Dynamic
light scattering measurements yielded intensity-weighted size distributions with
a median nanodroplet size of 799 nm and a polydispersity index of 0.3 [74]. The
droplets were dispersed in an aqueous polymer gel, which entrapped their posi-
tion, to achieve a homogeneous distribution within the phantom. The phantom
matrix was made of a carbomer solution (0.1% w/v) and prepared according to
Putz and Burghelea [136]: after dilution of Carbopol 2050 powder (Lubrizol, Wick-
liffe, OH, USA) in Milli-Q water, the solution pH was adjusted to 7 by adding
NaOH while monitoring with a pH meter (Consort C830, Turnhout, Belgium).
This non-Newtonian fluid was able to entrap the nanodroplets and resulting mi-
crobubbles, keeping the dispersion of contrast agents homogeneous throughout
the experiment, but did not impede the microbubble oscillations [137]. Before
nanodroplet dispersion, the carbomer solution and phantom containers (54 × 26
× 31 mm) were first heated to the desired temperature (37°C or 50°C). Then, the
carbomer solution was poured into phantom containers (54 × 26 × 31 mm), and a
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Figure 3.1: Methods. A Schematic representation of the setup. The proton beam was used to ir-
radiate nanodroplets (NDs) dispersed in a phantom (yellow), which was imaged in real time with an
ultrasound array. Simultaneously, an ionization chamber counted the incoming protons. B Subsequent
frames were subtracted to isolate vaporization events. C Example of differential imaging result, re-
vealing three sparse microbubbles. The weighted average centroid of each newly formed bubble was
localized.

given volume of nanodroplets was dispersed homogeneously in the gel by manual
stirring. The phantoms were subsequently immersed in a water tank preheated
to 37°C or 50°C for irradiation. The perfluorobutane concentration in the phan-
tom was assessed with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (400-MHz
Avance II, Bruker Biospin GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany) on the day following
the proton experiments and was 19 µM. For this concentration, the impact of both
liquid-filled nanodroplets and gas-filled microbubbles on proton therapy treatment
delivery (i.e., the proton range) is expected to be negligible.

3.2.2. Phantom irradiation
The phantoms were irradiated in the research beam line of the Holland Proton
Therapy Center in Delft (HPTC). The water tank was aligned to have its outer wall
positioned at the beam isocenter and the phantom traversed by the proton beam
through its center (Fig. 3.1a). Reproducibility of phantom positioning with respect
to the proton range was ensured with a locking pin. The distance between the water
tank’s outer wall and the phantom entrance was 13.3 cm. The R&D proton room
of HPTC has a horizontal, fixed beam line which provides a therapeutic beam
from 70 to 250 MeV with beam intensities from 1 to 800 nA at beam extraction.
A beam energy of 154 MeV was chosen to ensure that the proton range would
approximately correspond to the phantom midlength, as illustrated in figure 3.1a.
As the accelerator produced a single pencil beam, the lateral beam profile was a 2-
D Gaussian. For each irradiation, the total number of protons was counted with an
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ionization chamber (beam monitor, DE.TEC.TOR, Torino, Italy) inserted in the
beam path (Fig. 3.1a). The beam currents, total number of protons, irradiation
durations and phantom doses are given in table 3.1. The radiation dose used at
50°C was relatively close to the typical dose delivered in a proton therapy session
(2 Gy), while a higher dose was used at 37°C to account for the fact that at this
temperature, nanodroplets are sensitive only to high-LET secondary particles,
which are relatively rare [74].

Phantom
#

Temp. Cyclotron
current

No. of
protons

Irradiation
time

Peak
dose

Averaged
dose

1 37 °C 80 nA 7.96×109 4.93 s 14.19 Gy 9.25 Gy
2 50 °C 25 nA 2.61×109 5.20 s 4.65 Gy 3.03 Gy

Table 3.1: Irradiation settings

3.2.3. Characterization of the proton beam
The spatial dimensions of the proton beam were independently characterized af-
ter the experiment. The depthdose distribution was measured using a multi-layer
ionization chamber (QubeNext, 2.43 mm spacing, DE.TEC.TOR) and fit to an
analytical expression of the Bragg curve [138] to obtain the proton range 𝑟80 (i.e.,
distal position at which the dose has dropped to 80% of its peak value [14, 18].
The impact of the in-beam ionization chamber, water tank entrance wall (9.5 mm,
polymethyl methacrylate) and phantom container entrance wall (2 mm, PVC) on
the range was estimated by calculating their water equivalent thickness [139]. The
phantom was considered water equivalent, as it was made of 99.9% water. As nan-
odroplets are vaporized by individual charged particles at the end of their range
(i.e., where the LET is maximal), the distributions of their ranges (also called
“stopping distributions”) were computed to be compared with nanodroplet vapor-
ization maps. The stopping distribution of primary protons in the beam direction
was modeled as a Gaussian centered on the 𝑟80 position, defined as “the depth
at which half the surviving primaries have stoppe” [14]. The standard deviation,
characterizing the range dispersion, was obtained from the analytical Bragg curve
fit. The entrance lateral spot profile was measured at the isocenter with a scin-
tillating screen detector (LynxPT, IBA Dosimetry, Schwarzenbruck, Germany).
Lateral spot spreading in water was modeled using a Gaussian approximation and
applying the Highland formula [14, 140]. The combination of the beam model
and online proton count enabled computation of the 3-D proton stopping distribu-
tion and absorbed dose for each phantom. Aside from protons, nanodroplets can
also be vaporized by heavy secondary particles, which are produced by nuclear
reactions between primary protons and atomic nuclei from the medium. As those
secondary particles have a very limited range (few microns), contrarily to protons,
their stopping distribution was assimilated to their production distribution. The
spatial distributions of secondary reaction products generated from the nuclear
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reaction p + 16O were also derived from the production cross-section of relevant
particles [141].

3.2.4. Online ultrasound imaging and image processing
Real-time ultrasound imaging during proton irradiation was achieved by fixing
a linear ultrasound array (ATL L12-5, 38-mm aperture) outside the water tank
(acoustic coupling was ensured through ultrasound gel and a 20 µm polyester win-
dow) (Fig. 3.1a). The side of the phantom facing the ultrasound probe was also cov-
ered with an identical acoustically transparent window. The array was connected
to a research platform (Verasonics Vantage 256, Kirkland, WA, USA) to image
phantoms at 1000 frames/s during irradiation, by use of a plane wave (0°, no an-
gle compounding) imaging sequence. The ultrasound center frequency was 9 MHz,
and the peak negative pressure of the plane waves was 370 kPa (characterized
with a 0.075 mm needle hydrophone, Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, England),
well below the threshold for acoustic droplet vaporization [142]. The ultrasound ra-
diofrequency (RF) data were beamformed offline using the Verasonics beamformer.
Differential imaging was performed by subtracting subsequent frames (Fig. 3.1b),
allowing identification of newly formed echogenic microbubbles (radiation-induced
vaporized nanodroplets), which appeared as bright spots in the subtracted frames
(Fig. 3.1c). As the vaporization events per frame were sparse, they could be indi-
vidually detected as in ultrasound localization microscopy [52, 143], with a resolu-
tion overcoming the ultrasound diffraction limit (<50 µm) [144, 145]. The events
were detected in the differential images by intensity thresholding and localized by
the weighted average centroid of their point spread function. To determine the
distance between the ultrasound probe and the entrance of the proton beam, a
fiducial object of known absolute position was imaged between irradiations. This
step provided us with an absolute reference in the direction parallel to the beam
to compare range estimates from the obtained vaporization maps with ionization
chamber measurements. In the direction orthogonal to the beam, the distance
between the beam axis and the probe was not measured. Therefore, the vaporiza-
tion counts and the beam profile in the orthogonal direction were aligned during
post-processing.

3.3. Results and discussion
3.3.1. Influence of the temperature on the vaporization response
Videos of the ultrasound B-mode frames, differential images and accumulated
vaporization events are available online as Supplementary Data. The 2-D maps of
the vaporized nanodroplets detected during proton irradiation at 37°C and 50°C
are provided in figure 3.2. A considerable difference in vaporization density and
location can be observed for the two temperatures, with the presence of sparse
vaporization events mostly in front of the Bragg peak (dose peak) at 37°C (Fig.
3.2a) and a high vaporization density close to the proton range at 50°C (Fig. 3.2b).
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Figure 3.2: Vaporization maps at 37°C A and 50°C B overlaid with the beam dose distribution
(the field of view limits match the phantom dimensions). The same nanodroplet concentration was
employed in both phantoms, while the maximum dose was higher at 37°C.

We attribute this difference to the variation of the LET threshold for vaporization
with temperature, leading to the detection of different charged particles. It was
previously reported for the droplets used in these experiments that at moderate
degrees of superheat, vaporization is induced by high-LET secondary particles
only [69, 74], which can be produced by nuclear reactions up until the proton
energy drops below the Coulomb barrier (the energy barrier that protons should
overcome to trigger a nuclear reaction with an atom from the medium). Only
at high degrees of superheat is the vaporization threshold sufficiently low (<70
keV/µm) for protons to directly vaporize nanodroplets at their individual Bragg
peak [74]. This explains the enhancement observed in Figure 3.2b at the proton
range (where the majority of the primary protons stop), just beyond the dose
maximum. The difference in number of vaporization events stems from the fact
that non-elastic nuclear reactions are relatively rare events (1% per centimeter
[146]), yielding a number of secondary particles much lower than primary protons.
At 50°C, the bubble density within the peak zone after irradiation was too high
to allow the localization of single bubbles on post-irradiation images, highlighting
the need for high-frame-rate differential imaging.

3.3.2. Spatial quantification of the vaporization events
Because vaporization events were not expected to be directly proportional to the
absorbed dose, but rather to be related to the number of stopping primary pro-
tons and secondaries, the spatial distribution of bubble count was compared with
these beam features (Fig. 3.3). Two-dimensional maps are represented in figures
3.3a1 and 3.3b1 for 37°C and 50°C, respectively. Vaporization count profiles were
obtained by binning the location of all vaporization events in the direction parallel
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(Fig. 3a2, 3b2) and orthogonal (Fig. 3.3a3, 3.3b3) to the proton beam. Here, the
red color was used to display the spatial distribution of the stopping positions of
individual protons inside the phantom, and the blue color represents the spatial
density of relevant secondary particles.

At 37°C, the microbubble count profiles are compared with the spatial distri-
bution of heavy secondaries (Z > 1), as those are expected to have a sufficient
LET to vaporize nanodroplets [74]. Qualitatively, bubble count profiles closely
resemble the distribution of secondaries (Fig. 3.3a2, 3.3a3). To compare the lat-
eral spot spreading with the bubble count profile (Fig. 3.3a3), a Gaussian fit was
applied to the latter, yielding a standard deviation (𝜎 = 5.33 mm) close to the
dispersion of secondaries (𝜎 = 5.14 mm). At 50°C, the projection of the microbub-
ble counts on the axis parallel to the proton beam (Fig. 3.3b2) clearly illustrates
that vaporization is induced both by primary protons at the end of their range,
responsible for the observed Gaussian peak, and by secondaries (Z ≥ 1, includ-
ing secondary protons), responsible for the plateau proximal to the proton range.
This is further supported by the sub-millimeter distance (0.8 mm) between the
peak in bubble count (161.9 mm) and the peak in stopping protons (162.7 mm,
𝑟80 position), which we attribute to experimental uncertainties. Importantly, the
position of the vaporization count peak, including an uncertainty window of ±3𝜎,
was within ±0.5 mm of its final value from 575 events on, indicating that for the
tested nanodroplet concentration, a dose of 0.7 Gy (dose maximum reported at
the spot center) would have been sufficient to obtain a range estimate with ±0.5-
mm precision. Moreover, the standard deviation for the bubble count (Gaussian
fit) was within 0.2 mm of that of the range (Fig. 3.3b2) and within 0.1 mm of the
beam lateral standard deviation (Fig. 3.3b3).

Overall, the profiles in Figure 3.3 illustrate the ability of the obtained vaporiza-
tion maps to accurately represent different spatial features of the proton beam,
depending on the temperature. This has implications not only for range verifica-
tion, as bubble count profiles can be directly (50°C) or indirectly (37°C) related to
the proton range, but also for dosimetry, as both the number of activated droplets
and their spatial distribution can be accurately quantified. The ratio between the
microbubble peak and its plateau at 50°C (9.31) is smaller than the ratio between
primary protons and secondaries (25.5), possibly because the vaporization effi-
ciency depends on the charged particle type [147]. Also, the standard deviation of
the microbubble Gaussian distribution only slightly exceeds the proton stopping
dispersion (by 4%), while it was largely overestimated (by >100%) on previous
post-irradiation offline recordings [74]. To summarize, online high-frame-rate imag-
ing was found to be a reliable tool to characterize the interaction of nanodroplets
with ionizing radiation.
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Figure 3.3: Nanodroplet vaporization distribution at 37°C A1 and 50°C B1 superimposed
on the distribution of the stopping positions of primary protons (red color scale) and heavy secondaries
(Z > 1 [A1] or Z 1 [B1], blue color scale). The vaporization counts were projected in the direction
parallel (A2, B2) and orthogonal (A3, B3) to the proton beam, and compared with the corresponding
projections of the stopping distribution of secondary particles (A2, A3) and primary protons (B2,
B3). The proton range is represented by a dashed vertical line (A2 and B2). The standard deviations
(𝜎) are displayed for both the bubble count profiles (Gaussian fit) and the charged particle profiles.

3.3.3. Temporal quantification of the vaporization events
Next to spatial quantification, online ultrasound imaging allowed examination of
the temporal vaporization rate and assessment of the relationship between the
vaporization counts and the proton fluence. Figure 3.4a compares the cumulative
number of vaporization events recorded during irradiation with the number of
stopping protons in the field of view of the ultrasound probe (the elevational plane
thickness was approximated to a quarter of the elevational aperture [148]). We
assumed a constant proton flux during irradiation, neglecting any small deviation
in beam current. The results indicate a linear relationship between the number of
vaporization events and the number of protons, with coefficients of determination
of 0.9947 at 37°C and 0.9997 at 50°C. In comparing both temperatures, a 25-fold
increase in the number of generated microbubbles was observed, from 460 bubbles
per 109 stopping protons at 37°C to bubbles per 109 stopping protons at 50°C.
The residuals are illustrated in Figure 3.4b, 3.4c and have root mean square errors
of 10 events at 37°C and 19.5 events at 50°C. The maximum deviation occurred
at the start of the irradiation in both cases, which could be caused by the beam
ramp-up. The linearity of these curves indicates a straightforward relationship
between proton and vaporization count, which could potentially be exploited for
dosimetry. However, the influence of the nanodroplet concentration and proton
dose on linearity should be addressed in future studies, as both acoustic shadowing
and a gradual decrease in nanodroplet concentration (caused by radiation-induced
vaporization) in regions with high densities of vaporization events might reduce
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the count rates.

3.3.4. Future directions and clinical translation
Two scenarios are presented here: sensitivity only to high-LET secondaries (37°C)
and sensitivity to primaries and secondaries (50°C). The current nanodroplets
were sensitive to secondary reaction products at physiological temperature, which
could be used to indirectly measure the range in vivo with an approach similar
to positron emission tomography (PET) and prompt gamma imaging. However,
the number of vaporization events was multiplied by a factor of 25 at 50°C, once
they became sensitive to primary protons. A larger number of events will utterly
result in a refined resolution for both dosimetry and range verification. Moreover,
vaporization by primary protons leads to a direct relationship between the peak
in vaporization count and the proton range. Therefore, even though the indirect
response observed at 37°C for our nanodroplet formulation might enable proton
range verification, increasing the degree of superheat of the nanodroplets to trans-
pose the direct response to physiological temperature would be desirable [74]. This
could be achieved by modifying the nanodroplet liquid core using lower-boiling-
point perfluorocarbons [45] or mixed compounds [149].

This in vitro study was performed under ideal conditions as a proof of concept;
thus, future research should cover different aspects with respect to clinical trans-
lation. The effects of both tissue and nanodroplet distribution inhomogeneities
on the accuracy of the localization method should be assessed and compared
with the homogeneous dispersions used here. In particular, the use of acoustic
droplet vaporization as a calibration tool could be considered, to infer potential
nanodroplet distribution inhomogeneities. Furthermore, analytical models need to
be developed to estimate the nanodroplet response for complex treatment plans,
and the integration of the ultrasound system in the proton therapy room should be
examined. Ultimately, we envision that this online range verification method could
benefit several sites of sonic accessibility such as the prostate, breast and liver. In
the longer term, the dosimetric use of nanodroplets could be complemented with
their ability to mechanically (through cavitation) or chemically (through drug or
oxygen delivery) enhance the tumor response to radiation therapy [59, 62].
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Finally, even though the detection and localization of vaporization events were
performed offline, the necessary operations were not too computationally intensive.
Thus, future research could focus on the optimization and implementation of the
algorithm in real time [150, 151] to provide direct feedback over the course of
irradiation.

3.4. Conclusions
We have developed and implemented a method for detecting and superlocaliz-
ing superheated nanodroplet vaporization events in a proton pencil beam using
high-frame-rate contrast-enhanced ultrasound imaging. This allowed quantifica-
tion of the spatial and temporal distributions of droplet activation events, which
have been related to the proton range as well as to spatial features of primary
protons and secondary particles. The method described method allows derivation
of microbubble count profiles directly representing the interaction between nan-
odroplets and charged particles, even for large vaporization concentrations for
which offline ultrasound assessment would provide only indirect information. Ul-
timately, online imaging could provide real-time feedback during proton therapy,
potentially enabling compensation for deviations in treatment delivery.
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4
Passive Ultrasound Localization

Microscopy of nanodroplet
vaporizations during proton

irradiation
Superheated nanodroplets (NDs) were recently proposed for in vivo proton range
verification, owing to their ability to vaporize into echogenic microbubbles (MBs)
upon exposure to ionizing radiation. In a previous publication, vaporization events
were detected with 2D Ultrasound Localization Microscopy (ULM) based on a pulse-
echo method. Here, we introduce P-ULM, a passive version of ULM, based on the
detection of acoustic signatures emitted by vaporizing NDs, without actively trans-
mitting ultrasound. Due to the lack of a time reference for the trigger of the ND
vaporization, the time differences of arrival to each transducer element are used
to retrieve the position of vaporizing NDs. P-ULM, compared to ULM, can contin-
uously detect and super-localize sparse radiation-induced vaporization events with
inherent specificity against already existing microbubbles, which otherwise would
hinder range verification in the presence of vascular flow. We evaluated the localiza-
tion performances of both methods theoretically and experimentally, by interleaving
active and passive acquisitions on ND-phantoms irradiated with protons. P-ULM
offered a higher sensitivity to vaporizations, as it detected twice as many events as
ULM. Both methods retrieved, in the acoustic lateral direction, the proton range
and range dispersion with sub-millimeter accuracy. In the acoustic axial direction,
despite a degraded theoretical resolution limit, P-ULM retrieved the proton spot
size with an accuracy similar to ULM. Importantly, P-ULM detected vaporiza-
tion events with high specificity in the presence of flowing MBs, which makes the
technique a candidate for in vivo proton range verification in the presence of flow.

Based on G. Collado-Lara1, S. V. Heymans1, M. Rovituso, H. J. Vos, J. D’hooge, N. de Jong, and
K. Van Den Abeele, Passive Ultrasound Localization Microscopy of nanodroplet vaporizations during
proton irradiation, IEEE Open Journal of Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control Society
(2022) doi: 10.1109/OJUFFC.2022.3213534
1Both authors contributed equally to this work.
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4.1. Introduction
Proton therapy is an advanced form of radiotherapy which has rapidly expanded
over the past two decades [152]. Protons allow to better conform the radiation
dose to the tumor as they have a finite, tunable range within the body, preceded
by a sharp dose peak, i.e. the Bragg peak [146]. This ballistic advantage allows
to improve healthy tissue sparing, and hence reduces the risk of acute effects or
secondary cancer resurgence. However, multiple sources of uncertainties in the
treatment planning and delivery phases, combined to the steep dose gradients in
the Bragg peak, can compromise the target coverage or the sparing of critical
structures [18, 29]. Large safety margins and conservative treatment planning
strategies are adopted to mitigate these uncertainties, which strongly limits the
potential of proton therapy [18, 120]. Therefore, in vivo proton range verification
is desirable to minimize such safety margins and optimize the dose conformity to
the tumor. However, to date, none of the developed solutions [26, 124, 126, 127]
have reached widespread clinical adoption [119]. Recently, the vaporization of
injectable, superheated nanodroplets (NDs) by ionizing radiation was proposed for
ultrasound-based range verification [69, 74]. Ultrasound imaging in combination
with superheated NDs would enable both real-time image guidance and in vivo
range verification, by overlaying anatomical images of the tumor and surrounding
tissues with the map of radiation-induced ND vaporizations.

Superheated NDs can be vaporized by charged particles (e.g., protons) through
direct heat deposition into the droplet core [70], turning them into echogenic mi-
crobubbles (MBs) [153]. The sensitivity of NDs to different charged particles is
dictated by their degree of superheat, i.e. the temperature excess above the boil-
ing point of the superheated liquid core [147]. The higher the degree of superheat,
the lower the energy deposition density (called Linear Energy Transfer, LET)
required to induce vaporization. At low degrees of superheat, NDs are vaporized
only by high-LET secondary particles, generated by rare nuclear reactions [69, 74].
At higher degrees of superheat, primary protons (which have a lower LET) can
also vaporize NDs [74, 154]. In both cases, the proton range can be estimated by
relating the distribution of vaporization events with the distribution of charged
particles. While the vaporization distribution can be extracted from ultrasound
B-mode images containing the resulting MBs [69, 74], the accuracy of this ap-
proach for range verification is limited due to acoustic diffraction and shadowing
induced by the large concentrations of resulting MBs. High-precision localization
of single vaporization events is thus desirable to optimize the range verification
performance.

In a previous publication, we proposed a method based on Ultrasound Local-
ization Microscopy (ULM) to identify and localize individual MBs resulting from
radiation-induced ND vaporization [153]. In ULM, high frame rate ultrasound
imaging is used to detect and track sparse MBs, which are super-localized on
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beamformed images by e.g. finding the centroid of their point spread function
[155], or on the RF data by cross-correlating the arrival time of the backscattered
wave to each of the acoustic elements of an ultrasound array [156]. This results in
anatomical images of the vasculature with a resolution overcoming the diffraction
limit [145]. Superheated NDs were later introduced in ULM, taking advantage of
their ability to generate localized contrast on demand, typically through Acous-
tic Droplet Vaporization (ADV) [52, 157] or Optical Droplet Vaporization (ODV)
[158]. In the case of proton range verification, charged particles trigger the vapor-
ization of NDs, and the resulting sparse MBs can be identified and localized by
applying the principles of ULM. This technique provides an excellent agreement
between the spatial distribution of vaporizations and the stopping distribution of
protons [153].

While ULM successfully localized the vaporization of stationary NDs fixed in
phantoms [153], this setup is not representative of in vivo conditions, where con-
trast agents flow in the vasculature. Indeed, conventional 2D ULM might not allow
to discriminate between vaporization events and existing MBs flowing in and out
of the imaging plane, particularly in the elevational direction. In order to extract
the true proton range position, the selective detection and localization of radiation-
induced vaporization events, and hence their separation from other flowing MBs,
is crucial. Thus, the forementioned limitation would hamper proton range verifica-
tion. In addition, ULM interrogates the region of interest intermittently, which has
two implications: (i) the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the bubble backscattering
might be hindered by the acoustic reflections of surrounding tissues, and (ii) some
vaporization events might be lost due to rapid bubble disappearance following va-
porization. Here, we propose to overcome these limitations by using the acoustic
waves emitted by vaporizing NDs as an alternative approach to selectively detect
and super-localize single vaporization events, while remaining inherently insensi-
tive to flowing MBs. During ND vaporization, the associated volume expansion
leads to strong characteristic acoustic signatures with a narrowband frequency
content [49]. Vaporization signals triggered by ADV [53, 54] and ODV [159] were
previously detected and super-localized in recent studies. However, in all these
cases, the exact time at which the vaporization was triggered was known, making
these an application of the Time of Arrival (ToA) problem, similarly to ULM. In
contrast, the use of a continuous proton therapy beam does not allow to determine
the arrival time of the proton that triggered the droplet phase change. Therefore,
the position of the emitting source has to be determined by the Time Difference
of Arrival (TDoA) of the wave to each of the elements of the transducer. We refer
to this technique as Passive Ultrasound Localization Microscopy (P-ULM).

In this contribution, we first compared the theoretical resolution limits of P-
ULM with conventional ULM, by adapting the formalism introduced by Desailly
et al. [160]. Then, we report on the experimental performance of P-ULM for the
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detection of individual radiation-induced ND vaporization signals with a commer-
cial ultrasound array. Without knowledge of the time of flight, the time differences
of arrival (TDoAs) between channels were computed and fitted to a one-way wave
propagation model [161–164]. The acoustic emissions of vaporizing NDs were char-
acterized, and the detection and localization efficiency of P-ULM was evaluated.
We then compared the performances of P-ULM and ULM for proton range verifica-
tion experimentally, by interleaving conventional (active) and passive ULM during
proton irradiation of NDs dispersed in aqueous phantoms. Finally, the ability of
P-ULM to discriminate between flowing MBs and vaporizing NDs was validated
by irradiating a dispersion of moving NDs in water.

4.2. Theory
In the case of ULM, an ultrasound array actively transmits an acoustic wave.
A MB, acting as a point scatterer, will scatter part of the wave back to the
ultrasound array (Fig. 4.1A). Here, we consider the case of a 1D-array, having
a series of elements 𝑖 with a lateral position 𝑥𝑖 and same axial position 𝑧𝑖 = 0,
and generating a zero-angle plane wave. Assuming a homogeneous medium, the
two-way time of flight of an acoustic wave scattered by a MB located at a position
(𝑥0, 𝑧0) to each acoustic element 𝑖 is given by:

𝜏𝑖 = 𝜏1𝑤𝑦 + 𝜏2𝑤𝑦,𝑖 =
𝑧0
𝑐
+

√
(𝑥𝑖−𝑥0)2+ 𝑧20

𝑐
, (4.1)

where 𝜏1𝑤𝑦 represents the travel time of the plane wave from the transducer to the
MB, 𝜏2𝑤𝑦,𝑖 is the backpropagation of a spherical wave to the different elements,
and c is the speed of sound in the medium. Since the trigger of the acoustic wave
can be used as a time reference, ULM is an application of the Time of Arrival
(ToA) problem.

In the case of P-ULM, the acoustic wave that propagates to the transducer is
triggered by the vaporization of a ND resulting from its interaction with a charged
particle (Fig. 4.1B). However, since protons irradiate the sample continuously, the
exact time at which a proton traverses a ND and hence triggers a vaporization
event is unknown. Therefore, in the absence of time reference, only the differ-
ences in time of arrival between channels can be used to locate the origin of the
vaporizing droplet (𝑥0, 𝑧0):

Δ𝜏𝑖 = 𝜏𝑖− 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓 =
√
(𝑥𝑖−𝑥0)2+ 𝑧20

𝑐
−

√
(𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑥0)2+ 𝑧20

𝑐
, (4.2)

where (𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 , 𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0) is the position of a channel used as a reference. P-ULM
can be then considered an application of the Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)
problem.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of A the pulse-echo time of a single acoustic source in ULM,
using zero-angle plane wave transmit. B Representation of the one-way travel of a ND vaporization
signal. The location is retrieved from the time differences of arrival between the transducer elements.

While both methods can be used to localize point sources, the precision they
can achieve will differ, even for the same acoustic system. Desailly et al. [160]
introduced an analytical approach to estimate the resolution limits of ULM. The
formalism uses the error in the estimated time of arrival (𝜎𝜏), which depends on the
acoustic signal properties, such as the SNR, frequency, bandwidth, etc. This time
error is then propagated to the fitting of the arrival times to Equation 4.1. The
propagation of the error is further influenced by the size and spatial distribution
of the acoustic sensors. Here, we followed the same approach to find the resolution
limits of P-ULM, by propagating the error in the time difference of arrival 𝜎Δ𝜏 to
the fitting of Equation 4.3

Δ𝜏𝑖 =
√
(𝑥𝑖−𝑥0)2+ 𝑧20

𝑐
−

√
(𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑥0)2+ 𝑧20

𝑐
+ 𝜀. (4.3)

A third fitting variable, 𝜀, was added to account for potential errors in the es-
timate of the reference channel time of arrival. The full analytical derivation is
described in Appendix 1, together with its validation with a Monte Carlo simu-
lation. The (approximated) standard deviations of the lateral and axial position
estimates for P-ULM, are the following:

𝜎�̂�0
𝜎Δ𝜏

=
2
√
3𝑐𝑧0

𝑛𝐿𝑥

√

1+60
𝑥20
𝐿2𝑥

(4.4a)

𝜎�̂�0
𝜎Δ𝜏

=
12

√
5𝑐

√
𝑛𝐿2𝑥

𝑧20 , (4.4b)

For comparison, the expressions for ULM are [160]:

𝜎�̂�0
𝜎𝜏

=
2
√
3𝑐𝑧0

𝑛𝐿𝑥
(4.5a)
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Figure 4.2: Theoretical localization error as a function of the axial position of a vaporization
event, for both ULM and P-ULM. A Lateral localization error, and B axial localization error.
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√
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The resolution limits depend on the speed of sound in the medium, the geo-
metrical characteristics of the acoustic array, and the position of the vaporization
events. The errors increase linearly with the speed of sound, and decrease when
the number of elements in the probe and the aperture increases (except for the
axial error of ULM). The influence of the vaporization position on the localization
errors was compared for the two techniques in Figure 4.2. Here, the errors, nor-
malized with 𝜎𝜏 for ULM and 𝜎Δ𝜏 for P-ULM, are shown as a function of the axial
position of the vaporization event, using the geometrical properties of a P4-2v
phased array (𝐿𝑥 = 19.2 mm, 𝑛 = 64, Verasonics, Kirkland, USA), and a sound
speed of 1540 m/s. In the lateral direction, the localization error is identical for
P-ULM and ULM when the vaporization occurs at the center of the array (𝑥0 = 0),
and increases linearly with the axial position of the vaporization event. However,
as the vaporization event moves closer to the edge of the array, the localization
error increases for P-ULM, whereas it remains constant for ULM. In the axial
direction, the localization error is fundamentally different for the two techniques.
While the error is independent from the axial position of the vaporization event
for ULM (due to the known time of flight), a quadratic dependence is found for
P-ULM. Along the axial distances of interest, the axial error of P-ULM larger
than ULM by one to three orders of magnitude.

4.3. Experimental methods & data analysis
4.3.1. Nanodroplet preparation
NDs with a perfluorobutane core and a polyvinyl alcohol shell (PVA-PFB NDs)
were prepared two days before the proton experiment following the protocol de-
scribed in [154, 165]. Briefly, a PVA solution was obtained by dissolving 1g of PVA
powder (Sigma Aldrich) in 50 mL of milli-Q water at 80 °C (2% w/v), followed
by the addition of 90 mg of sodium metaperiodate (NaIO4, Sigma Aldrich). Then,
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after condensing PFB in an enclosed vial immersed in liquid nitrogen, 5 mL of
the PVA solution were injected in the vial. The vial was subsequently sonicated
in an ice-cooled ultrasonic bath (Emi30, EMAG, Waldorf, DE) for 15 minutes,
leading to the formation of PVA-PFB NDs. After leaving the NDs at 4 °C for
1 hour, the vial was centrifuged to remove the remaining PVA solution in the
supernatant. The droplets were then redispersed in 5 mL of milli-Q water. The
NDs had an intensity-weighted median diameter of 799 nm and a polydispersity
index of 0.3, measured by Dynamic Light Scattering [153]. The ND concentration
in the vial was 25.7 mM, determined by NMR spectroscopy (400 MHz Avance II,
Bruker Biospin GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany) on the day following the proton
experiment.

4.3.2. Proton beam characterization
The NDs were dispersed in phantoms and irradiated in the research beam line of
the Holland Proton Therapy Center (Delft, The Netherlands), using a continuous
monoenergetic horizontal pencil beam. The energy (154 MeV) was chosen such
that the proton range approximately corresponded to the center of the acoustic
array field of view. The stopping distribution of protons was estimated by combin-
ing analytical models and ionization chamber measurements, as described in [153].
Briefly, the proton range (𝑟80) and range dispersion (parallel to the beam direction,
𝜎𝑝) were derived from an analytical fit of the depth-dose distribution measured us-
ing a multi-layer ionization chamber [138]. The water-equivalent thickness (WET)
of the water tank and phantom container walls was accounted for [139]. The stop-
ping distribution of primary protons due to Coulombic interactions was modelled
as a Gaussian centered on the proton range, with a standard deviation equal
to the range dispersion parameter (𝜎𝑝) of the analytical fit [138]. The stopping
distribution of primary protons due to nuclear reactions was obtained using the
non-elastic reaction cross-section of protons in oxygen, as the phantoms were pri-
marily composed of water [141]. Then, in the direction transverse to the proton
beam direction, the entrance spot size was measured in air, and spot spreading in
water was modelled by the Highland formula, yielding the spot size in the phan-
tom (𝜎𝑡) [140, 166]. The 3D distributions were obtained by combining the two
modelled distributions (Fig. 4.3A).

4.3.3. Phantom irradiation & acoustic recordings
We used two phantoms made of an aqueous gel, to compare ULM and P-ULM un-
der static conditions, and one phantom made of NDs dispersed in water, to mimic
flow conditions. For the gel phantoms, we used a solution of Carbopol in water
(0.1% w/v Carbopol 2050, Lubrizol, Wickliffe, USA [136]) to disperse and immo-
bilize NDs in phantoms without impeding their vaporization [153]. We dispersed
60 µL of ND solution into 71.6 mL of gel (phantoms 1 and 2) or water (phantom
3) a few minutes before irradiation, yielding a PFB concentration of 21.5 µM in
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the phantom (54×26×51 mm3 container). The phantoms, preheated to 50 °C, were
positioned in a temperature-controlled water tank for irradiation (Fig. 4.3B). The
reproducibility of the phantom positioning was ensured by means of a locking
pin, and alignment with the proton beam was performed using the in-room lasers.
The irradiation conditions are reported in Table 4.1. Each phantom was irradi-
ated three times, using increasing beam currents, except for phantom 3. For each
irradiation, incident protons were counted by a transmission ionization chamber
(beam monitor, DE.TEC.TOR, Turin, Italy), which allowed to infer the radiation
dose delivered to the phantom (Table 4.1). The phantom containing NDs in water
(phantom 3) was continuously stirred by a magnetic rod during irradiation, in
order to validate the ability of P-ULM to selectively localize vaporization events
in the presence of flow.

Phantom
#

Composition Cyclotron
current
[nA]

Irradiation
time [s]

Peak dose [Gy]

1 Gel 5, 10, 20 2.1, 2.3, 2.2 0.3, 0.8, 1.8
2 Gel 5, 10, 20 2.0, 2.0, 2.2 0.3, 0.7, 1.8
3 Water 20 2.5 2.11

Table 4.1: Phantom irradiation parameters. The irradiation start and end were triggered manually,
which explains the slight variability in irradiation times.

In order to detect and localize the droplet vaporizations during irradiation, a
1D-phased array (P4-2v, -6 dB bandwidth: 1.71–3.73 MHz, 64 elements, Verason-
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ics, Kirkland, USA) was used, both for active ultrasound imaging and passive
recordings. The probe was positioned parallel to the phantoms, with an acousti-
cally transparent window (20 µm, polyester) facing the side of the phantoms. The
array was controlled with a programmable ultrasound research unit (Verasonics
Vantage 256, Kirkland, USA). Registration of ultrasound image coordinates with
respect to the room coordinates was achieved by imaging a fiducial object (point
reflector) of known absolute position. The acoustic recordings during irradiation
consisted of a sequence that interleaved active imaging frames with series of pas-
sive acquisitions (Fig. 4.3C). The latter were acquired by setting the system to
passively record acoustic signals quasi-continuously, while the transmission was
disabled. Effectively, this interleaved sequence allowed us to compare P-ULM and
ULM on the same irradiation. The duty cycle of the passive acquisitions was
maximized in order to minimize the number of missed vaporization events (188
µs were recorded over a period of 200 µs, i.e. 94% duty cycle). Every 30 pas-
sive acquisitions, an imaging sequence was introduced. The sequence consisted of
three low-amplitude (4V, well below the acoustic droplet vaporization threshold)
diverging waves (wave angles of -18°, 0°, and 18°). The effective frame rate for
active imaging was 152 Hz. The insertion of the active imaging frames reduced
the percentage of the irradiation time captured by passive ultrasound recordings
to 77%. The ultrasound acquisition length was 3.1 s, which ensured that the entire
irradiation was recorded, as the synchronization of the irradiation and acoustic
acquisition was done manually.

4.3.4. Data processing & analysis
Passive acquisitions (P-ULM)
The radiofrequency (RF) data of passive acquisitions (Fig. 4.4A) were processed
in Matlab (R2019a, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The first three (out of 30)
passive acquisitions (e.g. the first 600 µs) following each active imaging sequence
were discarded, as the RF data contained residual acoustic reflections from the
previous active acquisition. The vaporizations were then located with a three-steps
algorithm, detailed below:

1. Detection of the vaporization events: The RF data were filtered using a
Butterworth low-pass filter (3 MHz cut-off frequency, order 8) to remove the
noise above the expected bandwidth of the ND vaporization signals. Next, a 2D
Wiener filter was applied to enhance the SNR. Then, acquisitions containing a
vaporization event were found by searching for peaks above a fixed threshold.
Only the signals that had a peak in at least 90% of the channels were considered
to originate from a vaporization event.

2. Determination of the TDoAs: Once an event was detected, the TDoAs
were found by cross-correlation. The raw RF data were upsampled by a factor
of 10 and subsequently high-pass filtered (using a 1 MHz, Butterworth 2nd
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order filter) to limit the influence of frequencies far below the bandwidth of
the probe. The filtered data were further denoised with a 2D Wiener filter (Fig.
4.4B). All 64 channels were then cross-correlated in pairs, producing a 64×64
TDoAs matrix [167]. A denoised version of the TDoAs was obtained following
the approach of section VI in Velasco et al. 2016 [168].

3. Fitting of the TDoAs to the one-way time of flight model: The TDoAs
were fitted to Equation 4.3 using a non-linear least squares curve fitting ap-
proach (Fig. 4.4C) to estimate the three independent variables: the axial and
lateral coordinates of the vaporization events, and the error in the estimation of
the reference channel. The fitting was performed following a two-steps approach.
The first fit was performed with the TDoAs (green dots in Fig. 4.4C, top row)
of channels for which (i) the correlation was higher than 20% of the maximum
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correlation score observed across all channels, and (ii) the TDoA compared to
adjacent channels was lower than an empirically determined threshold. The
residuals of the fit were then computed, and all channels for which the absolute
value of the residuals was below µ+ 1.5𝜎 were included in a second curve fitting
step (Fig. 4.4C, middle and bottom panels). Finally, we only counted as success-
fully localized the vaporization events that had a Sum of Squares Error below
a defined threshold (SSE < 0.1 µs2). For both fittings, the reference channel
was chosen to be the channel with the highest vaporization signal amplitude.

The acoustic signatures of single ND vaporization events were then extracted by
coherent delay and sum of the raw RF data from the retained channels. The peak
SNR was calculated as the ratio of the maximum of the signals envelope by the
standard deviation of the background noise.

Active acquisitions (ULM)

Vaporizations were localized in the active acquisitions using the same methods as
in [153]. Briefly, B-mode frames were beamformed offline using the Verasonics tool-
box. Afterwards, differential imaging of subsequent frames was applied to isolate
sparse vaporization events. The differential images were filtered with a 2D Wiener
filter followed by a Gaussian smoothing filter. Next, a threshold for MB detection
was set to be 5 dB above the average of the maximum intensity found in frames
in which no vaporizations were observed (i.e., before the start and after the end of
proton irradiation), to avoid the detection of false positives. Sparse vaporization
events were detected by finding peaks above this threshold, with a minimum area
of 5 pixels, and super-localized by computing their weighted centroid. The peak
SNR was defined as the ratio of the peak intensity of the bubble by the standard
deviation of the background noise in the differential images.

Experimental comparison between vaporization event positions extracted using
ULM and P-ULM

As active and passive acquisitions were interleaved during proton irradiation, the
estimated position of the vaporization events positions extracted using ULM and
P-ULM were compared. For each consecutive passive and active acquisition in
which at least one vaporization event was localized, the nearest pairs of events
were determined using the Matlab function dsearchn, thus identifying identical
events localized by both ULM and P-ULM. If the distance between the locations
of two events was larger than 8 mm (i.e., far above the theoretical resolution limits),
those positions were assumed to originate from two different vaporization events,
and were thus not matched. The axial (𝑧0,𝑈𝐿𝑀 − 𝑧0,𝑃−𝑈𝐿𝑀) and lateral (𝑥0,𝑈𝐿𝑀 −
𝑥0,𝑃−𝑈𝐿𝑀) localization differences between paired events were computed.
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Proton range and spot size estimates from vaporization maps
The spatial distributions of vaporizations were compared to the proton beam
characteristics [153]. First, the vaporizations were binned both in the axial and
lateral directions using 0.5-mm bins, creating 1D vaporization profiles. The spot
sizes in the directions transverse (𝜎𝑡) and parallel (𝜎𝑝) to the proton beam, were
estimated by fitting the axial and lateral 1D vaporization profiles, respectively, to
a Gaussian curve. Then, the proton range, 𝑟80, was estimated as the shift between
the lateral 1D vaporization profile and the modelled stopping distribution of the
protons, which was made of the sum of the protons lost due to nuclear reactions
and the Gaussian distribution of protons stopping at the end of their range (Fig.
4.3A).

4.4. Results
4.4.1. Passive detection of radiation-induced vaporization events
Acoustic signals emitted by vaporizing NDs were passively detected during pro-
ton irradiation for the three phantoms. Depending on the proton beam current
(Table 4.1), the average time between two vaporization events was between 6.6
ms and 1.2 ms (lowest and highest beam current, respectively), confirming that
the vaporization rate was sufficiently low to enable the detection and subsequent
super-localization of single events. Typical examples of observed radiation-induced
vaporization signals are displayed in Fig. 4.5, revealing diversity in the temporal
and spectral characteristics of acoustic signatures of PVA–PFB NDs. The vapor-
ization event in the top row starts with a broadband spike, followed by narrowband,
exponentially-decaying oscillations at low frequency (0.4 MHz). The vaporization
event in the middle row shows non-linear oscillations, with a pronounced harmonic
content. Finally, the vaporization event in the bottom row has a much higher cen-
ter frequency (1.7 MHz), and relatively larger bandwidth. The average center
frequency of all the vaporization signals was 1.5 MHz.

The spatial distribution of all vaporization events localized by P-ULM is shown
in Figure 4.6A, combining the three phantoms. The distribution qualitatively
matched the stopping distribution of protons (Fig. 4.3A), characterized by an
entrance plateau (vaporization by secondary particles) followed by a peak at the
end of the proton range (vaporization by primary protons). The average SNR of
all the events was 17±3 dB for a single channel, and increased up to 29±3 dB
after coherently adding all the channels. The SNR was higher for the vaporiza-
tion events located closer to the probe (Fig. 4.6B). The median of the standard
deviation of the time residuals 𝜎Δ𝜏 was 18 ns, and appeared to be independent of
the vaporization position (Fig. 4.6C). Yet, a weak inverse correlation between the
SNR of the event and the 𝜎Δ𝜏 of the fitting was observed (Fig. 4.6D, correlation
coefficient of -0.12). Furthermore, for a given SNR, the events with a higher center
frequency had much lower residuals (up to 1 order of magnitude difference from 1
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MHz to 2.5 MHz, Fig. 4.6D), although in general, the SNR was higher for events
with a lower center frequency.

4.4.2. Comparisonof event detection and localizationbetweenULMandP-ULM
The experimental detection and localization performances of ULM and P-ULM
were compared by interleaving passive and active acquisitions during proton ir-
radiation of the gel phantoms. Table 4.2 shows the total number of vaporization
events detected and localized using the two methods, for the two gel phantoms
(combining the three irradiations). Interestingly, P-ULM detected twice as many
vaporization events as ULM, although only about half of the events were consid-
ered to be accurately localized using the TDoA fitting approach (i.e., met the Sum
of Squares Error criterion defined above). In contrast, ULM localized directly all of
the detected events, yielding 5–15% less events than P-ULM. The events detected
and localized with ULM had a SNR of 23±8 dB (mean ±standard deviation).
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Number of events Distance between
paired events [mm]

Phantom
#

P-ULM,
detected

P-ULM,
localized

ULM,
localized

Paired
events

Lateral
(µ±𝜎)

Axial
(µ±𝜎)

1 2929 1642 (56%) 1432 771 (54%) 0.10 1.06
2 1915 998 (52%) 964 471 (49%) ±1.47 ±1.75

Table 4.2: Experimental detection and localization efficiency of P-ULM and ULM for the two gel
phantoms.

Only 54% (phantom 1) and 49% (phantom 2) of all events localized by ULM
could be paired to an event localized by P-ULM on a corresponding acquisition,
i.e., in space and time. The mean and standard deviation of the lateral and axial
distances between such paired events are reported in Table 4.2.

The spatial distribution of vaporizations is shown in Figure 4.7A, and the axial
and lateral distributions are shown in Figures 4.7B and 4.7C respectively, for
the third irradiation in both phantoms. Although the overall event distributions
were similar, the positions of the individual events localized with ULM and P-
ULM often differed, due to the high proportion of unpaired events (about 50%)
and relatively high distance between paired events both in the axial and lateral
direction (>1 mm standard deviation, Table 4.2). Events located with P-ULM
were closer to the probe in the axial direction for both phantoms (Fig. 4.7B). The
number of detected and localized vaporizations as a function of the number of
protons is plotted in Figure 4.7D, showing a linear vaporization response for both
methods.
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4.4.3. Specific detection of vaporization events in the presence of flow
The ability of P-ULM to specifically localize vaporization events in the presence
of flow was tested in a phantom made of droplets continuously stirred in water
during irradiation (phantom 3). The vaporization events could be detected and
localized using the same P-ULM algorithm than for the gel phantoms (Supplemen-
tary movie S1). In contrast, ULM did not manage to discriminate between vapor-
ization events and MBs flowing in and out of the elevational plane and yielded a
vaporization events distribution uncorrelated with the proton beam (not shown).
The position of vaporization events localized using P-ULM are displayed in Fig-
ure 4.8A, overlaid on a post-irradiation image of the phantom. The vaporization
distribution was qualitatively in good agreement with the stopping distribution of
protons (Fig. 4.3A). The axial distribution of binned vaporization events is shown
in Figure 4.8B, together with the fitted beam model (bold line). The peak of the
fitted model was used to estimate the proton range (𝑟80).

4.4.4. Experimental range verification accuracy of ULM and P-ULM
The proton range and dispersion estimates from both ULM and P-ULM were com-
pared to reference values (computed in subsection proton beam characterization
of the methods), to assess the ability of P-ULM and ULM to retrieve different
spatial characteristics of the proton beam. We evaluated the deviation between
reference and estimated values for three metrics: the proton range (𝑟80 - 𝑟80,est),
the range dispersion (𝜎𝑝 − 𝜎𝑝,est), and the transverse spot size (𝜎𝑡 − 𝜎𝑡,est). The
results are reported in Table 4.3 for the two gel phantoms, comparing ULM and
P-ULM, and for the water phantom (phantom 3), only for P-ULM since ULM did
not enable to retrieve proton characteristics. Both localization methods provided
submillimeter estimates of the proton range and range dispersion, however, the
error for the range estimates was larger for P-ULM in the gel phantoms (1 and 2).
The range dispersion (parallel to the beam direction) was in excellent agreement
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for both techniques, and the transverse spot size (perpendicular to the beam di-
rection) was largely underestimated by P-ULM in phantom 1 (by more than 50%),
and both underestimated and overestimated by more than 1 mm for ULM.

Phantom #
𝑟80 = 162.80 mm 𝜎𝑝 = 3.15 mm 𝜎𝑡 = 5.46 mm
𝑟80-𝑟80,est [mm] 𝜎𝑝 - 𝜎𝑝,𝑒𝑠𝑡 [mm] 𝜎𝑡 - 𝜎𝑡,𝑒𝑠𝑡 [mm]

P-ULM ULM P-ULM ULM P-ULM ULM
Gel 1 0.90 -0.18 -0.14 -0.12 2.27 1.62
Gel 2 0.53 0.10 -0.05 -0.42 0.19 -1.20
Water 0.03 - 0.19 - 0.17 -

Table 4.3: Comparison of proton beam parameter estimation using vaporization events localized with
P-ULM and ULM. For the two gel phantoms, vaporizations from the three consecutive irradiations
were cumulated.

4.5. Discussion
In this manuscript, we have investigated the passive detection and super-localization
of sparse ND vaporization events triggered by ionizing radiation, and compared
its performances to conventional ULM. First, the theoretical resolution limits of
P-ULM were determined. The axial resolution limits of P-ULM worsened with in-
creasing axial distance between the ultrasound probe and the vaporization event,
and exceeded those of ULM by up to three orders of magnitude for the distances
of interest (2-10 cm). This difference arises from the lack of a time reference in
the case of P-ULM; instead, the axial position is retrieved from the curvature
of the TDoAs. Importantly, in the lateral direction, the precision limits of both
techniques were equivalent for events near the central axis of the probe, and only
worsened for P-ULM when the events were far from the central axis. Next, we
compared the performances of ULM and P-ULM experimentally, by performing
proton irradiation of NDs dispersed in phantoms. P-ULM enabled the detection
of twice as many events as ULM, even though the number of localized events was
similar for both methods. While the distances between the positions of paired
events localized by ULM and P-ULM often exceeded 1 mm (Table 4.2), the pre-
cision of both techniques was sufficient to estimate the proton range and range
dispersion with sub-millimeter accuracy in all phantoms.

The center frequency and bandwidth of the acoustic signals detected with P-
ULM were diverse (Fig. 4.5). We attribute this phenomenon to the polydisperse
size of the NDs used in this study, as the initial droplet size determines the vapor-
ization dynamics [49]. Most of the signatures were broadband at their onset, and
turned into narrowband, decaying signals, with or without harmonics (Fig. 4.5B).
This observation is in agreement with previous reports in literature, showing that
the acoustic signatures are due to a resonant behavior, with a frequency inversely
related to the final bubble size [49]. The narrowband part of most vaporization
signals had a center frequency outside of the -6 dB bandwidth of the probe (1.71-
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3.73 MHz). Still, the SNR of the detected signals was on average higher than in
ULM. We observed an increase in SNR for lower frequencies, which was expected
as larger droplets produce a stronger signal during vaporization [49]. While the
broadband part of the signal was coherent among channels, the low frequency
component showed significant distortion between channels (Fig. 4.4A). We hy-
pothesize that these distortions could be due to a diverse frequency response of
the transducer elements at these frequencies and/or a high variation of the speed
of sound in bubbly media [169, 170]. In order to overcome this limitation, a high-
pass filter was used to retain only the frequency content that was closer to the
bandwidth of the probe prior to estimating the TDoAs through cross-correlation.
Nevertheless, the frequency content had an influence on the error of the TDoAs
estimates; for an identical SNR, a higher frequency content resulted in a lower
error (Fig. 4.6C). This is in agreement with the Cramer-Rao lower bound, which
provides a fundamental limit for the standard deviation 𝜎Δ𝜏 of the error in the
differences in arrival time estimates [171]:

𝜎Δ𝜏 ≥

√
3

2𝑓 30 𝜋2𝑇 (𝐵3+12𝐵)(
1
𝜌2 (

1+
1

𝑆𝑁𝑅2)

2
−1

)
. (4.6)

In this expression, 𝑓0 and 𝐵 are the center frequency and bandwidth, respectively,
of the ND vaporization signal, 𝑇 is the kernel size for time delay estimation, 𝜌 the
normalized correlation between signals and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio of
the received vaporization signals. One the one hand, the Cramer-Rao lower bound
predicts that high frequency, broadband signals improve the localization precision,
which favors smaller droplets. On the other hand, larger droplets produce stronger
signals. In both cases the resulting SNR is influenced by acoustic attenuation and
by the receive sensitivity of the acoustic sensors at the vaporization frequency.

Due to their different detection principle, P-ULM could only detect vaporization
events when the acoustic system was passively recording (77% of the total time
in our experiments), while ULM could detect events during the totality of the
irradiation. After compensating for this effect, the detection efficiency of P-ULM
was at least 2.5 times higher than that of ULM. This higher detection efficiency of
P-ULM could be due to the detection of short-lived vaporized MBs (hence missed
by ULM), or to a difference in the effective width in the elevational direction of the
imaging volume between the two methods [172] owing to a higher SNR of P-ULM.
Indeed, P-ULM benefits from (i) a higher sensitivity, as the RF data only contains
acoustic signals from ND vaporizations, and (ii) a reduced attenuation, owing to
the shorter travel length (one way compared to two-way for ULM) as well as the
lower center frequency of the vaporization events. However, the SNR of ULM may
be further improved by increasing the number of compounded angles.
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Figure 4.9: A Distribution of estimated precision limits for individual events localized in the phan-
toms, assuming that the estimations are unbiased. Blue corresponds to events localized in the passive
recordings with P-ULM, green corresponds to events localized in the active recordings with ULM, and
red corresponds to events localized in active recordings with P-ULM. Difference in the position of
corresponding events between B ULM and P-ULM active, and C P-ULM active and P-ULM passive.
Purple corresponds to the experimental difference, and yellow to the simulated difference using the
estimated precision distribution of subfigure A. 1 and 2 refer to the lateral and axial directions, re-
spectively.

When comparing ULM and P-ULM on corresponding acquisitions, only half of
the events localized by ULM could be paired with an event in P-ULM, which can
be attributed to the differences previously discussed. In order to investigate the
possible origin of the mismatch between paired events, we compared the simulated
and experimental localization precision for three different ways of localizing the
events in the RF data: (i, P-ULM passive) P-ULM localization of the events
detected in the passive acquisitions, (ii, ULM) ULM localization of the events
detected in the active acquisitions, and (iii, P-ULM active) P-ULM localization of
the events detected in the active acquisitions, assuming an unknown transmit time.
Importantly, we did not consider any of the methods as the ground truth as they
can be affected by different sources of errors. Instead, by comparing ULM with P-
ULM active, we isolated the influence of the fitting equation from the influence of
the acoustic signals, which was studied by comparing P-ULM active with P-ULM
passive. First, the theoretical precision limit of each localized event was calculated
by substituting the fitted event position (𝑥0,𝑧0), the array characteristics, and the
standard deviation of the residuals of the fit as 𝜎Δ𝜏,𝑒𝑥𝑝 in Equations 4.4a,4.4b
for P-ULM, and as 𝜎𝜏,𝑒𝑥𝑝 in Equations 4.5a,4.5b for ULM. Combining all the
events localized in the phantoms yielded the distribution of theoretical precision
limits (Fig. 4.9A). Laterally, the precision limits did not differ much between
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techniques, with a median of 12 µm for ULM active, 29 µm for P-ULM active,
and 71 µm for P-ULM passive. Axially, however, the values differed largely, from
2 µm for ULM, to 231 and 574 µm for P-ULM active and passive respectively. This
mismatch between ULM and P-ULM in the axial direction was expected, as the
axial precision limit of P-ULM is far worse (Fig. 4.2B). The increase in the error
for P-ULM passive compared to P-ULM active is due to larger time residuals,
which could be attributed to a lower center frequency and/or bandwidth of the
signals detected passively, as discussed above.

The precision limits distributions in Figure 4.9A represent the expected local-
ization error assuming that the TDoA and ToA estimates are unbiased. However,
both estimates might be biased due to acoustic diffraction, speed of sound vari-
ations in the bubbly medium [169, 170], and the varying elevational positions of
the vaporization events (i.e. violating the assumption 𝑦0=0) [173]. In order to re-
veal the impact of those effects on our estimates, panels b-c show a comparison
of the experimental distances between paired events with a simulated distribu-
tion of distances, using the theoretical distributions of Figure 4.9A and assuming
unbiased estimators. In the lateral direction, the simulated and experimental dis-
tributions were in good agreement when comparing ULM with P-ULM active (Fig.
4.9B1), and only slightly worse when comparing P-ULM passive with P-ULM ac-
tive (Fig. 4.9C1). These results suggest that the differences in the lateral direction
arise mainly from the propagation of the error to the different hyperbolic fits.
The mean distance between events was found to have a very low bias (0.10 mm)
and the dispersion was narrow due to the excellent lateral precision. In the ax-
ial direction, however, the simulated and experimental distances did not match
(Fig. 4.9B2,4.9C2). Taken together, the experimental distances reported in Fig-
ures 4.9B2,4.9C2 account for the axial bias of 1.06 mm and the large dispersion
(1.75 mm) reported in Table 4.2, which result from both the fitting process (Fig.
4.9B2) and the acoustic signals (Fig. 4.9C2). This suggest that the bias between
the two methods arises partly from the difference in the localization scheme, and
partly from the difference in the acoustic signals. We hypothesize that three differ-
ent sources can contribute to the mismatch due to the localization scheme. First,
the elevation position of the acoustic source, 𝑦0, might affect both localization
methods differently, and might lead to biases, particularly in the axial direction.
Second, the axial accuracy of ULM can be strongly affected by the variability in
MB acoustic response and the signal feature used for the time of flight measure-
ment [174]. Third, the acoustic lens in front of the probe has been shown to hinder
the precision of passive acoustic mapping [175]. Importantly, as the true position
of the vaporization events is not known, we cannot determine which localization
technique (ULM or P-ULM) introduces the largest bias. Regarding the influence
of the acoustic signal (Fig. 4.9C2), we suspect that a large difference in acoustic
speed at lower frequencies can induce acoustic diffraction [176].
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The ability of each method to retrieve proton beam features was compared
in Table 4.3. In the ultrasound lateral direction (parallel to the beam direction),
the proton range position and dispersion (𝑟80 and 𝜎𝑝) were estimated with submil-
limeter accuracy by ULM and P-ULM, demonstrating that the lateral localization
accuracy of both methods is sufficient in an in vitro scenario. Importantly, the pre-
cision of the range estimation of P-ULM seems to worsen when the gel was used,
as more events were detected near the symmetry axis of the probe, which slightly
shifted the range estimates towards lower values (Table 4.3). Possible reasons could
be the different, non-spherical dynamics of these droplets in a yield-stress fluid
[177], or variations in the sound speed at low frequencies in the bubbly medium
[176]. In the ultrasound axial direction (perpendicular to the beam direction), nei-
ther ULM nor P-ULM could consistently estimate the spot size with submillimeter
accuracy, even though the spot size of the beam (5.46 mm) was much larger than
the theoretical sub-millimetric precision limits of both techniques in the axial di-
rection (Fig 4.9A2). The error for P-ULM was less than 1 mm in two out of three
phantoms, while it was never sub-millimetric for ULM. We attribute the degraded
mismatch of ULM to the axial variability introduced by the non-linear behavior
of MBs [174]. Furthermore, a bias in the ultrasound axial direction of 1 mm was
observed between the two techniques (Table 4.2), although here we were not able
to find which estimate was closer to the ground truth. Consequently, we anticipate
that proton range verification could be preferably performed with the ultrasound
probe positioned perpendicular to the beam direction, in order to benefit from the
excellent precision and negligible bias observed in the lateral direction.

While this study reports on the feasibility of P-ULM in the context of proton
range verification, it suffers from several limitations. First, the fraction of suc-
cessfully localized vaporization events was relatively low, which suggests that the
localization process can be improved. In order to increase the detection sensitivity
to vaporization events, monodisperse droplets could be used, matching their reso-
nance frequency with the bandwidth of the transducer. The optimal droplet size
might be a tradeoff between the lower fitting error obtained for higher frequency
signals and the higher SNR of low frequency signals, and will depend on the fre-
quency response of the sensors. To improve the efficiency and accuracy of the
localization algorithm, various methods for time delay estimation [178, 179] and
acoustic source localization based on TDOAs [164, 180] could be explored. Second,
the localization precision highly depends on the probe geometry. For these experi-
ments, a commercially available probe with a short aperture (2 cm) and relatively
low number of elements (64) was used. The large increase in detected events for
P-ULM, together with the high SNR and localization performances obtained with
this probe, used to detect signals far from its bandwidth, is encouraging, and
suggests that an even higher number of events could be detected and localized
with an optimized array. For instance, longer apertures can drastically improve
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the localization precision. Additionally, elements at a different elevational position
would allow to localize the vaporization events in 3D, and thereby suppress the
localization errors induced by the ambiguity in the elevational position (which is
inevitable for 1D arrays). Thus, bespoke probes (such as e.g. sparse 2D matrix
arrays) may be desirable for the final application. Finally, several aspects related
to clinical translation remain unexplored. The distance between the probe and
the vaporization events was relatively limited (3-6 cm), and the performances of
P-ULM for deeper targets should be validated. Furthermore, a configuration dif-
ferent from physiological conditions was used in this study, in which NDs were
immobilized in gel phantoms, to facilitate the comparison between ULM and P-
ULM. The behavior of NDs (extravasation) and resulting MBs (persistence, flow)
within the tumor microenvironment and its impact on the localization precision of
ULM and P-ULM should be investigated. ND confinement in vessels might affect
the amplitude and shape of the vaporization signals [181], while the attenuation
and speed of sound variations introduced by different tissue compositions might
impact the localization performances of both techniques [182].

The P-ULM algorithm employed in the current study does not allow to detect
and localize multiple overlapping vaporizations in a single frame. This limitation
did not hamper P-ULM for the proton beam currents and ND concentrations
used in this study, as the average time between vaporizations was longer than 1
ms. More complex algorithms, such as the Hough transform [183], might enable
the detection of overlapping events for higher vaporization rates. In the case of
pulsed proton beams (e.g. IBA’s Proteus One [184]), the time density of protons
might be much higher, as they are delivered in packets of a few µs with a repetition
rate of 1 kHz. In such a situation, the vaporizations might no longer be sparsely
distributed, and the use of less accurate localization techniques, such as Passive
Acoustic Mapping (PAM) [185, 186], might be necessary. However, pulsed beams
can provide a time reference for the vaporization, and hence enhance the precision
of the localization technique [187]. When the events are sparse, this approach could
provide a precision similar to ULM in the axial direction.

In the context of proton therapy range verification, the main foreseen advantage
of P-ULM is its ability to specifically detect vaporizing NDs in the presence of
flowing MBs, which was confirmed in a measurement of NDs dispersed in a wa-
ter phantom with constant stirring. Nevertheless, ULM could also potentially be
used for in vivo range verification, using volumetric imaging associated with a MB
tracking algorithm. Still, we expect the computational cost of P-ULM to be much
lower and favorable to a real-time implementation. Indeed, beamforming [188],
motion compensation [189], and MB tracking [155] are necessary on high frame
rate acquisitions in ULM [190], whereas beamforming and tracking would not be
necessary in P-ULM, and motion compensation could be performed on lower frame
rate acquisitions. Thus, while ULM would remain a more precise option for offline
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analysis, P-ULM might be a better candidate for real time range verification. This
suggests that the two techniques could be combined, by e.g. interleaving active
and passive sequences, which enables image guidance during treatment delivery.
Alternatively, the use of dual-frequency or wideband arrays might allow simul-
taneous vaporization detection and anatomical imaging using different frequency
bands [191–193]. Once optimized for the intended application, the performances
of ULM and P-ULM should be compared in future work, in conditions as close to
the envisioned clinical workflow as possible. Finally, while the technique proposed
here is relevant in the context of proton therapy, it could also be adapted to detect
and localize any sparse acoustic signal which is not associated to a time reference,
such as for ND-based thermal probing [194].

4.6. Conclusion
This manuscript introduced a complementary method to detect and super-localize
ND vaporization events, namely P-ULM. The time differences of arrival of the
acoustic signatures to the elements of the transducer array were used to deter-
mine the position of the vaporizing droplet. The method was proven feasible and
compared with ULM in the context of proton range verification, using an in vitro
setting with a commercially available transducer array. While P-ULM yielded a
higher SNR and detected more events, both methods localized a similar number of
vaporizations. Further optimization of the acoustic sensors and/or the droplet pop-
ulation could increase the number of localized events for P-ULM. The localization
performances of both techniques were similar in the ultrasound lateral direction,
yielding proton range estimates with sub-millimeter accuracy. Even though the
theoretical axial resolution limit was worse for P-ULM, the performances of ULM
and P-ULM for spot size estimation in the axial direction were similar. Impor-
tantly, the P-ULM approach was shown to be insensitive to moving droplets and
MBs, which makes the technique promising for in vivo translation in the presence
of vascular flow.

Appendix I: Theoretical resolution limits of P-ULM
In this appendix, we derive an analytical expression for the theoretical spatial
precision of P-ULM by following the formalism introduced in Desailly et. al. [160].
The two-step approach to localize single point sources is equivalent for ULM and
P-ULM. First, the ToAs (ULM) and TDoAs (P-ULM) are computed for each
array element, which are subsequently fitted to the corresponding time-of-flight
equations. The time difference of flight equation used for the fitting, for each
element 𝑖, is:

Δ𝜏𝑖 = 𝜏𝑖− 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝜀 =
√
(𝑥𝑖−𝑥0)2+ 𝑧20

𝑐
−

√
(𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑥0)2+ 𝑧20

𝑐
+ 𝜀, (A4.1)
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where the independent fitting variables are the location of the acoustic source
(𝑥0,𝑧0) and the error in the estimate of the reference channel time of arrival 𝜀,
𝑐 is the speed of sound, and 𝑥𝑖 is the lateral coordinate of the array element i,
whereas 𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the coordinate of a chosen reference channel. The estimates of
the differences in time of arrival have an inherent error, which will propagate
to the fitted variables. A lower limit of the error for a given vaporization signal
can be estimated by applying the Cramer-Rao lower bound [171], which depends
on different signal properties (e.g., center frequency, bandwidth, SNR, etc.). This
estimate however neglects deviations that can arise experimentally, such as differ-
ent bandwidths among the sensors, or inhomogeneities in the medium. Therefore,
we chose to use the median of the experimental errors observed for our measure-
ments instead, 𝜎Δ𝜏,𝑒𝑥𝑝, which was estimated from the standard deviations of the
distribution of residuals around the hyperboloid fit of each vaporization event.

Then, we use an asymptotic model to derive an analytical equation for the
propagation of the residuals into fitting of Equation A4.1, following Desailly et
al [160]. The standard deviation of the source position estimates can be derived
from the covariance matrix of the estimated source coordinates:

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟 (�̂�0, �̂�0, 𝜀) =
1
𝑛
𝜎2Δ𝜏Γ

−1, (A4.2a)

with Γ𝑘,𝑙 = ∫
𝐿𝑥/2

−𝐿𝑥/2

𝜕
𝜕𝑘

Δ𝜏𝑖(𝑥0, 𝑧0, 𝜀) ⋅
𝜕
𝜕𝑙
Δ𝜏𝑖(𝑥0, 𝑧0, 𝜀) 𝑑𝑥𝑖. (A4.2b)

In these expressions, n is the number of elements of the array, 𝜎Δ𝜏 is the error
in the estimated TDoAs, 𝐿𝑥 is the array aperture length, and (k,l) is any pair of
variables ∈ (𝑥0, 𝑧0, 𝜀). An analytical equation of Γ−1 is obtained when the matrix
is computed under the assumption that the vaporization events take place in the
far-field, such that 𝑧0 ≫ 𝐿𝑥 , with 𝐿𝑥 the array aperture. This hypothesis allows to
simplify the TDoA equation (Equation A4.1) through a Taylor expansion around
𝑥𝑖−𝑥0
𝑧0 ≈ 0 and 𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑥0

𝑧0 ≈ 0, which becomes:

Δ𝜏𝑖 =
1

2𝑐𝑧0
[(𝑥0−𝑥𝑖)2−(𝑥0−𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 )2]+ 𝜀, (A4.3)

with partial derivatives:
𝜕Δ𝜏𝑖
𝜕𝑥0

=
𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑥𝑖

𝑐𝑧0
, (A4.4a)

𝜕Δ𝜏𝑖
𝜕𝑧0

=
(𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑥𝑖)(𝑥𝑖−2𝑥0+𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

2𝑐𝑧20
(A4.4b)

𝜕Δ𝜏𝑖
𝜕𝜀

= 1. (A4.4c)
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Figure A4.1: Monte Carlo simulation results overlaid on theoretical resolution limits of P-ULM
for different situations: A lateral and B axial resolution limit as a function of 𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 , confirming that
the resolution limits do not depend on the choice of the reference channel. C Lateral and D axial
resolution limit as a function of the axial position of the vaporization event, and E and F axial lateral
resolution limit for different values of the lateral position of the vaporization event. Each red dot
represents the standard deviation of the localization error extracted from 500 repetitions, whereas the
black line represents the theoretical resolution limits

The square root of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix yield the
standard deviation of the localization errors for P-ULM in the lateral and axial
direction:

𝜎�̂�0 =
2
√
3𝜎Δ𝜏𝑐𝑧0√
𝑛𝐿𝑥

√

1+60
𝑥20
𝐿2𝑥

(A4.5a)

𝜎𝑧0 =
12

√
5𝜎Δ𝜏𝑐√
𝑛𝐿2𝑥

𝑧20 . (A4.5b)

The analytical equations were validated using the Monte Carlo validation scheme
in [160]. First, we generated theoretical TDoAs (using Equation 4.2) for different
source positions (𝑥0= -27 to 27 mm and 𝑧0 = 20 to 70 mm), to which we added
random Gaussian distributed errors, with a standard deviation given by the ex-
perimental error 𝜎Δ𝜏,𝑒𝑥𝑝. The TDoAs with the errors were then fitted through a
least square fit to the TDoA equation (Eq. A4.1) in order to estimate the source
position. By repeating the process 500 times, 500 different bubble position esti-
mates were obtained for each initial set of parameters. The standard deviations of
the bubble lateral and axial positions were compared to the theoretical resolution
limits. A good agreement was found between simulated and theoretical resolution
limits (Fig. A4.1), except for values of 𝑥0 far from the array center. This implies
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that the assumptions used to justify the Taylor expansion, 𝑥𝑖−𝑥0
𝑧0 ≈ 0 and 𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑥0

𝑧0 ≈
0, fail for large values of 𝑥0 (particularly for small axial distances 𝑧0).
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5
Acoustic modulation enables proton
detection with nanodroplets at body

temperature
Superheated nanodroplet vaporization by proton radiation was recently demon-
strated, opening the door to ultrasound-based in vivo proton range verification.
However, at body temperature and physiological pressures, perfluorobutane nan-
odroplets (PFB-NDs), which offer a good compromise between stability and radia-
tion sensitivity, are not directly sensitive to primary protons. Instead, they are va-
porized by infrequent secondary particles, which limits the precision for range veri-
fication. The radiation-induced vaporization threshold (i.e. sensitization threshold)
can be reduced by lowering the pressure in the droplet such that nanodroplet vapor-
ization by primary protons can occur. Here, we propose to use an acoustic field to
modulate the pressure, intermittently lowering the proton sensitization threshold
of PFB-NDs during the rarefactional phase of the ultrasound wave. Simultaneous
proton irradiation and sonication with a 1.1 MHz focused transducer, using in-
creasing peak negative pressures (PNPs), were applied on a dilution of PFB-NDs
flowing in a tube, while vaporization was acoustically monitored with a linear ar-
ray. Sensitization to primary protons was achieved at temperatures between 29
and 40°C using acoustic PNPs of relatively low amplitude (from 800 kPa to 200
kPa, respectively), while sonication alone did not lead to ND vaporization at those
PNPs. Sensitization was also measured at the clinically relevant body temperature
(i.e., 37°C) using a PNP of 400 kPa. These findings confirm that acoustic mod-
ulation lowers the sensitization threshold of superheated nanodroplets, enabling a
direct proton response at body temperature.

Published as G. Collado-Lara1, S. V. Heymans1, M. Rovituso, H. J. Vos, J. D’hooge, N. de Jong,
and K. Van Den Abeele, Acoustic modulation enables proton detection with nanodroplets at body
temperature, IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control (2022) doi:
10.1109/TUFFC.2022.3164805,
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5.1. Introduction
Proton therapy is an advanced radiotherapy modality which has gained popularity
in the past decade [118]. In contrast to high energy photons, which traverse the
entire patients body, protons deliver most of their dose in a very localized region,
called the Bragg peak, before abruptly stopping at a position known as the proton
range [119]. The proton range can be tuned to correspond to the tumor location
[14], thus enabling to better conform the dose distribution to the tumor and spare
healthy tissues. However, the accuracy at which the range can be determined
in vivo is limited by several sources of uncertainties, either with a physical or
biological/anatomical origin [18, 29]. To prevent severe under- or over-dosages
that may result from those uncertainties, safety margins and sub-optimal beam
arrangements are currently adopted, compromising the tumor dose conformality
[18, 120]. Therefore, in vivo range verification is critical to optimize the treatment
precision and to allow proton therapy to reach its full potential.

The vaporization of superheated liquids by charged particles is a promising
candidate for proton range verification. This technique was initially discovered
in the 1950s in the context of bubble chambers [66, 70], and later expanded to
superheated drop detectors [65, 67]. Recently, the concept was further extended
to injectable superheated nanodroplets (NDs) and proposed as a new solution
for ultrasound-based in vivo proton range verification [69]. In their liquid form,
droplets are effectively invisible to ultrasound, but protons can induce ND va-
porization through direct energy deposition, or by reactions that produce sec-
ondary charged particles (heavy recoil nuclei, alpha particles, etc.), turning them
into echogenic microbubbles [69]. The stochastic distribution of ND vaporization
events can be then acoustically measured, using either offline [74] or online [153]
ultrasound imaging, and related to the spatial distribution of charged particles.

According to the thermal spike theory, charged particles trigger the vaporization
of superheated liquids through homogeneous nucleation [70]. The energy deposited
by the charged particle in the superheated liquid must exceed the energy required
to create a gas embryo above a critical size, and must be deposited within a
distance comparable to the diameter of the critical embryo. Mathematically, the
condition can be written as:

⟨
𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑥 ⟩𝐿eff

≥
𝑊tot
𝑎𝑅𝑐

(5.1)

where ⟨𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑥⟩𝐿eff

is the ion track-averaged linear energy transfer (LET), 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the
critical embryo nucleation energy, 𝑅𝑐 is the radius of a critical embryo, 𝑎 is known
as the nucleation parameter, and the product of 𝑎 by 𝑅𝑐 defines the effective length
𝐿𝑒𝑓 𝑓 . 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 and 𝑅𝑐 can be calculated from the thermodynamic properties of the
superheated liquid [65, 69]. The nucleation parameter, 𝑎 , is an empirical constant
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for which values between 2 and 12 have been reported depending on the radiation
type [65, 147, 195]. The right side of equation 5.1 represents the sensitization
threshold, i.e. the threshold which determines if a charged particle with a given
LET can trigger droplet vaporization. The sensitization threshold depends on the
degree of superheat of the liquid core [196], which is the temperature excess above
the liquid boiling point, and which might be influenced by the droplet shell and
size .

The degree of superheat can be tuned by varying the NDs internal temperature
and pressure, and as it increases, NDs become sensitive to lower LET particles
[147]. In a proton beam and at low degrees of superheat, only high LET sec-
ondary particles lead to ND vaporization [69, 74]. While the proton range can be
indirectly inferred from the distribution of secondaries (using an approach simi-
lar to other range verification methods such as PET [25, 197, 198] and Prompt
Gamma Imaging [26, 199, 200], this method suffers from limitations. Firstly, the
fluence of high-LET secondary particles is two orders of magnitude lower than
that of primary protons [146], requiring a higher droplet concentration to achieve
the same number of vaporizations. Secondly, the process to infer the range suffers
from uncertainties related to the nuclear reaction cross-sections [18, 201]. There-
fore, in order to obtain a precise and unambiguous measurement of the range,
direct proton-induced ND vaporization is desirable.

One of the most common liquids used to produce superheated NDs is perflu-
orobutane (PFB, C4F10, boiling temperature of -2°C at 1 atmosphere). Perfluo-
rocarbons are biocompatible [202], and numerous studies have reported a good
in vivo stability of coated PFB NDs [203–206], making this liquid core a good
candidate for clinical translation. Unfortunately, the degree of superheat of PFB
is below the sensitization threshold for protons at the physiological temperature
of 37°C [74]. Previously, the degree of superheat of bubble chambers and super-
heated drop detectors was tuned by modifying the ambient temperature [207, 208],
the static ambient pressure [209], or by using superheated liquids with different
boiling temperatures [210, 211]. While the first two options are unfeasible in an
in vivo application, the last option also suffers from several limitations. On the
one hand, most of the superheated liquids used in in vitro detectors might not be
biocompatible [40]. On the other hand, lower molecular weight perfluorocarbons,
e.g. perfluoropropane (C3F8, boiling temperature of -37°C), (i) have a reduced
stability due to a faster dissolution of the droplet perfluorocarbon core into the
surrounding liquid [45, 204], and (ii) are expected to lead to a large number of
spontaneous vaporization events at physiological temperatures, as the degree of
superheat will be closer to its limit [45, 194, 204, 212]. Thus, for in vivo range
verification, a different approach to achieve direct vaporization of PFB NDs by
protons is preferred.

In the context of sono-photoacoustic imaging, the simultaneous use of ultra-
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sound and pulsed laser radiation was shown to facilitate the vaporization of NDs
coated with optical absorbers [213–215]. The vaporization threshold was reduced
by the rarefactional phase of the acoustic wave compared to scenarios where ul-
trasound or pulsed laser illumination was used alone. Here, we propose a similar
approach, in which an acoustic wave is used to dynamically increase and decrease
the NDs degree of superheat during proton irradiation, reducing the energy re-
quired to trigger proton-induced vaporization during the rarefactional phase of
the acoustic wave. Based on the thermal spike theory (equation 5.1), which has
only been validated for uncoated drops and hydrostatic pressure changes, a de-
crease of 73 kPa would enable proton-induced vaporization of PFB NDs at 37°C.
We hypothesized that acoustic modulation with a relatively low frequency would
have the same effect with similar pressure levels for coated NDs. This technique
would enable direct in vivo proton range verification. In this study, we used an
acoustic imaging platform to detect ND vaporization during proton irradiation
in combination with a low-frequency acoustic modulation field, covering a range
of acoustic amplitudes, at different temperatures. This allowed to demonstrate
the feasibility of acoustic modulation and estimate the range of negative pressures
which enable proton sensitization at each temperature, including the physiological
case (i.e. 37°C).

5.2. Materials andmethods
5.2.1. Nanodroplet formulation

Perfluorobutane nanodroplets (PFB-NDs) with a polyvinyl alcohol shell (PVA-
PFB) were prepared according to the protocol detailed in [165]. Briefly, an empty
glass vial sealed with a rubber cap was immersed in liquid nitrogen, and gaseous
PFB was injected into the vial. The PFB quickly cooled and condensed in the
closed vial. Subsequently, 5 ml of a PVA and NaIO4 (2% mol/mol) solution in
milli-Q water (2% w/v) were injected into the closed vial, followed by sonication
in an ice-cold ultrasonic bath (Emi30, EMAG, Waldorf, DE) for 15 minutes at
100% power to encapsulate the liquid PFB in PVA shells. After storage at 4°C for
1 hour, the shell crosslinking was completed and the NDs were washed in a two-
step centrifugation process: after a first centrifugation at 1000 g for 5 minutes, the
supernatant was re-centrifuged at 2600 g for 7 minutes. Both pellets were then re-
combined and redispersed in 5 ml of Milli-Q water, yielding a droplet concentration
in the range 5-50 mM (PFB in water concentration measured with Nuclear Mag-
netic Resonance spectroscopy). The radiation sensitivity of this ND formulation
has been demonstrated in previous studies [74, 153, 165]. The intensity-weighted
mean diameter of this ND formulation, measured by Dynamic Light Scattering,
is 799 nm ±25 nm, with a polydispersity index of 0.3 [74] (Fig. S5.1). NDs were
stored at 4°C and used within 4 days post preparation.
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Figure 5.1: A Schematic of the setup (top view). The proton beam, modulation transducer, and
linear array were co-aligned to the target tube in which nanodroplets were flowing. B Position of the
cellulose tube with respect to the stopping distribution of charged particles. The tube area is shown
together with the -6dB elevational plane thickness of the L12-5 probe.

5.2.2. Acoustic modulation transducer
In order to achieve a quasi-static pressure modulation with respect to the time
scales of radiation-induced vaporization, a 1.1 MHz acoustic frequency was used.
The quarter period of MHz waves is several orders of magnitude longer than the
time necessary for an ion to nucleate a critical embryo, which was estimated to be
in the order of tens of picoseconds [70]. This low frequency also ensures a relatively
uniform pressure distribution within the droplet, whereas higher frequencies would
lead to unwanted effects such as droplet resonance [216] or acoustic focusing [217].
A custom-made high-intensity focused transducer was used (center frequency 1.1
MHz), built from a spherically-focused PZT element (48 mm, Meggit Ferroperm,
Coventry, UK) and air-backed to ensure a high transmission efficiency. The steady-
state pressure field (Fig. S5.2) and peak negative pressure (PNP) at focus were
characterized using a calibrated needle hydrophone (0.2 mm, Precision Acoustics,
Dorchester, UK), while driving the transducer with a 30-cycles sine wave. The
acoustic focus was located at 48 mm, and the -6 dB length and width at focus
were 15 mm and 1.8 mm, respectively.

5.2.3. Experimental setup
Proton irradiation experiments were carried out at the research beam line of the
Holland Proton Therapy Center (Delft, the Netherlands). The beam line provides
a continuous horizontal pencil beam, with clinical settings (proton energies ranging
from 70 to 250 MeV and beam intensities from 1 to 800 nA at beam extraction). A
clinically-relevant beam energy of 158 MeV was used for the current experiments
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(corresponding to a range in water of 17 cm). A water tank equipped with resistive
heaters and a temperature control unit was positioned with its entrance wall
located at the isocenter (i.e. the reference point in the proton beam path) (Fig.
5.1a). The irradiation target was a cellulose tube (6 mm diameter, 75 µm wall
thickness, Serva, Heidelberg, DE), in which a ND solution was flowing. The tube
was positioned vertically and perpendicular to the proton beam direction. Both
ends of the cellulose tube were connected to smaller tubes (1.5 mm inner diameter),
one of them connected the cellulose tube with a syringe pump (inlet), while the
other served as an outlet. To ensure inflation of the cellulose tube, a moderate
overpressure (0.36 bar) was achieved by connecting a 30G needle to the tube
outlet. In order to avoid variations in overpressure with temperature, the outlet
of the tube was cooled down in a water reservoir at room temperature (not drawn
in Fig. 5.1a).

The modulation transducer was located inside the water tank, at the same height
as the proton beam axis, and focused at the center of the cellulose tube. The trans-
ducer was driven with signals generated by an AWG (ww2571a, Tabor Electronics,
Nesher, IL) and amplified by 53 dB (150A100B, Amplifier Research, Sourdeton,
USA). An L12-5 linear array was used to image the tube and capture ND vaporiza-
tion events. The linear array was fixed outside the water tank and connected to a
Vantage 256 system (Verasonics, Kirkland, USA). Acoustic coupling was ensured
by a 20 µm-thin polyester window attached to the wall of the water tank. The lin-
ear array was positioned parallel to the tube, providing a long axis cross-sectional
image in the flow direction. In order to co-align the modulation transducer and the
linear array, the tube was temporarily replaced with a 1 mm diameter steel rod
fixed at the location corresponding to the center of the tube and the pulse-echo
signals of both acoustic probes were maximized.

In order to reduce unwanted vaporization events owing to high-LET particles,
the center of the tube was positioned at the wake of the proton stopping distri-
bution (Fig. 5.1b). Indeed, the fluence of high-LET secondaries drops proximal to
the primary proton fluence due to the Coulomb barrier [166]. While this choice of
tube position also led to a reduction in the number of stopping protons, the ratio
of primary protons to secondary particles increased by one order of magnitude.
The exact position of the tube with respect to the proton range was measured
independently using the technique presented in [153], and the tube was found to
be located 6.1 mm behind the position at which 50% of the primary protons have
stopped (i.e., the proton range).

5.2.4. Acoustic modulation experiment
ND dilutions were prepared by mixing 800 µl of native suspension with 60 ml
of Milli-Q water (estimated concentration in the tube of 60-700 µM). The dilu-
tion was driven from the syringe directly through the tube at 1.8 ml/min using
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a syringe pump (AL-1000, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, USA) and ir-
radiated with a proton flux of 2.22 x 108 protons/s at the center of the tube
(400 nA beam current at extraction). The water tank was heated to 50°C and
allowed to reach gas equilibrium overnight. During the experiments, the heating
system was turned off and proton-induced ND vaporization was monitored during
cooling down, while a magnetic stirrer kept the temperature homogeneous inside
the tank. A thermal IR camera (i7, FLIR, Wilsonville, USA) facing the cellulose
tube recorded the temperature. The ND solution was refreshed every 20 to 30 min.
Thus, measurements were performed between 50°C and 29°C (including 37°C). At
50°C, 43°C, 39°C, and 35°C the droplet dilution in the syringe was renewed.

Two different sets of recordings were acquired, depending on whether the tem-
perature was above or below the proton sensitization threshold for the NDs used:

1. Sensitivity to protons at ambient conditions: First, the temperature at which
the droplets lost sensitivity to protons at ambient pressure was determined.
Acoustic recordings were performed during proton irradiation, without acous-
tic modulation, at different temperatures during cooling down of the water
tank.

2. Acoustically-induced sensitivity to protons: Once a drastic decrease of the
number of vaporization events during proton irradiation was observed, we
concluded that the temperature was below the sensitization threshold to
protons. Consequently, the sensitization in the presence of an acoustic mod-
ulation field was studied. Acoustic recordings with and without acoustic
modulation and proton irradiation were performed at different temperatures,
during cooling down of the water tank.

5.2.5. Ultrasound sequence
The acoustic modulation and ultrasound imaging sequences are depicted in figure
5.2a. Interferences between the modulation field and the monitoring sequences
were avoided during the experiments by introducing a delay between the imaging
sequence and modulation pulse. The acoustic modulation transducer was trig-
gered by the Vantage system 40 µs after each image acquisition with the L12-5
array (8.9 MHz, plane waves, 0°angle). The pulse repetition frequency (PRF) for
a single sequence (modulation + imaging) was 800 Hz. Effectively, each acquired
image showed the effect of the previous modulation pulse. Long pulses (910 µs)
at 1.1 MHz were used for acoustic modulation, achieving a 72% duty cycle. This
high duty cycle ensured a higher number of proton-droplet interactions during
the rarefactional phases of the acoustic modulation wave, which accounted for
36% of the total time. Each acquisition consisted of 10 different acoustic pressures
subsequently applied to the dilution of flowing droplets. 200 pulses were sent for
each pressure step, from 0 to 900 kPa PNP, leading to a total acquisition time of
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Figure 5.2: A Timeline of the acoustic modulation experiments. B Example of a B-mode image of
the tube at the start (left) and end (right) of an acquisition. The red solid lines represent the ROI,
and the red dashed-dotted lines represent the -6dB limit of the acoustic modulation beam. The bright
spots at the center of the tube are vaporized nanodroplets.

2.5 seconds. The irradiation was always started before the ultrasound acquisition
sequence and stopped once the acquisition was finished, providing a continuous
proton beam during the whole sequence. After each acquisition, the cellulose tube
was monitored, allowing the liquid flow to clear the produced bubbles before the
next acquisition. For each temperature, three acquisitions were performed: (i) pro-
ton irradiation, no acoustic modulation, (ii) proton irradiation and simultaneous
acoustic modulation, and (iii) acoustic modulation alone, without proton irradia-
tion.

5.2.6. Data processing
The radiofrequency data recorded with the Vantage system was stored to a disk
and processed offline. First, B-mode images were reconstructed using the built-
in Verasonics beamformer (Fig. 5.1b). Then, two regions of interest (ROI) were
defined, one comprising the intersection of the proton beam cross section and the
tube, and the other marking the -6dB limits of the acoustic modulation field. The
boundaries of the first ROI were marked as the high vaporization density area on
ultrasound recordings at 50°C during proton irradiation. In order to determine
the boundaries of the second ROI, the focus of the modulation field within the
B-mode images was located using an acquisition in which the delay between the
acoustic modulation and imaging pulses was removed. In this acquisition, the
acoustic modulation field led to a change in the medium acoustic impedance which
increased the backscatter intensity. The weighted centroids of the bright regions
were used to locate the focus position in the lateral direction (Fig. S5.3), and the
-6dB width measured with the hydrophone was then added.
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Vaporization events in the ROI were measured and localized using the same
principles as in [145]. Briefly, the frames were zero-phase filtered in slow time
using a Butterworth high-pass filter (order 10, 300 Hz cut-off frequency, 25% pass-
bandwidth). This step aimed at removing the slow changes in intensity between
frames, only retaining the fast changes due to ND vaporization. Then, any image
region whose intensity exceeded a given threshold, defined above the noise level
in the frames without events, was localized and counted as a vaporization event.
Finally, the vaporization counts were compared at different temperatures, in the
presence and absence of acoustic modulation and proton irradiation.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Sensitivity to protons at ambient conditions
Figure 5.3a shows the vaporization events distribution as a function of the lateral
position in the tube and recording time for different relevant temperatures in the
absence of acoustic modulation. We chose such representation -where the axial
positions of the events inside the tube are stacked- to make more compact graphs,
as the axial distribution of vaporization events was not relevant for this study.
Each yellow dot represents an individual event. Since the beam cross-section (13.3
× 13.3 mm FWHM) covered most of the ROI defined in the ultrasound images (16
× 4 mm), the counts were distributed within the region of interest. The total num-
ber of counts (Fig. 5.3b) was used as an indication of the sensitivity to protons
at ambient conditions. The counts peaked at the highest investigated tempera-
ture (50°C), and decreased with the temperature of the medium. This decreasing
trend continued until the counts flattened below 43°C. At this point, very few
counts were measured (between 40 and 230 events during the 2.5 s recording),
thus sensitivity to primary protons was assumed to be lost. Note that the 2D
spatial distributions of vaporization events for the entire temperature range are
shown in figure S5.4.

5.3.2. Spatial quantification of the vaporization events
When ND vaporization by protons was no longer observed at ambient conditions,
the use of acoustic modulation to restore sensitivity to protons was investigated.
The role of acoustic droplet vaporization (ADV) was also assessed during a second
acquisition performed using the same acoustic modulation sequence but without
proton irradiation. Figure 5.4 displays vaporization events again, but the verti-
cal axis now represents the steps in acoustic modulation PNP. Each graph shows
the data for one temperature. Supplementary data show the full 2D spatial dis-
tribution of vaporization events in the tube for all pressure steps (Fig. S5.5 and
supplementary videos online). Blue dots in figure 5.4 represent the vaporization
events during proton irradiation with simultaneous acoustic modulation, while
black dots represent the vaporization events for acoustic modulation alone (no ir-
radiation). In the absence of acoustic modulation (0 kPa), the vaporization counts
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Figure 5.3: A Vaporization maps during proton irradiation without acoustic modulation as a function
of lateral position and time within the ROI for different temperatures. All axial positions within the
ROI are included. B Total number of counts for recordings with proton irradiation only (no acoustic
modulation) for all recorded temperatures. The stars indicate the temperatures at which the droplet
solution was replenished.

were negligible. A similar vaporization rate was observed until the PNP exceeded
a certain threshold, which increased with decreasing temperatures. At low PNP,
vaporization started at the acoustic modulation focus, represented by the two red
dashed lines in figure 5.4. A further increase in modulation pressure amplitude
resulted in a larger area where vaporization occurred. For all tested temperatures,
the pressure at which vaporization occurred when the acoustic field was applied
during proton irradiation was much lower than when the acoustic field was used
alone (more than 500 kPa lower at the temperatures at which ADV was observed),
thus showing a pressure range where vaporization events were induced by the com-
bination of acoustic modulation and proton irradiation.

The number of counts at each pressure step is shown in figure 5.5. A threshold
at 250 counts was used to estimate the sensitization pressure. Near this thresh-
old value, an increase in the slope of the count curves can be observed for all
temperatures, and after the threshold, the counts increased at each pressure step.
In addition, the counts at each pressure decreased with temperature, except for
35°C. Note that the NDs solution was replenished just before the acquisition at
this temperature. The PNP threshold varied between 200 kPa at 40.5°C and 800
kPa at 29°C, with 400 kPa at 37°C.
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5.4. Discussion
In this study, we have investigated the use of an acoustic modulation field to lower
the radiation-induced vaporization threshold of PFB NDs, in order to achieve
direct sensitivity to protons. At ambient pressure (1.36 bar in our experiment),
proton-induced vaporization events were observed at elevated temperatures (50°C)
and their number gradually decreased with temperature, until sensitivity to pro-
tons was lost between 43 and 41°C. These observations are in agreement with pre-
vious findings for superheated drop detectors, which showed a smooth, sigmoidal
sensitization to charged particles, rather than a steep change in vaporization count
[147, 207]. We attribute the few residual vaporization counts observed for irradi-
ations at temperatures below 41°C to vaporizations due to high LET secondary
particles and/or spontaneous vaporizations. A low-frequency acoustic field was
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then applied during proton irradiation, enabling proton-induced vaporization at
acoustic PNPs ranging from 200 kPa (40.5°C) to 800 kPa (29°C), well below the
Acoustic Droplet Vaporization threshold found in this study (>800 kPa at 41°C
and lower temperatures). The use of an acoustic modulation field thus sensitized
the NDs to protons at temperatures for which, at ambient pressure, such NDs
would be vaporized by higher LET secondaries only [74].

While the energy sources differ, these observations are similar to findings re-
ported for sono-photoacoustics, where ND vaporization was facilitated by the
combination of laser heating of NDs coated with a plasmonic absorber and the
rarefactional pressure from an acoustic wave [213, 214]. We hypothesize that a
transient increase in the ND degree of superheat due to a pressure decrease dur-
ing the rarefactional phases of the pulse was the mechanism leading to proton
sensitization. Thermal heating due to ultrasound was estimated to be <0.01°C
during an acquisition, and therefore, was assumed to be negligible. During the
rarefactional phase of an acoustic wave, the LET threshold decreases compared to
its value at ambient conditions, and could thus reach values below the maximum
LET of protons, allowing the latter to vaporize NDs.

The thermal spike theory (equation 5.1) accurately predicted the sensitization
threshold of superheated detectors when the ambient temperature or pressure
changed in quasi-static conditions [209]. Thus, it is interesting to compare the
theory with the experimental values we observed using an acoustic modulation
field. Figure 5.6 shows the theoretical sensitization threshold to protons repre-
sented as a blue region, in contrast to the experimental values, shown as black
markers. In order to calculate the theoretical values, first, the experimental pro-
ton sensitization threshold at ambient pressure (1.36 bar, Fig. 5.3b) was used
to estimate the nucleation parameter a. Combining the theoretical peak proton
LET in PFB (74.5 keV/µm (Turner 2007)) with the sensitization temperature
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observed experimentally (between 41°C and 43°C), we found an upper and lower
limit for the nucleation parameter of 3.4 and 2.9, close to values previously re-
ported in the literature for protons (i.e. a=2.1-2.9) [65, 211]. Then, the theoretical
LET threshold was determined as a function of temperature and pressure in the
droplet core, assuming that the acoustic pressure adds quasi-statically to the am-
bient pressure. For the experimental values, the RMS pressure (reached during
50% of the rarefactional phase) was used to take into account the oscillatory be-
havior of the wave, and uncertainties of ±50 kPa (due to the pressure steps) and
±15% (due to the hydrophone calibration) were added to the experimental points
to form the uncertainty region from linear fits of the upper and lower limits. The
experimentally-determined acoustic pressures required for proton sensitization ex-
ceed the values predicted by the thermal spike theory, and the mismatch increases
as the temperature decreases. In all cases, the differences are larger than the esti-
mated uncertainties.

The discrepancy between theory and experiments could be due to limitations
both in the theoretical model and in the method used in this study. The ther-
mal spike model used to estimate the effect of the acoustic modulation field is
static, neglecting dynamic effects, such as the radial oscillations that the acoustic
modulation wave induces to a vapor embryo. These could result in shrinkage and
disappearance of the embryo during the consecutive compressional phase [217, 218].
Such an effect would be highly frequency-dependent and would raise the acous-
tic pressure needed for vaporization, in comparison to a static change in ambient
pressure assumed by the model. Moreover, the thermal spike model was shown
to deviate from experimental observations, especially at low degrees of superheat
[147, 209]. Finally, the model does neither account for the additional energy re-
quired to expand the viscoelastic shell during vaporization, nor for the effect of the
Laplace pressure both of which might be size dependent. Modelling these effects
requires a precise knowledge of the shell properties, such as the thickness, shear
modulus, and viscosity at high strain rates, and lays outside of the scope of this
work.

The method employed to find the sensitization thresholds reported in this study
was based on the vaporization counts. Importantly, three conditions are required
for the counting method to accurately quantify the number of vaporization events:
vaporizations are sparse; microbubbles do not subsequently disappear; and flowing
bubbles do not enter or leave the imaging plane. Due to limitations of the experi-
mental setup used in our study, these conditions could not be entirely satisfied, as
a large density of vaporization events was observed at high pressures, and some of
the resulting microbubbles flowed in and out of the ultrasound field of view, likely
resulting in an overestimation of vaporization events. However, we do not expect
these limitations to significantly affect the sensitization threshold detection, as
it is associated with low vaporization counts. A threshold corresponding to 250
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vaporization counts was chosen as it qualitatively matches with a change in the
slope of the count curves (Fig. 5.5). The number of vaporization counts depends
on the probability for a droplet to be simultaneously exposed to the PNP of the
modulation wave and traversed by a proton at the end of its range. Spatially, the
calibrated PNPs are only reached in a confined spot, and the effective width of
the acoustic sensitization region grows together with the applied pressure, increas-
ing the vaporization probability. This is observed in figure 5.4, as initially the
vaporization region was confined to a small area near the transducer focus, and
increased with the applied acoustic pressure. Temporally, the vaporization prob-
ability increases with the effective time during which the rarefactional pressure
is lower than the sensitization threshold. Once the proton sensitization threshold
is reached, the proton-induced vaporization probability also increases with the
degree of superheat [147, 207]. For these three reasons (spatial uniformity of the
pressure field, temporal variation of the pressure, and effect of the degree of super-
heat), the number of vaporization events are expected to increase with increasing
PNP above the sensitization threshold. This might have led to an overestimation
in the reported sensitization threshold values.

Additionally, it has been previously reported that the presence of microbubbles
can reduce the acoustic vaporization threshold of superheated droplets, presum-
ably owing to inertial cavitation of the microbubbles [219]. Given that some of
the vaporized NDs remained in the acoustic field during one acquisition, this ef-
fect might have impacted our measurements. However, we do not expect it to be
the main mechanism, as we did not observe an avalanche of vaporizations when
bubbles were seeded in the presence of a high intensity acoustic field. Instead,
the supplementary videos (material online) show that when acoustic modulation
is added to proton irradiation, vaporization events are distributed over a broad
region. Besides, during control measurements with acoustic modulation in the ab-
sence of irradiation (black dots in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. S5.5), some sparse events were
detected, which would have also led to an avalanche of vaporizations if a reduc-
tion in the ADV threshold due to the presence of microbubbles was the main
mechanism.

Furthermore, the droplet concentration was not accurately controlled during all
the acquisitions. The droplet dilution in the syringe was only renewed every 20 to
30 minutes, before the measurements at 50°C, 43°C, 39°C, and 35°C. Therefore, a
concentration decrease over time might have occurred for measurements acquired
in-between those temperatures. The latter can be clearly observed in figure 5.3b,
as lower counts than expected were observed for the temperatures at which the
sample was not fresh. This decrease might have introduced a bias in the detection
of the sensitization threshold in figure 5.5, as the 250 counts will be reached earlier
if the concentration is higher. However, we do not expect it to have played a critical
role, as large pressure steps were used in these experiments, and a consistent trend
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can be observed in the experimental sensitization threshold in figure 5.6.
All in all, taking the previous points into account, we suggest the reader to

interpret the sensitization thresholds in this manuscript as a trend rather than
an accurate assessment of the required acoustic pressure for proton sensitization.
While this study shows the feasibility of modulating the NDs degree of superheat
with a focused acoustic pressure field, the precise proton sensitization threshold
should be determined in future studies. Ideally, a spatially-uniform modulation
field would be used, and longer recordings should be acquired for each modulation
PNP, allowing a relevant statistical analysis and preventing the need to define an
arbitrary value (e.g., 250 vaporization event counts) to determine the sensitization
threshold. Furthermore, to unveil the physical mechanism, the influence of a series
of important parameters, such as the acoustic modulation frequency, droplet size,
droplet concentration, and droplet shell should be investigated in future studies.

The PNPs necessary for ADV were much higher than the PNPs necessary for pro-
ton sensitization at all investigated temperatures, as seen in figure 5.4. In record-
ings made using acoustic modulation alone, ADV was mostly observed at 40.5°C
for PNPs above 800 kPa, while only very few vaporization events were recorded
for lower temperatures within the investigated PNPs (0-900 kPa). A wide range of
ADV thresholds have been reported in the literature for PFB NDs, ranging from
1.2 to 3.5 MPa at 37°C [205, 220–223]. Such a large variation reflects the depen-
dence of the ADV threshold on the ambient conditions, the acoustic pulse, and the
droplet size, composition and concentration. A recent study investigated the effect
of most of these parameters on the ADV threshold of PFB NDs, showing that it
decreases with increasing pulse length, PRF, temperature, droplet size and con-
centration, and with decreasing frequency [223]. Our study employed long pulses
(1000 cycles), high PRF (800 Hz), and a relatively high droplet concentration
(60-700 µM), together with a low US frequency (1.1 MHz), which could explain
the relatively low pressure (800 kPa) at which the onset of ADV was observed at
40.5°C.

We envision that acoustic modulation could enable proton-induced vaporization
of PFB NDs for in vivo range verification and dosimetry. Although indirect ND
vaporization induced by secondary particles at physiological temperature could
be used [69, 74], such an approach suffers from severe constraints. The presented
technique allows direct proton detection while employing the popular PFB liquid
as the ND core. In this study, we have used relatively large ( 800 nm) PVA coated
droplets compared to recent superheated ND studies ( 100-300 nm) [52, 223, 224]).
However, although the sensitization threshold might be formulation dependent,
we expect the acoustic modulation concept to apply to other droplet formulations
and sizes. The droplet size is likely to have an impact in the clinical translation
of this technique; smaller droplets might more easily extravasate from the leaky
vasculature of tumors [225], which could potentially result in a more spatially-
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homogeneous droplet distribution. On the other hand, the larger the droplet, the
higher the probability of interaction with a proton, resulting in a larger number
of vaporizations for the same number concentration. The optimal size for in vivo
translation should be addressed in future studies.

The threshold PNP for proton-induced ND vaporization at 37°C was as low as
400 kPa, which means that proton sensitization could be achieved in vivo with
a mechanical index of 0.29. This value is well below the MI=1.9 limit of FDA
for diagnostic imaging [226], and is close to the values used in low-MI contrast-
enhanced ultrasound (0.1-0.25 [227–229]). Since the Bragg peak in the proton
direction is a few millimeters, and range shifts are expected to be in the order
of millimeters, using a volumetric ultrasound system to sonicate a volume of 20
× 20 × 20 mm3 would enable range verification. While the achievable pressure
uniformity over such an acoustic volume remains to be investigated in vivo, we do
not expect non-uniformities to impede range verification, as long as the pressure
remains sufficiently high to ensure sensitivity to protons in the entire acoustic
volume. Ideally, the ultrasound array could be used both for acoustic modulation
and imaging, reducing the setup complexity. In the present proof-of-concept study,
a continuous proton beam was used together with an acoustic modulation field
with a long pulse length and a high PRF (1000 cycles, 800 Hz), to increase the
duty cycle, and hence the effective time during which NDs were simultaneously
exposed to protons and ultrasound. These long pulses did not lead to a tempera-
ture increase in water during this experiment. However, tissue heating should be
prevented in physiological applications, and might limit the acoustic duty cycle.
This can potentially compromise the performance for continuous proton beams, as
the number of vaporization events will be directly related to the duty cycle. There-
fore, although the acoustic modulation approach is feasible for all proton therapy
systems, in our opinion, the optimal clinical translation would be achieved for
proton accelerators delivering a pulsed proton beam. In such a scenario, acoustic
modulation can be applied for the duration of the proton spill, allowing a short
pulse length and low duty cycle, while using the time in between proton bursts to
image and localize ND vaporization events.

5.5. Conclusions
This manuscript reports on the feasibility of achieving direct vaporization of PFB
NDs by protons at physiological temperature by combining proton irradiation with
a dynamic pressure modulation using an acoustic field. PVA-PFB NDs flowing in
a tube were simultaneously irradiated with a proton beam and sonicated with
acoustic waves of increasing pressure amplitudes, while ND vaporization was mon-
itored by an ultrasound array positioned parallel to the tube. Proton-induced ND
vaporization was observed at temperatures below the sensitization temperature
corresponding to ambient pressure conditions and using acoustic pressures below
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Supplementary Figure S5.1: A Intensity-weighted size distributions of PVA-PFB nanodroplets (3
consecutive measurements). B Corresponding correlation curves.

the ADV threshold. We attribute this effect to an increase of the NDs degree of
superheat during the rarefactional phase of the ultrasound wave, hence lowering
the radiation-induced vaporization threshold. Importantly, the required PNP at
37°C for proton sensitization was low (400 kPa), which suggests that acoustic mod-
ulation could be implemented clinically to enable in vivo proton range verification
and dosimetry with the popular PFB NDs.
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Supplementary Figure S5.2: Peak negative pressure map of the 1.1 MHz acoustic modulation
transducer.
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Supplementary Figure S5.3: B-mode acquisition of the tube cross-section during acoustic modula-
tion, with no delay between the imaging and modulation pulses, for alignment purposes. Two regions
of interest (ROI) were defined: the vaporization region (red solid line), where the proton beam crosses
the tube, and the acoustic modulation focus (red dash-dotted line). The center line of the modulation
field was found from the weighted centroid of the modulation regions (yellow solid line). The white
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the fact that the field was oblique with respect to the tube, including every lateral position where the
pressure was above -6dB.
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Supplementary Figure S5.5: Spatial distribution of vaporization events in the tube, for all applied
PNPs and for the five tested temperatures. The horizontal axis is the lateral ultrasound axis (parallel
to the tube), while the vertical axis is the axial ultrasound axis. The blue dots represent counts
during simultaneous proton irradiation and acoustic modulation, while the black dots correspond to
acquisitions with acoustic modulation alone.
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8
Discussion

Radiotherapy is fundamental for current cancer treatment [4, 5]. Measuring the
delivered dose distribution will help to minimize radiation toxicity, and hence to
optimize the therapy [79]. Yet, no dosimetry technique has emerged as a clini-
cal gold standard [28, 29]. Along this thesis, we have investigated the potential
of Ultrasound Contrast Agents (UCAs) in combination with ultrasound imag-
ing (US) for radiotherapy dosimetry. First, we studied the response of clinically-
approved microbubbles (MBs) irradiated in a conventional megavoltage photon
beam (Chapter 2). While we observed a dose-dependent acoustic response for
one of the formulations, the response at clinically relevant doses was too low to
be useful in an in vivo scenario. We then focused on the emerging superheated
nanodroplets (NDs), irradiated in a proton beam (Chapters 3-7). Superheated
NDs vaporized into MBs upon irradiation, making them promising candidates for
verification of the proton range.

8.1. Ultrasound-contrast-agent-based dosimetry
8.1.1. Microbubbles
In Chapter 2 we studied the response to radiation of two of the most clinically
used UCAs (SonoVue™/Lumason™, Definity™/Luminity™) using a megavoltage
photon beam. We observed an effect on the properties of SonoVue, but no rel-
evant effect on Definity. The main effects on SonoVue were: an increase of the
acoustic attenuation (in agreement with Verboven al. in [63]), a decrease in the
sample concentration, and a decrease in the acoustic scattering, especially at the
second harmonic. The addition of the size distribution measurements allowed us
to observe a different influence of radiation on MBs of the same size, but different
formulation. This observation suggests that a chemical reaction led to the mea-
sured changes. A literature survey [101–107] pointed that DPPG-Na, present on
the coating of SonoVue, degraded faster than the components of Definity under
the influence of ionizing radiation. This hypothesis would agree with the observed
results, as the lower concentration and harmonics at low acoustic pressures suggest
a weakened MB coating.
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Theoretically, by relating the cumulative acoustic response with the absorbed
dose, SonoVue MBs could be used for dosimetry. However, for clinically relevant ra-
diation doses (i.e. ∼2 Gy), the magnitude of the acoustic changes was low (<1dB).
Such a difference can be measured in a well-controlled in vitro environment, but
in an in vivo scenario the response might be buried under the uncertainty related
to the acoustic scanner, biological motion, and MBs [108]. Thus, a more sensitive
MB formulation may be necessary for in vivo dosimetry.

8.1.2. Nanodroplets
In subsequent chapters we focused on superheated NDs irradiated with a proton
beam. NDs were “invisible” to ultrasound, but vaporized into echogenic MBs upon
proton beam irradiation. The phase change was triggered when the particles in
the proton beam transferred part of their energy to the NDs [69]. We observed
(Chapters 3 & 5), in agreement with previous studies [69, 74], that the energy
necessary to vaporize a droplet decreased with the droplet degree of superheat (i.e.
excess of temperature above the boiling point of the liquid core). At lower degrees
of superheat, the droplets were only vaporized by high-Linear Energy Transfer
(LET) particles produced during rare collision of protons with atomic nuclei (i.e.
nuclear reactions, up to 103 keV/µm) [69, 166]. This is because protons stopping
at the end of their range due to Coulombic interactions have a lower LET (∼80
keV/µm). It was only at higher degrees of superheat that both particle types could
vaporize the droplets. The remaining chapters of this thesis aimed to assess the
feasibility of using this principle to determine the stopping distribution of protons
(i.e. range verification [119])

Range verification
In order to exploit the ND vaporizations for range verification, it is critical to
understand how the spatial distribution of ND vaporizations and the spatial dis-
tribution of protons relate to each other. In Chapter 3, we studied their relation
both at lower and higher degrees of superheat. At lower degrees of superheat, the
vaporization distribution depicted the stopping distribution of protons due to nu-
clear reactions. This observation was expected, as only the high-LET products
of these reactions could vaporize the droplets, and they have a short range of
tens of microns [69]. At higher degrees of superheat, the spatial distribution of
vaporizations depicted a combination of the distributions of protons stopping by
nuclear reactions and protons stopping at the end of their range. We attribute
the fact the stopping distribution was depicted, instead of the proton fluence, to
the higher LET of protons at the end of their range (i.e. Bragg peak, Fig. 1.1A).
Before their individual Bragg peak, the LET of protons is expected to be below
the threshold for ND vaporization. After comparing the spatial distribution of
vaporizations with the appropriate proton stopping distribution, we observed a
sub-millimetric agreement. Consequently, the distribution of vaporizations could
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8. DISCUSSION

be regarded as a stochastic sample of stopping distribution of protons, conformed
by those protons that stop in the vicinity of a droplet and supply enough energy
for its vaporization. The proton beam range could then be estimated by fitting
the vaporization distribution to the appropriate stopping distribution (as done in
Chapter 6).

Among the two scenarios, i.e. lower and higher degrees of superheat, the accuracy
of the first scenario is expected to be lower. On the one hand, the range verification
precision will increase with the number of vaporizations (Chapter 6); and we
observed (Chapter 3) that for the same number of protons, less vaporizations
were produced when the droplets were not directly sensitive to protons. On the
other hand, estimations of the stopping distribution due to nuclear reactions have
associated uncertainties [18, 201] that will propagate into the final range estimate.
Instead, direct information of the range can be extracted when the droplets are
directly sensitive to protons. For these two reasons we expect the case where
NDs are directly sensitive to protons desirable for range verification. In the two
following sub-sections we focus on the theoretical range verification precision of
this scenario.

Number of vaporizations
The number of detected vaporizations will affect the precision of the proton range
estimate. In Chapter 6 we proposed and validated experimentally a statistical
model that predicts the number of expected vaporizations, due to protons stopping
at the end of their range, for a given number of protons, droplet size, and droplet
concentration. For this, the model assumed that the probability for a proton to
vaporize a droplet was equivalent to the probability of a proton stopping within
a droplet.

Experimentally, we observed that, within the same phantom, the vaporization
rate slowed down with time, even though the proton rate was constant (Fig. 6.5).
This differed from the linear vaporization rate observed in Chapters 3 & 4. Lin-
earity was to be expected, unless the droplet concentration decreased over time,
suggesting that the ND batch used in Chapter 6 may have had a lower stability.
Still, while a decrease in the vaporization rate is undesirable in the final applica-
tion, it did not introduce a major limitation to this study, as we could correct for it
during post-processing. Regarding the influence of the droplet number concentra-
tion, we observed linearity on the number of vaporizations, in agreement with the
proposed model. However, although the model predicted an equal number of va-
porizations for equivalent volume concentrations, a lower number of vaporizations
was measured for smaller droplets (∼1.5 µm diameter) than for larger droplets
(∼4 µm diameter). This result suggests that larger droplets may be more efficient
for dosimetry if they remain biocompatible. Despite the mentioned deviations, all
the experiments were in agreement with the model in, at least, the order of mag-
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nitude. Thus, the model may serve as a tool to quickly estimate the number of
vaporizations, and hence the range verification precision, as we will discuss in the
following sub-section.

It is important to note that the droplet diameters in this study were always
above the micron, as a precise size and concentration measurements of smaller
droplets is methodologically challenging [212]. Thus, it is not clear whether these
results can be directly extrapolated to sub-micron droplets, and furthermore, it
prevents us to compare the model with the experiments in Chapters 3-5, where
we used polydisperse NDs. If these were to be used for the final application, a novel
approach may be necessary to assess the vaporization probability of sub-micron
droplets.

Range verification precision
Subsequently, also in Chapter 6, the predicted number of vaporizations was
combined with Monte Carlo simulations in order to estimate the range verification
precision as a function of clinically relevant parameters (i.e. number of protons
and droplet volume concentration). Since the number of protons is determined
by the treatment plan, here we calculated the droplet concentration necessary to
achieve a range verification precision that would overcome the in vivo proton range
uncertainties [18]. Two different scenarios were considered: (i) range verification
per single spot, i.e. single energy beam at one location, and (ii) range verification
per layer, i.e. multiple spots with same energy at slightly different positions [260].
The estimated concentration ranged from 10-7–10-5 Lliquid/Lblood for (i), and 10-9–
10-7 Lliquid/Lblood for (ii). Since ND formulations are not clinically approved, we
cannot compare these values with a direct reference. Nevertheless, the relevance
of these concentrations will be discussed in detail in section 8.2.3.

Importantly, our model assumed ideal conditions (e.g. homogeneous distribution
of bubbles, gaussian beam spot, etc.). In vivo, these ideal conditions will be com-
promised by the heterogeneous environment of tumors [261], which may decrease
the range verification precision for a given ND concentration. Thus, while this
model may be used to provide an estimate of the order of magnitude on the nec-
essary droplet concentration, more precise calculations may be required to model
the influence of heterogeneities. Additionally, the range verification precision could
degrade if ND depletion occurs in areas with a higher density of vaporizations. In-
deed, DFB-NDs remain in a gaseous state after vaporization [50], losing their
ability to detect other protons. In Chapters 3 and 4 we observed linearity in
the number of vaporizations with protons, suggesting that depletion was negligible.
Indeed, in Chapter 6 we estimated that depletion could only account for a small
loss of vaporizations (<2%). However, this percentage will depend on the number
of protons, spot size, droplet size, and droplet concentration, and thus should be
evaluated for each specific irradiation.
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8. DISCUSSION

Absolute dose measurement
Since the number of vaporizations can be expressed as a function of the number of
stopping protons (Chapters 3, 4), the number of vaporizations could be used to
estimate the absolute absorbed dose. Nevertheless, in our experiments (Chapter
6) we observed a high variability in the number of vaporizations among different
phantoms, up to 30× higher than predicted by the statistical model. While it is not
clear if this difference arose from the handling of the sample, or slight deviations
in the temperature of the phantoms, it shows that the number of vaporizations
is highly sensitive to variations. Therefore, in order to estimate the absolute dose
from the number of vaporizations, a precise insight on the droplet distribution
and ambient conditions during the irradiation may be necessary.

Acoustic modulation of ND superheat
In our experiments, we used NDs with a decafluorobutane core (DFB, T𝑏 = −2
°C). At body temperature, these NDs could not be directly vaporized by primary
protons, only by high LET secondary products (Chapters 3 & 5). Still, DFB
may be desirable due to its higher stability compared to the next shorter perfluo-
rocarbon (i.e. octafluoropropane (OFP), T𝑏 = -36,7 °C). Indeed, at physiological
temperatures, OFP is close to its spinodal [194], which is the theoretical limit of
superheat [252].

To achieve direct sensitivity to protons at body temperature with DFB-NDs,
in Chapter 5 we proposed the use of acoustic modulation waves. These waves
reduced the pressure in the droplet core during the rarefactional phase, allow-
ing primary protons to vaporize the NDs at lower temperatures than at ambient
pressure (i.e. T<43 °C). We hypothesize the mechanism behind the enhanced sen-
sitivity was an increase of the NDs degree of superheat during the rarefactional
phase of the acoustic wave. In our study we only used 1.1 MHz waves (as a rela-
tively low frequency), but proton sensitization might be possible with a range of
frequencies, although different acoustic amplitudes may be required. Here, sensi-
tization was achieved with acoustic mechanical indices well below the FDA safety
limit MI = 1.9 [226] (MI = 0.29 at 37 °C). This result suggests that acoustic
modulation could enable proton sensitivity with DFB-NDs in an in vivo scenario,
given that the duty cycle of the waves does not induce excessive tissue heating, as
will be discussed in detail in section 8.2.2.

Vaporization mechanism
The mechanism by which charged particles lead to the vaporization of superheated
liquids was proposed by Seitz in the context of the bubble chamber [70]: enough
energy must be supplied in the superheated liquid to nucleate a gas embryo above
a critical size R𝑐 [262] (i.e. critical energy W𝑐), over a distance comparable to the
size of a critical embryo (i.e. effective length Leff [65]). Our results suggest the
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same theory applies to superheated NDs: only particles depositing energy within
the droplets could vaporize them (Chapter 6), and lower LET particles could
only vaporize droplets when the temperature increased, and hence W𝑐 decreased
(Chapter 3).

Previous studies have proposed a model to estimate W𝑐 and R𝑐 for various
superheated liquids, using semi-empirical equations [263]. These models were suc-
cessfully used for superheated detectors, which consist of larger droplets (normally
in the range of hundred microns) without a shell [65]. In Chapters 5 we used the
same model to estimate the acoustic pressure necessary to enable proton sensitiv-
ity, but it underestimated the threshold, especially at low degrees of superheat.
This deviation could have arisen in the experimental methods (see discussion sec-
tion of Chapters 5), or in the model itself. Indeed, the model assumes a static
pressure, neglecting the oscillatory nature of acoustic waves, which could drive
the gas embryo to dissolution in subsequential compressional phases [218, 264]. A
second disagreement with the previous models was observed in Chapter 6. Here,
the probability of droplet vaporization was estimated from a geometrical model.
The best fit to the experimental results required a much larger Leff than predicted
by the previous model. This deviation may have arisen from the presence of a
shell, which requires some energy to expand during vaporization, hence increas-
ing the total W𝑐 [265]. Thus, these disagreements suggest that, while the current
homogeneous nucleation model sufficed for the bubble chamber and superheated
detectors, further modelling efforts are necessary for NDs.

In vivo proof-of-concept

The previous chapters showed the potential of superheated NDs for proton range
verification in an in vitro setting. We observed that, at physiological temperature
(i.e. 37 °C), the droplets were sensitive to protons stopping by nuclear reactions.
However, this sensitivity cannot be directly extrapolated to in vivo conditions,
as the energy necessary for ND vaporization may increase [222]. In preliminary
study (Chapter 7), we observed ND vaporizations in the vasculature of an animal
upon proton beam irradiation, suggesting the concept to be viable in physiological
conditions.

Two different beam energies were used, in order to asses whether a shift in the
proton range could be detected (10.1 mm expected shift). Although we observed a
difference in the vaporization area that would agree with a range shift, the differ-
ence was 1.9 mm shorter than expected. We hypothesized that this deviation may
have arisen from multiple factors (See section 7.4), which could not be evaluated
given the preliminary nature of this study. Thus, in the future, the study should
be extended, ideally comparing the range estimates with a ground truth.
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8.1.3. Acoustic read-out of the radiation dose
While the dose was sensed by the UCAs, the dose readout was provided by an
acoustic measurement. The specific acoustic sequence to measure the dose differed
for MBs and NDs. MBs showed a larger sensitivity to radiation in the harmonic fre-
quency band (Chapter 2). We proved that amplitude-modulated pulse inversion
(AMPI) [95], could be used to isolate the changes in the harmonic band. Nonethe-
less, the sensitivity to radiation of other contrast pulse sequences (e.g. pulse in-
version, amplitude modulation, etc. [86, 95]) could be investigated in the future.
Regarding NDs, although their vaporization could be measured offline [69], in this
thesis we presented two online methods which localized single vaporizations during
irradiation of the target, i.e. active, using high-frame-rate US (Chapter 3) and
passive, recording the acoustic waves produced during ND vaporization (Chapter
4). Both methods employed the principles of super-resolution, providing resolu-
tions below the traditional acoustic diffraction limit [156, 266]. Furthermore, both
methods provided a sub-millimetric estimate of the proton stopping distribution
in the lateral direction, outperforming previous studies where traditional B-mode
ultrasound images were used [69, 74]. When comparing the two online methods,
both offered different advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, the local-
ization precision of individual events was better in the active method (Chapter
4). On the other hand, the SNR in the passive method was higher, even though
most of the acoustic signals produced during droplet vaporization lay outside the
-6dB bandwidth of the transducer. Furthermore, the passive method was inher-
ently insensitive to flowing bubbles in the imaging field. Contrarily, the active
method might require computationally-expensive algorithms [155] to distinguish
flowing MBs from new vaporizations. This difference is expected to be important
in vivo, where the vaporized NDs may flow in the vasculature. In Chapter 7 we
used a different acoustic system, which at the time did not allow us to implement
either of the two methods in the in vivo experiment. Thus, future experiments
should compare their performance in in vivo conditions.

Importantly, the vaporizations produced during acoustic modulation were de-
tected using the online-active method (Chapter 5). Future studies should assess
the combination of acoustic modulation with the online-passive method. This
combination should be feasible, especially when the frequency band of acoustic
modulation pulses does not overlap with the frequency band of the vaporizing
droplets [267]. This was the case for most of the vaporizations in our passive
detection study (Chapter 4), which had a peak frequency below the frequency
used in the acoustic modulation study (1.1 MHz, Chapter 5). Thus, expectedly,
acoustic modulation may work in combination with the two online techniques.
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8.2. Towards the clinic
In order to be adopted in the clinic, UCA-based dosimetry should offer some ad-
vantages over the other available dosimetry technologies. In conventional (mega-
voltage photon) radiotherapy, Electronic Portal Imaging Device (EPID) is the
most widespread technology [23]. EPIDs measure the attenuation of the photon
beam after it has crossed the patient, providing a 2D measurement. These can be
combined with anatomical images of the patient and real-time measurements to
provide 4D estimates of the dose distribution [268, 269]. However, EPID requires
a large initial investment in equipment and software, which has prevented a wide
adoption of this technique in many radiotherapy centres [79].

In proton therapy, since protons do not exit the patient, EPIDs cannot be used.
Other techniques are under research, aiming to overcome the proton range un-
certainties [18]. Currently, the main options under clinical evaluation provide a
proton range estimate using the distribution of some secondary products pro-
duced during nuclear reactions, i.e. Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [25],
and Prompt Gamma imaging (PG) [26]. Since these methods do not directly de-
tect protons, they are bound to the uncertainties of modelling the cross section
of nuclear reactions [18, 201]. Furthermore, PET systems are often located out of
the treatment room, which delays the range measurements and can increase the
range verification uncertainty up to a few mm [270].

Ionoacoustics is gaining interest as an experimental technique for proton range
verification [27]. This technique uses the acoustic waves generated during ther-
mal expansion of tissues upon energy deposition of a proton packet. However, the
acoustic amplitude of ionoacoustic waves is below the noise level of conventional
acoustic systems [271]. Targeting this limitation, MBs were recently introduced in
the context of ionoacoustics by Lascaud et al [272]. MBs increased the thermoa-
coustic wave amplitude under certain condition, acting as amplifiers (rather than
sensors, as proposed in this thesis). Still, achieving sub-millimetric precision with
ionoacoustics is expected to be challenging, as the frequency band of the waves is
sub-MHz [273].

In comparison, in UCA-based dosimetry, UCAs would act as millions of tiny dose
sensors distributed in the tumor region, which would be monitored by means of US.
This approach would offer some advantages over the aforementioned techniques.
First, US systems are relatively inexpensive, and already available in most therapy
centres. Second, UCA dosimetry would provide an in situ measurement of the dose,
in real time, and with a sub-millimetric precision. Furthermore, US would also
register the patient’s anatomy, allowing to track biological motion and anatomical
changes. These advantages make UCA-based dosimetry an interesting alternative
to the current methods. However, although the experiments presented along this
thesis prove the dosimetric capabilities of UCAs in an in vitro setting and hint their
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potential for in vivo dosimetry, further research is required before this technique
can be translated into the clinic. Hereinafter we discuss those we consider of higher
relevance.

8.2.1. The Ultrasound Contrast Agents
Regarding MBs, several formulations have been approved by medical regulatory
agencies [33], and using them reduces the associated cost and time of introducing
a new technique into the clinic [274]. Unfortunately, these MBs showed a low sen-
sitivity to radiation, both in a megavoltage photon (Chapter 2) and in a proton
(data not shown) beam. Thus, the low sensitivity of the clinically approved formu-
lations suggests the necessity of a new formulation, engineered to detect clinically
relevant radiation doses.

Here we propose three possible paths for the design of radiation-sensitive MBs.
Since it seems that radiation destabilized the coating of SonoVue MBs (Chapter
2), the sensitivity to radiation could be enhanced (i) using a coating that de-
grades quickly under ionizing radiation. A degraded shell would allow the gas to
quickly diffuse into the surrounding medium [275], hence modifying the acoustic
response [85]. A similar approach was followed by Akamatsu et al. [113] to design
liposomes that released their payload after irradiation. In that case, unsaturated
phospholipids, which quickly degrade under radiation, were used. Alternatively,
(ii) a crosslinked shell that ruptures upon [276], or (iii) a coating that crosslinks
under the influence of ionizing radiation, could be designed. UV-sensitive MBs
have been produced following this approach [112], which suggests that different
chemical components could make the concept work with ionizing radiation. Impor-
tantly, since they do not deposit the dose in an equivalent manner, the sensitivity
of the formulations to photons and protons should be assessed independently.

In our studies, the MB radiation response was assessed by comparing irradiated
with non-irradiated MBs, as time-related processes [108] also led to changes in the
acoustic response. While this approach could be replicated in an in vivo scenario,
using the response of non-irradiated regions as a baseline, the ideal dosimetric
MB formulation should provide a radiation-specific response that can be identified
independently of time-related processes.

Regarding NDs, there is currently no formulation approved for clinical use. Along
this thesis, DFB-NDs encapsuled by a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) shell were used,
which had an excellent stability in in vitro environments, but only became directly
sensitive to protons at physiological conditions in combination with acoustic mod-
ulation. Thus, the formulations could be further optimized to detect protons while
providing a good stability. On the one hand, the droplet core has a large influence
on both radiation sensitivity and stability. A core with a higher degree of super-
heat increases the sensitivity to protons [65], at an expense of a lower stability
[45]. Since, biocompatibility limits most of the NDs used in literature to PFCs
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([202]), OFP is a candidate to provide direct sensitivity to protons, when acoustic
modulation must be avoided. In this regard, condensed Definity should be consid-
ered [205], as it could be faster translated into the clinic. However, the stability of
OFP-NDs should be tested, as the liquid’s superheat limit is close to physiological
temperatures [194]. Alternatively, a stability-sensitivity trade-off may be achieved
mixing OFP with DFB in adequate fractions [277]. On the other hand, the ND
shell is expected to play an important role in stability [278], and also to influence
the sensitivity to protons [265]. In the context of acoustic droplet vaporization,
PVA shells offered a good stability, but they had a higher vaporization threshold
than other surfactants with a similar stability [279]. Thus, future studies should
evaluate the performance of different ND formulations in the context of range
verification.

Importantly, along this thesis we only irradiated NDs using a proton beam.
Some studies suggest that superheated NDs could be also used for dosimetry
in a megavoltage photon beam [165, 265, 280]. Indeed, the thermal spike theory
predicts that sufficient degree of superheat can be achieved to enable phase change
in photon beams [74]. Furthermore, the feasibility of using acoustic modulation
for photon beam sensitization could be addressed in the future.

Finally, the UCA size is also relevant. In this thesis, polydisperse MBs and
NDs were used. Recently, several techniques have been developed to either pro-
duce [221, 281, 282], or sort [81, 283–285] polydisperse into monodisperse samples.
Since monodisperse MBs can be driven simultaneously in resonance, they produce
stronger backscattering for the same concentration [286], which would be benefi-
cial for radiation sensitivity. Regarding NDs, their size will impact several aspects:
First, the vaporization probability, with larger droplets offering a better efficiency
(Chapter 6). Second, smaller droplets have the potential to extravasate in the
leaky vasculature of the tumor [224], which could be used to increase the local ND
concentration. Third, larger droplets can lead to local thrombolysis [245], which
can provide a therapeutic effect in the tumor, but undesired effects in healthy
regions. Finally, the ND size is related to the resonance frequency of the resulting
MBs [287], and could be tuned to match the frequency bandwidth of the acoustic
sensor. This aspect is especially critical in P-ULM, where monodisperse NDs at the
transducer resonance could maximize the number of localized events (Chapter
4). Summarizing, the ND size influences multiple aspects, especially in vivo, for
which future studies should assess the optimal size.

8.2.2. The dose read-out
The acoustic sequence (pulse repetition rate, acquisition time, etc.) should be
optimized to detect the cumulative radiation-induced changes on the UCAs. Re-
garding MBs, the optimal acoustic sequence will depend on the behavior of the
future dosimetric formulations. The sensitivity of the acoustic sequence could be
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further enhanced with advanced post-processing techniques, e.g. singular value
decomposition, SVD [259] or high-order SVD [288]. Regarding NDs, we envision
two main options: offline and online imaging. Offline imaging offers a simpler
implementation, as it does not require the acoustic system to record during the
irradiation, and may require less computational power. Contrarily, online imag-
ing can provide a higher localization precision and real-time dosimetry. Besides,
online imaging can be used to track anatomical motion [289], which will further
reduce the uncertainty of the range estimate, especially on moving organs around
the abdominopelvic region. Furthermore, real-time monitoring could compensate
for dynamic effects, such as biological wash-out [270], growth of vaporized NDs
via Ostwald ripening (as suggested in Chapter 7), or MB dissolution into the
bloodstream [96, 290]. Finally, when NDs are not directly sensitive to protons, on-
line sequences may include acoustic modulation pulses to increase the ND degree
of superheat. These points suggest that, in a clinical scenario, online imaging is
highly desirable over offline imaging, although its implementation may be more
technically-challenging.

The acoustic array (frequency band, geometry, and number of sensors) should
optimize the acoustic sensitivity and the field of view. The frequency band of the
transducer is normally chosen according to the depth of the organ to be imaged
[148], but it also plays an important role in the interaction with the UCAs. If nec-
essary, the agent size could be adapted to have a resonance frequency within the
frequency band of the transducer. Furthermore, wideband sensors [193], or dual-
frequency arrays [191, 192] could offer a different frequency for imaging and for
UCAs detection, which may be especially interesting for the passive localization
of ND vaporizations. The array configuration will determine the other two dimen-
sions of the field of view (i.e. lateral and elevational). Current research efforts in
3D acoustic imaging are directed towards matrix [291] and sparse [292] arrays,
which are desirable for in vivo dosimetry. Additionally, during online dosimetry,
the probe must be held in position. Several options, currently under research, could
be used for this purpose; e.g. robotic arms holding conventional probes [293], or
flexible transducer that attach to the patient’s skin [294, 295].

The temporal sequence of the proton source
Different proton beams provide a different pulse repetition frequency and duty
cycle. The temporal sequence will play an important role for localization of single
vaporizations, as signal sparsity is required. Sparsity may be compromised when
the protons are condensed in a short time. In that case, some options could be
explored: (i) more complex detections algorithms (e.g. Hough transform [183], ar-
tificial intelligence [296, 297], etc.), (ii) higher imaging frame rate [298] during
the beam on-time, requiring higher computation power, and (iii) a lower droplet
concentration at the expense of a lower dosimetric precision. When sparsity is com-
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pletely lost, the vaporization distribution could be measured using conventional
B-mode images or Passive Acoustic Mapping (PAM) [299], which will provide a
lower resolution than the techniques proposed in Chapters 3 & 4. In our studies
we used a continuous proton beam, for which sparsity was preserved. Some ther-
apy centres use pulsed beams [14], which condense the same amount of protons
in packets of a few 𝜇𝑠, repeated with a kHz rate. Thus, sparsity might be more
easily compromised. This may also be the case with FLASH therapy, which uses
radiation dose rates more than 100× faster than conventional therapy [300]. Future
studies should study how to optimize the vaporization detection in these cases.

When acoustic modulation must be used, the beam’s temporal sequence will
also influence the required duty cycle of the acoustic modulation waves. In or-
der to maximize the number of ND vaporizations in continuous beams, a quasi-
continuous acoustic modulation would be necessary. This introduces two chal-
lenges: First, a high-power ultrasound system should be used, and second, exces-
sive tissue heating should be avoided [226]. While the technical limitation can
probably be solved, the biological one cannot be bypassed. If acoustic heating
rate exceeds the dissipation rate, the duty cycle should be reduced, and hence
the number of vaporizations will decrease. Instead, pulsed beams may allow to
allocate time for heat dissipation during the beam off-time. Thus, while acoustic
modulation may work with continuous beams, we expect the implementation to
be favourable in combination with pulsed beams.

8.2.3. Other challenges and limitations
Increasing the in vivo ND concentration will increase the number of vaporizations,
and hence improve the range verification precision. However, high concentrations
may increase the risk of secondary effects. Thus, one of the main challenges for this
technique is achieving sufficient droplet concentration in the tumor region, while
remaining clinically safe. The required droplet concentration for a high range veri-
fication precision was estimated in the range of 10-9–10-5 Lliquid/Lblood (10-7–10-3

Lgas/Lblood after phase change). Currently, we lack a direct clinical reference, as
no ND formulation is approved for clinical use. Nevertheless, the lower bracket
of the concentration is comparable to the volume concentration of clinically ap-
proved MBs used for imaging (i.e. 10-6 Lgas/Lblood [246]). Also, the concentration
of ∼3×10-7 Lliquid/Lblood used in Chapter 7, did not lead to apparent adverse
effects. Furthermore, the fatal dose of dodecafluoropentane (DDFP, Tb = 28 °C)
droplets in a canine model was reported as 10-4 Lliquid/Lblood [245], which is much
above the concentrations proposed in our study. This fatal limit value serves as
a reference, but is not directly comparable to the fatal limit of DFB droplets in
humans: on the one hand, the limit dose will be lower for the higher degree of
superheat of DFB droplets [247]. On the other hand, the limit dose is higher in
humans than in smaller animals [248]. Thus, while required concentrations seem
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to lie below dangerous doses, future studies should investigate in detail the bio-
compatibility of DFB droplets at these concentrations, as well as the uptake in
the tumor area. Alternatively, if these ND concentrations are not achievable with
regular NDs, other strategies, such as targeted NDs [249] or ND extravasation
[224], could be used to increase the droplet concentration in the tumor region.

Contrary to in vitro phantoms, tumor environments are highly heterogeneous
[261], displaying a tortuous vasculature, and often having bad perfused regions.
Moreover, the wall of tumor vessels allow for extravasation of small particles [43],
including NDs [224]. Therefore, it is expected that the in vivo UCA distribution
will be heterogeneous and bounded to the perfused region. This, in combination
with an unknown ND distribution (as droplets echogenicity is limited [301]), poses
a challenge to retrieve the radiation dose. To illustrate this limitation, one may
think of the extreme case where no vaporizations are detected in a region. If the
ND distribution is unknown, one cannot be sure whether no dose was deposited in
that region, or contrarily, no NDs were present. Thus, the ND distribution needs
to be assessed. One option is the acoustic detection of liquid NDs [302], although
this technique requires very-high imaging frequencies which are limited to shal-
low imaging depths. Another approach is the co-injection of MBs, which would
surrogate the ND distribution. However, future studies should verify whether the
biokinetics of both agents remain comparable. A third option is the use of 19F
MRI to localize the fluor in the ND core, although this would require extra equip-
ment that may not normally be available in radiotherapy centres. Finally, the
droplets that remain unvaporized after irradiation could be acoustically vapor-
ized. OFP [157] and DFB [50] NDs have been vaporized with mechanical indices
below safety limits. Thus, this last option may be the easiest to translate into
clinical application.

Besides, the tumor heterogeneities will distort the proton stopping distribution.
We suspect that this distortion played a role in our in vivo experiments, as the
stopping range was not uniform (Fig. 7.3). In our in vitro studies, we retrieved
the range by fitting the 3D model to the localized vaporizations (see Fig. 6.3).
This method is expected to be more robust than using a single feature of the
vaporization profile (e.g. the maximum dose location), as it exploits the spatial
information of all the vaporizations. In an in vivo scenario, the heterogeneities on
the dose deposition profiles should be included in the fitting in order to reduce the
error. This may be done with the combination of anatomical images and Monte
Carlo simulations [303].

Finally, two main limitations arise regarding the type of tumors that could
be monitored with UCA-based dosimetry. On the one hand, the technique will
be limited to tumors with sonic accessibility. On the other hand, interferences
between the ultrasonic hardware and the radiotherapy beam should be avoided,
to prevent both deviations in the dose deposition and damage to the acoustic
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sensors [304]. For this, during the treatment plan, radiation gantry angles that
could intercept the acoustic sensors may be forbidden. Nevertheless, the resulting
plan should be evaluated to verify that it is not suboptimal.

8.3. Conclusion
The experimental studies presented along this thesis suggest that UCAs could be
used for dosimetry. On the one hand, current clinically approved MBs did not
provide a strong response to radiation. Still, a small acoustic response was ob-
served on one of the formulations, suggesting that future efforts could be taken to
design a radiation-sensitive MB. On the other hand, superheated NDs vaporized
upon irradiation with a proton beam in in vitro and in vivo conditions. Although
the droplets were not directly sensitive to protons at physiological temperatures,
acoustic waves could be used to enable sensitivity in such conditions. In phantoms,
the spatial distribution of vaporizations and stopping protons were in submillime-
ter agreement, which could be exploited for proton range verification. Furthermore,
the concentration of ND necessary to provide a good range verification precision
was estimated to lie near clinical MB concentrations. These promising results show
the potential of superheated NDs for proton range verification. In the coming fu-
ture, different studies should assess different aspects regarding clinical translation,
for which experiments with animal models will be crucial.

8.3.1. Outlook for the future
Contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) is an evolving field [33]. While UCAs were
originally introduced in the clinic as a diagnostic tool, more and more research
lines show their potential for therapeutic purposes [305], some of which are making
their way into human studies [306]. In this thesis, we have shown that UCAs also
have a potential use as dose sensors. This is especially the case of superheated
NDs for proton dosimetry, where in in vitro studies show a promising precision.
Importantly, UCA-based dosimetry would not be the only use of CEUS within
radiotherapy. Indeed, US can be used to capture interfraction anatomical changes
[55], detect biological response to radiation [307, 308], or even enhance the re-
sponse to radiation through mechanical excitation [59]. Thus, while UCA-based
dosimetry is a relevant technique on its own, its potential to be combined with
the aforementioned techniques increases its clinical impact. Furthermore, CEUS-
based techniques (including UCA-based dosimetry) benefit of the advances in
other research lines within the field. Indeed, some of the challenges discussed in
this chapter (e.g. ND biocompatibility) are active topics of research within the
community.

Simultaneously, radiotherapy keeps moving forward towards more and more tai-
lored treatments, aiming to reduce the residual dose to healthy organs and the
treatment time (e.g. with hypofractionation [22]). However, while the external
radiotherapy beams become more flexible and precise (e.g. gamma knife [309] or
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proton beams [14]), treatment uncertainties force clinicians to adopt wide safety
margins that increase the treatment toxicity. Dose measurements could thus be
the key to unravel the full potential of these techniques [119], especially in the
case of moving targets or high doses per fraction. UCA-based dosimetry could
overcome the limitation of the current dosimetric options, offering a good preci-
sion, tracking of moving targets, and real time feedback. Still, many uncertainties
remain regarding the biocompatibility, detectability, and overall performance of
this technique in an in vivo scenario. Thus, besides technical optimization, future
studies should focus their efforts to both assess the potential of this technique
in animal models, and to compare the performance with the currently available
dosimetry techniques.
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Summary
Ionizing radiation is used in radiotherapy to induce tumor cells death. However,
radiation is not selective to cancerous cells, but also damages healthy tissues. Ex-
cessive damage to critical organs around the tumor may result in severe, undesired
secondary effects. The goal of in vivo dosimetry is to independently measure the
dose delivered to the patient, aiming to lift the therapy uncertainties, and hence
to further reduce the dose to healthy organs. However, up to date, no dosimetry
technique has been widely adopted as a gold standard.

In this thesis, we have investigated the combination of Ultrasound Contrast
Agents (UCAs) and Ultrasound Imaging (US) for radiation dosimetry. The UCAs
investigated here are injectable particles, generally smaller than a red-blood-cell,
with a gaseous (microbubbles, MBs) or a liquid (nanodroplets, NDs) core, and
a coating layer that increases their stability. Here, we studied two different prin-
ciples by which radiation interacts wit UCAs, as described on Chapter 1: On
the one hand, radiation may modify the physicochemical properties of MBs, ulti-
mately affecting their acoustic response. On the other hand, radiation may trigger
the phase change of NDs (acoustically invisible) into MBs (acoustically resonant),
which is easily detectable with an US system. The chapters of this thesis elab-
orate on experimental studies in well-controlled in vitro environment, aiming to
assess the potential of this technique for dosimetry, and its feasibility for clinical
translation.

In Chapter 2, we investigated the feasibility of using two clinically approved
MB formulations to measure the dose delivered by conventional (megavoltage pho-
tons) radiotherapy-beams. This approach could be quickly adopted in the clinic,
as MBs are routinely used. With this aim, the acoustic response and the size
distribution of the MBs were measured before and after irradiation. While we ob-
served radiation-induced change in the acoustic response of one of the agents, the
change for a clinically relevant radiation dose was low, likely below the acoustic
uncertainties arising in an in vivo scenario. Importantly, we did not measure any
radiation-induced change in the size or acoustic response of the second agent, al-
though both agents contained MBs in the same size range. This finding suggests
that the origin to the measured acoustic change may be chemical, and thus tuning
the MB formulation could optimize its response to radiation.

The rest of the chapters studied the potential of superheated NDs for proton
range verification, as NDs were, directly or indirectly, vaporized by protons. In
Chapters 3 & 4, we introduced two new schemes to detect and localize sin-
gle nanodroplet vaporizations during irradiation with online US. In Chapter 3,
we actively used high-frame US imaging to isolate the bubbles formed in the time
between subsequent frames. The high-frame rate ensured vaporization sparsity be-
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tween frames, allowing us to apply the Ultrasound Localization Microscopy (ULM)
principles to localize the resulting MBs, ensuring a resolution below the classical
diffraction limit. This technique allowed us to find a sub-millimetric agreement be-
tween the spatial distribution of ND vaporizations and the spatial distribution of
stopping protons. In Chapter 4, we passively listened to the acoustic waves pro-
duced during ND vaporization. The time difference of arrival of the acoustic wave
to each of the sensors in an US probe was used to determine the vaporization loca-
tion. Although the precision to localize vaporizations was worse for this technique
than for the active counterpart presented in Chapter 3, both methods offered simi-
lar sub-millimetric precision estimating the proton range. Furthermore, we showed
that the passive method was unsensitive to flowing microbubbles, which may be
advantageous in a clinical scenario, where the vaporized droplets may flow in the
vascular system. In conclusion, compared to offline US imaging, both methods of-
fer an excellent precision could enable real-time range verification. The preference
between the two methods will depend on their performance in a clinical scenario.

Importantly, while the NDs used in our studies offered a good compromise
between stability and radiation sensitivity, they were not directly vaporized by
protons at physiological temperatures. Instead, they were only vaporized by infre-
quent secondary products produced during nuclear reactions. However, we expect
that the range verification accuracy will be much higher when droplets are directly
sensitive to protons. In Chapter 5, to overcome this limitation, we introduced the
use of acoustic waves to intermittently modulate the ND sensitivity to radiation.
Acoustic waves cyclically decreased the pressure inside the droplet core during the
rarefactional phase, which decreased the energy needed to vaporize the droplets,
and allowed protons to directly vaporize the droplets at physiological tempera-
tures (i.e. 37 °C). The acoustic pressures necessary to enable proton sensitivity
were much below the safety limit imposed by regulatory agencies, which suggests
the technique could potentially be used in a clinical scenario.

In Chapter 6, we aimed to estimate the theoretical range verification precision
of ND superheated droplets combined with online US. For the technique to be a
relevant dosimetry alternative, it should provide a good precision for a clinically
relevant number of protons and ND concentration. With this aim, we first derived
and experimentally validated a model to predict the expected number of vaporiza-
tions for a given number of protons, droplet size, and droplet concentration. We
considered the model a good approximation, as the experimental results always
agreed, at least, with the order of magnitude of the theoretical predictions. Sec-
ond, we combined the model with Monte Carlo simulations, which showed that
the range verification precision increased with the number of vaporizations. Fur-
thermore, the simulation predicts that for a clinically relevant number of protons,
the necessary ND concentration to achieve a good range verification precision is
clinically realistic.
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Summary

The previous experiments showed the potential of superheated NDs for range
verification in an in vitro setting. In Chapter 7, we performed a preliminary
study in an animal model, aiming to assess the viability of this technique in
physiological conditions. In this scenario, without an acoustic modulation beam,
we expected ND to be vaporized by the secondary products of nuclear reactions,
i.e., along the beam, not at the Bragg peak. NDs were injected in a healthy rat, and
an US system was used to continuously monitor ND vaporization during proton
irradiation. Two different proton energies were used to assess the detectability of
proton range shifts. As a result, ND vaporizations were observed during proton
irradiation at the two energies. While we were not able to accurately assess the
proton range, the ND vaporization area differed in the two irradiations, likely due
to the proton range shift.

Finally, in Chapter 8 we discuss the relevance of the main results obtained
along this thesis within the context of radiation dosimetry and proton range veri-
fication. The promising results obtained along these chapters are an incentive to
move towards in vivo range verification. Thus, we further elaborate on the main
challenges to overcome in the path towards clinical translation.
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Samenvatting
Ioniserende straling wordt gebruikt bij radiotherapie om de dood van tumorcellen
te induceren. Bestraling beschadigt echter ook gezonde weefsels en is dus niet se-
lectief voor kankercellen. Overmatige schade aan kritische organen rond de tumor
kan leiden tot ernstige, ongewenste neveneffecten. Het doel van in vivo dosimetrie
is het onafhankelijk meten van de dosis die aan de patiënt wordt toegediend, met
als doel de therapieonzekerheden op te heffen en zo de dosis naar gezonde organen
verder te verlagen. Tot op heden is echter geen enkele dosimetrietechniek algemeen
aanvaard als gouden standaard.

In dit proefschrift hebben we de combinatie van Echocontrastmiddelen en echografie
voor stralingsdosimetrie onderzocht. Contrastmiddelen zijn injecteerbare deeltjes,
doorgaans kleiner dan een rode bloedcel, met een gasvormige (microbellen, MB)
of een vloeibare (nanodruppels, ND’s) kern, en een coatinglaag die hun stabiliteit
verhoogt. Hier hebben we twee verschillende principes bestudeerd waarmee stral-
ing interageert met contrastmiddelen, zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk 1: Aan de
ene kant kan straling de fysisch-chemische eigenschappen van MB wijzigen, wat
uiteindelijk hun akoestische respons beïnvloedt. Aan de andere kant kan straling
de faseverandering van ND’s (akoestisch onzichtbaar) in MB (akoestisch resonant)
veroorzaken, wat gemakkelijk detecteerbaar is met echografie. De hoofdstukken
van dit proefschrift gaan dieper in op experimentele studies in een goed gecon-
troleerde in vitro omgeving, met als doel het potentieel van deze techniek voor
dosimetrie en de haalbaarheid ervan voor klinische vertaling te beoordelen.

In Hoofdstuk 2 hebben we de haalbaarheid onderzocht van het gebruik van
twee klinisch goedgekeurde MB-formuleringen om de dosis te meten die wordt
afgegeven door conventionele (megavoltage fotonen) radiotherapiestralen. Deze
aanpak kan snel worden toegepast in de kliniek, aangezien MB routinematig wor-
den gebruikt. Met dit doel werden de akoestische respons en de grootteverdeling
van de MB voor en na bestraling gemeten. Hoewel we door straling geïnduceerde
verandering in de akoestische respons van een van de middelen waarnamen, was
de verandering voor een klinisch relevante stralingsdosis laag, waarschijnlijk on-
der de akoestische onzekerheden die optreden in een in vivo scenario. Belangrijk
is dat we geen door straling geïnduceerde verandering in de grootte of akoestische
respons van het tweede middel hebben gemeten, hoewel beide middelen MB in
hetzelfde groottebereik bevatten. Deze bevinding suggereert dat de oorsprong van
de gemeten akoestische verandering chemisch kan zijn, en dus zou het afstemmen
van de MB-formulering de respons op straling kunnen optimaliseren.

De rest van de hoofdstukken bestudeerden het potentieel van oververhitte ND’s
voor verificatie van het protonbereik, aangezien ND’s, direct of indirect, werden
verdampt door protonen. In Hoofdstukken 3 & 4 hebben we twee nieuwe
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Samenvatting

schema’s geïntroduceerd voor het detecteren en lokaliseren van verdamping van
enkele nanodruppels tijdens bestraling met online US. In Hoofdstuk 3 hebben we
actief high-frame echografie gebruikt om de bellen te isoleren die gevormd zijn in de
tijd tussen opeenvolgende frames. De hoge framesnelheid zorgde voor geïsoleerde
detecties van ND verdamping tussen de frames, waardoor we de principes van
Ultrasound Localization Microscopy (ULM) konden toepassen om de resulterende
MB’s te lokaliseren, waardoor een resolutie onder de klassieke diffractielimiet werd
gegarandeerd. Met deze techniek konden we een submillimetrische overeenkomst
vinden tussen de ruimtelijke verdeling van ND-verdampingen en de ruimtelijke
verdeling van stoppende protonen. In Hoofdstuk 4 hebben we passief geluisterd
naar de akoestische golven die geproduceerd worden tijdens ND-verdamping. Het
tijdsverschil van aankomst van de akoestische golf naar elk van de sensoren in de
echografische sonde werd gebruikt om de verdampingslocatie te bepalen. Hoewel
de precisie om verdampingen te lokaliseren slechter was voor deze techniek dan
voor de actieve tegenhanger gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 3, boden beide methoden
vergelijkbare submillimetrische precisie om het protonbereik te schatten. Verder
toonden we aan dat de passieve methode ongevoelig was voor microbellen die
bewogen (als gevolg van stroming van het medium waarin ze zich bevonden),
wat voordelig kan zijn in een klinisch scenario, waar de verdampte druppeltjes in
het vasculaire systeem kunnen stromen. Concluderend, in vergelijking met offline
echografie, bieden beide methoden een uitstekende precisie die realtime bereikver-
ificatie mogelijk maakt. De voorkeur tussen de twee methoden zal afhangen van
hun prestaties in een klinisch scenario.

Belangrijk is dat, hoewel de ND’s die in onze onderzoeken werden gebruikt een
goed compromis boden tussen stabiliteit en stralingsgevoeligheid, ze niet direct
werden verdampt door proton bij fysiologische temperaturen (37 °C). In plaats
daarvan werden ze alleen verdampt door zeldzame secundaire producten die ti-
jdens kernreacties tussen protonen en atoomkernen werden geproduceerd. We
verwachtten echter dat de nauwkeurigheid van de bereikverificatie veel hoger zal
zijn wanneer druppels direct gevoelig zijn voor protonen. Om deze beperking te
verhelpen, hebben we in Hoofdstuk 5 het gebruik van akoestische golven geïn-
troduceerd om de ND-gevoeligheid voor straling te moduleren. Akoestische golven
verlaagden cyclisch de druk in de druppelkern tijdens de expansie-fase van deze
akoestische golven, waardoor de energie die werd gebruikt om de druppeltjes te
verdampen afnam, en waardoor protonen de druppeltjes direct bij fysiologische
temperaturen konden verdampen. De akoestische drukken die nodig zijn om pro-
tongevoeligheid mogelijk te maken, lagen ver onder de veiligheidslimiet die wordt
opgelegd door regelgevende instanties, wat suggereert dat de techniek mogelijk in
een klinisch scenario zou kunnen worden gebruikt.

In Hoofdstuk 6 wilden we de nauwkeurigheid van de theoretische bereikverifi-
catie van ND oververhitte druppels in combinatie met online echografie schatten.
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Wil de techniek een relevant alternatief voor dosimetrie zijn, dan moet deze een
goede precisie bieden voor een klinisch relevant aantal protonen en ND-concentratie.
Met dit doel hebben we eerst een model afgeleid en experimenteel gevalideerd om
het verwachte aantal verdampingen voor een bepaald aantal protonen, druppel-
grootte en druppelconcentratie te voorspellen. We beschouwden het model als
een goede benadering, omdat de experimentele resultaten altijd overeenkwamen
met de orde van grootte van de theoretische voorspellingen. Ten tweede hebben
we het model gecombineerd met Monte Carlo-simulaties, waaruit bleek dat de
nauwkeurigheid van de bereikverificatie toenam met het aantal verdampingen.
Verder voorspelt de simulatie dat voor een klinisch relevant aantal protonen de
benodigde ND-concentratie om een goede nauwkeurigheid van de afstandsverifi-
catie te bereiken klinisch realistisch is.

De vorige experimenten toonden het potentieel aan van oververhitte ND’s voor
bereikverificatie in een in vitro omgeving. In Hoofdstuk 7 hebben we een voorstudie
uitgevoerd in een diermodel, met als doel de levensvatbaarheid van deze tech-
niek onder fysiologische omstandigheden te beoordelen. In dit scenario, zonder
een akoestische modulatie bundel, verwachtten we dat NDs zouden worden ver-
dampt door de secundaire producten van kernreacties, d.w.z. langs de protonen-
bundel, niet bij de Bragg-piek. ND’s werden geïnjecteerd in een gezonde rat en
een echografisch systeem werd gebruikt om de ND-verdamping continu te volgen
tijdens protonenbestraling. Twee verschillende protonenergieën werden gebruikt
om de detecteerbaarheid van protonenbereikverschuivingen te beoordelen. Als re-
sultaat werden ND-verdampingen waargenomen tijdens protonenbestraling bij de
twee energieën. Hoewel we het protonbereik niet nauwkeurig konden beoordelen,
verschilde het ND-verdampingsgebied in de twee bestralingen, waarschijnlijk als
gevolg van de verschuiving van het protonenbereik.

Ten slotte bespraken we in Hoofdstuk 8 de relevantie van de belangrijkste
resultaten die in dit proefschrift zijn verkregen binnen de context van stralings-
dosimetrie en verificatie van het protonenbereik. De veelbelovende resultaten die
zijn verkregen in in vitro fantomen zijn een stimulans om over te gaan naar in vivo
bereikverificatie. Daarom gaan we in dat hoofdstuk verder in op de belangrijkste
uitdagingen die moeten worden overwonnen op het pad naar klinische vertaling.
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